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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The physical and mental health and safety of our students and staff remains our highest 
priority; we cannot create an environment that is conducive to teaching and learning without it. 
While it is impossible to eliminate all risk, every decision will be made with an eye to minimize 
it to the greatest possible extent. 
 
Decision-Making Principles 
 
Guiding principles led the district in all of our decision-making processes. Where we are unable 
to mitigate fully in one area, we will compensate in another to achieve the same end. 
 
Decision-Making Principle 1 – Reducing crowds and close personal contact 
Decision-Making Principle 2 – Reducing the number of persons with whom an individual 
comes in contact each day 

Decision-Making Principle 3 – Monitoring the prevalence of symptoms and spread in our 
schools and communities 

Decision-Making Principle 4 – Disinfecting and reducing vectors 

 
Key Subject Areas 
 
In accordance with the New Jersey Department of Education’s “The Road Back: Restart and 
Recovery Plan for Education,” the Delaware Valley Regional High School District offers this 
Fall 2020 school reopening plan. Specifically, this plan addresses all of the required 
components of the four key subject areas, minimum standards and other considerations.  
 
Key Subject Area 1 – Conditions for Learning  
Key Subject Area 2 – Leadership and Planning 
Key Subject Area 3 – Policy and Funding 
Key Subject Area 4 – Continuity of Learning 
 
Attachments 
 
Supplemental Guidelines:   
 
Full-time Remote Learning Options for Families in 2020-2021  
 
Attachments 
 
Attachment A – Policy No. 1648 “Restart and Recovery Plan” 

 
 DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL  

FALL 2020 SCHOOL REOPENING PLAN 
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Attachment A1 – Policy No. 1649 “Federal Families First Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response 
Act” 
Attachment B – Stakeholder Contact List 
Attachment C – External Partner Contact List 
Attachment D – School Health-Related Closure Preparedness Plan 
Attachment E – Room Occupancy List 
Attachment F – Northwest Region Covid-19 School Community Containment Guidelines 
Attachment G – Cleaning Procedure Manual  
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Key Subject Area 1 – Conditions for Learning  
 
“Conditions for learning must not only address students’ and educators’ basic physical safety 
needs, but also the social and emotional and environmental factors that can impact educators’ 
capacity to teach and students’ capacity to learn.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan 
for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
The district has adopted Policy 1648 “Restart and Recovery Plan” for screening students and 
staff for COVID-19 symptoms and/or a history of exposure, and addresses social distancing on 
school buses and classrooms. (See Attachment A.) 
 
Critical Areas of Operation:  
 

1. General Health and Safety Guidelines 
2. Classrooms, Testing, and Therapy Rooms 
3. Transportation 
4. Student Flow, Entry, Exit, and Common Areas 
5. Screening, PPE, and Response to Students and Staff Presenting Symptoms 
6. Contact Tracing 
7. Facilities Cleaning Practices 
8. Meals 
9. Recess/Physical Education 
10. Field Trips, Extracurricular Activities & Use of Facilities Outside of School Hours 

 

Elements to Address Impact of Social Isolation on Students and Staff: 
 

1. Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and School Climate and Culture 
2. Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) 
3. Wraparound Supports 
4. Food Service and Distribution 
5. Quality Child Care 

 
Critical Area of Operation 1. - General Health and Safety Guidelines 
 
“In all stages and phases of pandemic response and recovery, schools must comply with 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), state, and local guidelines. Schools must also provide 
reasonable accommodations for staff and students at higher risk for severe illness and 
promote behaviors that reduce spread, such as social distancing, frequent hand washing, and 
the use of face coverings.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ 
Department of Education, June 2020 

 
  DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL   

FALL 2020 SCHOOL REOPENING PREPAREDNESS PLAN 

https://www.cdc.gov/
https://www.nj.gov/health/
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Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
In all stages and phases of pandemic response and recovery, the Delaware Valley Regional 
High School District shall follow the recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control. 
 
A. Establishing and maintaining communication with local and state authorities to determine 

current mitigation levels in your community 

• The district communicates and meets regularly with local and state authorities, 
including, but not limited to, the Board of Education, municipal officials, NJASA, 
Hunterdon County Department of Education, Hunterdon County superintendents, 
Hunterdon County Department of Health, Hunterdon County Office of Emergency 
Management, the NJ State Police, and local police officials. 

• In an effort to streamline the delivery of communications and materials, the district has 
created a stakeholder contact list. (See Attachment B.) 

• In an effort to streamline the delivery of communications and materials, the district has 
created an external-partner contact list. (See Attachment C.) 

 

B. Protecting and supporting staff and students who are at higher risk for severe illness, such 
as providing options for telework and virtual learning. 

• Higher-risk students who are unable to attend in-person class will continue to follow 
their Del Val schedule and will be required to log in to their courses from home at the 
appropriate times. Teachers will be required to provide all of the resources so that 
students can remain on pace with the class. Students learning at home must follow the 
same regulations on attendance and the length of the school day. 

• Higher-risk staff members will be provided the opportunity to tele-teach remotely. 

C. The district will utilize the CDC’s Guidance for Schools and Childcare Programs 

D. The district will promote behaviors that reduce spread through staff, student, and parent 
education, posters, newsletters, web postings, and emails including, but not limited to: 

• Stay home when appropriate 

• Hand hygiene and respiratory etiquette 

• Face coverings 

• Signs and messages 

• Class meetings and faculty meetings run by principal and assistant principal via Zoom 
emphasizing the procedures for returning to school  

E. Reasonable accommodations shall be provided for individuals that the Centers for Disease 
Control identifies as having a higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19, including older 
adults (aged 65 years and older) and individuals with disabilities or serious underlying 

conditions, which may include: 

• Chronic lung disease or asthma (moderate to severe) 

• Serious heart conditions 

• Immunocompromised 

• Severe obesity (body mass index, or BMI, of 40 or higher) 

• Diabetes 

https://www.cdc.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/people-at-higher-risk.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/people-at-higher-risk.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/people-at-higher-risk.html
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• Chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis 

• Liver disease 

• Medically fragile students with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) 

• Students with complex disabilities with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) 

• Students who require accommodations under a Plan in accordance with the Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (504 Plan). 

• Reasonable accommodations may include: providing digital copies of notes, using large 
print for visual aids, clarifying expectations for assignments, shortening assignments, 
providing exemplars/models, using Canvas Calendar for upcoming assignments, giving 
transition warnings for group work/clean-up/exiting the room, offering alternative 
assignments, offering preferential seating (that maintains social distancing), defining 
classroom areas concretely, having a second set of materials at home, allowing written 
rather than oral responses to in-class questions, etc. 

• Provide employees with paid sick leave and expanded family and medical leave for 
specified reasons related to COVID-19. The Families First Coronavirus Response Act 
(FFCRA or Act) requires Delaware Valley Regional High School to provide our 
employees with paid sick leave and expanded family and medical leave for specified 
reasons related to COVID-19. These provisions will apply from April 1, 2020, through 
December 31, 2020. (See Attachment A1.) 

 

Critical Area of Operation 2. - Classrooms, Testing, and Therapy Rooms 
 
“Schools and districts must allow for social distancing to the maximum extent possible. 
When social distancing is difficult or impossible, face coverings are required, and face 
coverings are always required for visitors and staff unless it will inhibit the individual’s 
health. School districts must also minimize use of shared objects, ensure indoor facilities 
have adequate ventilation, prepare and maintain hand sanitizing stations, and ensure 
students wash hands frequently.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, 
NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
All instructional and non-instructional rooms in school and district facilities must comply 
with social distancing standards to the maximum extent practicable. School staff and 
visitors are required to wear face coverings unless doing so would inhibit the individual’s 
health or the individual is under two years of age. A physician’s note is required. 
 

A. The district will allow for social distancing within the classroom to the maximum extent 
practicable.  

● Appropriate room occupancy will be considered for every room based on the Facilities 
Efficiency Standards (FES). Net square footage (NSF) per occupant based on a six-foot 
radius of space around occupants. 6.0-foot radius = 113 NSF. The room occupancy list 
is attached. (See Attachment E.) 

● When possible, the district will ensure that students are seated at least 6 feet apart.  

● Students will be required to wear face coverings (masks). If a student does not have a 
mask one will be provided. 
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● If a student is required but unable to wear a face mask due an underlying issue that 
would inhibit the student’s health, a physician’s note will be required. 

● Classroom desks, whenever possible, will be separated and turned in the same 
direction. 

● It is acknowledged that enforcing the use of face coverings may be impractical for 
young children or individuals with disabilities. 

B. Use of shared objects should be limited when possible or cleaned between use. 

● Individuals should not share personal items. 

● The sharing of school items should be limited. 

● If items must be shared, i.e. desks, they must be cleaned after each use in accordance 
with these protocols:  
o Each classroom will be equipped with an electrostatic sprayer containing a 

disinfectant with an EPA Level IV (safest rating) safety rating that will be used to 
disinfect desks in between classes. 

o Bioesque Green Cleaners and Alcohol based wipes will be available to wipe down 
shared electronic devices. 

C. Schools and districts ensure that the indoor facilities have adequate ventilation, including 
operational heating, and ventilation systems where appropriate. 

● All instructional areas are provided with the appropriate amount of make-up air being 
provided by unit ventilators and/or roof-top units. The Indoor Air Quality Plan stipulates 
how often filters are changed. Logs of filter changes are kept on file. 

● Some office spaces are provided with window air conditioners and operational windows 
or by running the fan on the unit ventilator to meet make-up air requirements.  

● Windows are open, when weather permits, in spaces where A/C is not provided. 

● Filter(s) for window A/C units are maintained according to manufacturer 
recommendations. Filters are cleaned and rinsed once a month during the cooling 
season.  

● Doors will be propped open to increase air exchange from the hallways 
 

D. Hand cleaning and sanitizing.  

● Stations with alcohol-based hand sanitizers (at least 60% alcohol) are located and 
maintained in each classroom and office, at entrances and exits of buildings, and near 
lunchrooms and toilets. 

• For classrooms and offices that have existing hand-washing stations have been 
prepared with soap, water, and alcohol-based hand sanitizers (at least 60% alcohol). 

• Staff and students should wash hands for at least 20 seconds at regular intervals, 
including before eating, after using the bathroom, and after blowing their 
noses/coughing/sneezing. Staff and students should use alcohol-based hand sanitizer 
(at least 60% alcohol) if washing with soap and water is not possible. 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
 
A. For Early Childhood or Multiple Disability programs, when possible: 

• Students shall be kept six feet apart during nap time (can have cots oriented head 
to foot), when eating, and doing other activities. 

https://www.ashrae.org/about/news/2020/ashrae-offers-covid-19-building-readiness-reopening-guidance
https://www.ashrae.org/about/news/2020/ashrae-offers-covid-19-building-readiness-reopening-guidance
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/when-how-handwashing.html
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• Close group learning activities like reading circles shall be avoided. 

• Times on the schedule shall be designated to take students out of the classroom to 
wash hands with soap and water, including, at a minimum: at the start of the day 
when children enter the classroom, before snacks and lunch, after using the toilet or 
helping a child use a toilet, after sneezing and after wiping and blowing noses, after 
snacks and lunch, particularly if hands are sticky, greasy or soiled, when students 
come in from outdoor play or recess. (In limited cases, hand hygiene with an 
alcohol-based sanitizer or alcohol-based wipes, when there is no visible soiling of 
hands, are alternatives to hand washing with soap and water by children over 24 
months of age, under the supervision of the teacher. The CDC recommends an 
alcohol-based sanitizer that is at least 60% alcohol and to rub the product over all 
surfaces of your hands and fingers until hands are dry, about 20 seconds, then 
wash hands with soap and water as soon as possible.) 

 
B. For medically fragile students and students with complex disabilities: 

• Mechanisms to secure PPE have been ensured prior to opening and ongoing 
supplies are being maintained. 

• Continuous disinfecting shall take place in classrooms and therapy rooms that 
service students with complex disabilities where multiple tools are used for 
communication, mobility, and instruction. 

• Sharing of electronic devices, toys, books, and other games or learning aids, shall be 
avoided or thoroughly cleaned and disinfected between use. 

• Each child’s belongings shall be separated from others’ and in individually labeled 
containers, cubbies, or areas. 

• Desks shall be turned to face in the same direction  
 
Critical Area of Operation 3. - Transportation 
 
“School districts should maintain social distancing practices on buses to the maximum 
extent practicable and adopt best practices for cleaning and disinfecting all vehicles used 
for transporting students. If maintaining social distancing is not possible, all students who 
are able must wear face coverings while on buses.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery 
Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
School districts should maintain social distancing practices on buses (at least six feet of 
distance between riders) to the maximum extent practicable.  
A. The district will provide transportation services on a school bus to all students in 

accordance with district policy.  

• Measures will be offered to reduce school bus ridership such as: parents may elect to 
drive their children to school, seniors and juniors with driver’s licenses may also elect to 
drive.  

• A face covering (mask) must be worn by all students. 
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• Accommodations for students who are unable to wear a face covering should be 
addressed according to that student’s particular need and in accordance with all 
applicable laws and regulations. A physician’s note is required. 

B. The district has adopted the following practices for cleaning and disinfecting school buses 
and other transport vehicles: 

● In addition to below considerations while boarding or leaving, drivers will dispense hand 
sanitizer lotion of greater than 62% alcohol content into the student’s hand upon 
request. 

● While students are expected to provide and wear masks, a limited number of masks will 
be available for students who board the bus without a mask when social distance 
cannot be maintained. 

● Buses will be disinfected at the minimum between morning and afternoon routes by 
having the driver spray high-touch areas with a disinfectant with a EPA Level IV rating 
(safest rating) at least every school day. 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
 
A. To limit possible physical interaction among students, students may be required to 

board the school bus by filling the back rows first, and then progressing forward. When 
leaving the bus, students shall exit in the opposite order.  

 
B. Students may be assigned seats on the bus. 
 
C. Windows shall be open whenever possible. 
 
D. School buses and other vehicles used to transport students shall be cleaned and 

disinfected at least once daily, preferably between routes. 
 
E. Drivers shall practice all safety actions and protocols as indicated for other staff (e.g., hand 

hygiene, face coverings). 
 
F. Signs shall be posted on the bus and in the transportation garage and office to 

reinforce social distancing and hygiene rules. 
 

Critical Area of Operation 4. - Student Flow, Entry, Exit, and Common Areas 
 
“School district reopening plans should establish the process and location for student and staff 
health screenings. This should include providing physical guides, such as tape on floors or 
sidewalks and signs on walls, to help ensure that staff and students remain at least six feet 
apart. When it is not possible to maintain physical distancing, schools must require the use of 
face coverings.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of 
Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
A. The process and location for student and staff health screenings is as follows: 
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• In the event that physical distancing (six feet) cannot be maintained for individuals 
in line waiting to enter or exit a building, a mask is required to be worn.  

• Physical guides, such as tape on floors or sidewalks and signs on walls, to help 
ensure that staff and students remain at least 6 feet apart in lines and at other times 
shall be utilized throughout the building and school facility. 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations:  

A. The district shall minimize interaction of students between drop-off and entrance to school 
facilities. Drop-off areas will now include the main entrance, the music entrance, PE 
entrance and E hall entrance only for multiply-disabled students. 

B. Visitors and parents/guardians are required to use their own pens for signing in/out. Visitors 
that must enter the building will be required to provide contact information in case of a 
COVID outbreak. All visitors over the age of two years are required to wear a mask. 

C. The district shall encourage social distancing in hallways and common areas (cafeteria, 
auditorium, media center). Administrators, aides, and paraprofessionals will monitor hall 
passing to ensure safe distances. Students will adhere to the traffic patterns mapped on the 
floor via signage on the walls and floors.    

D. The district may minimize the number of non-essential interactions between students and 
staff throughout the school day. 

E. The district may limit commingling between classes or other district-set groups of students.  

F. The district may minimize large group gatherings. 

G. The district shall limit the number of students in the eating areas by staggering lunchtimes. 
Please see: Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 3. – Scheduling  

H. Physical barriers, such as sneeze guards and partitions, have been installed in all office 
areas, including Counseling and Child Study Team. 

I. Access to lockers may be limited to keep traffic in the hallways within social distancing 
protocols. Students will be allowed to visit their lockers at the beginning and the end of the 
day only. 

J. No more than one student out at a time for the bathroom per classroom. When that student 
returns, the next can will be permitted to leave. In the case of an emergency, the teacher 
should call the main office, and the student can be escorted to the nearest restroom. 

 
Critical Area of Operation 5. - Screening, PPE, and Response to Students and Staff 
Presenting Symptoms 
 
“School districts must adopt a policy for safely and respectfully screening students and 
employees for symptoms of and history of exposure to COVID-19. Students and staff with 
symptoms related to COVID-19 must be safely and respectfully isolated from others. If a 
school district becomes aware that an individual who has spent time in a district facility 
tests positive for COVID-19, district officials must immediately notify local health officials, 
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staff, and families of a confirmed case while maintaining confidentiality.” The Road Back: 
Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
A. The district has adopted Policy No. 1648 “Restart and Recovery Plan” for screening 

students and employees for symptoms and history of exposure. (See Attachment A.) 
 
B. The policy includes the following: 

• Staff must visually check students for symptoms upon arrival (which may include 
temperature checks) and/or confirm with families that students are free of COVID-
19 symptoms. 

• Health checks must be conducted safely and respectfully, and in accordance with 
any applicable privacy laws and regulations. 

• Results must be documented when signs/symptoms of COVID-19 are observed. 

• Any screening policy must take into account students with disabilities and 
accommodations that may be needed in the screening process for those students. 

 
C. Procedures include the following: 

• Students and staff with symptoms related to COVID-19 must be safely and 
respectfully isolated from others.  

• The district shall follow current Communicable Disease Service guidance for illness 
reporting. 

• If the school district becomes aware that an individual who has spent time in a 
district facility tests positive for COVID-19, district officials must immediately notify 
local health officials, staff, and families of a confirmed case while maintaining 
confidentiality. 

 
D. The district has implemented a policy to prepare for when someone tests positive for 

COVID-19. 
 
E. Written protocols have been developed by the Department of Health detailing the 

district’s COVID-19 related response for symptomatic students and staff. Protocols are 
consistent with the district’s contact-tracing policy to the maximum extent practicable. 
(See Attachment F.) 

 
F. Protocols include: 

• Establishment of an isolation space. Students and staff with symptoms related to 
COVID-19 must be safely and respectfully isolated from others. Students should 
remain in isolation with continued supervision and care until picked up by an 
authorized adult. 

• Follow current Communicable Disease Service guidance for illness reporting. 

• Adequate amount of personal protective equipment (PPE) available, accessible, and 
provided for use. 

• Methods to assist in contact tracing, including records of groups/cohorts, assigned 
staff, and daily attendance. 

https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/
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• Continuous monitoring of symptoms. 

• Re-admittance policies consistent with Department of Health guidance and 
information for schools and Department of Health/Communicable Disease Service’s 
Quick Reference Guidance on Discontinuation of Transmission-Based Precautions 
and Home Isolation for Persons Diagnosed with COVID-19 

• Protocols to address a positive case. 
 

G. Parents are encouraged to be on the alert for signs of illness in their children and to keep 
them home when they are sick. Parent awareness and education information shall be 
available on the district’s reopening webpage. 

 
H. School staff and visitors are required to wear face coverings unless doing so would inhibit 

the individual’s health or the individual is under two years of age. A physician’s note is 
required.  

 
I. Students are required to wear face coverings at all times, unless doing so would inhibit 

the student’s health. A physician’s note is required. It is also necessary to acknowledge 
that enforcing the use of face coverings may be impractical for young children or 
individuals with disabilities. 

 
J. Accommodation for students who are unable to wear a face covering should be 

addressed according to that student’s need and in accordance with all applicable laws 
and regulations. 

 
K.  Exceptions to mask requirements: 

• Doing so would inhibit the individual’s health. A physician’s note is required. 

• The individual is in extreme heat outdoors. 

• The individual is in water. 

• A student’s documented medical condition, or disability as reflected in an 
Individualized Education Program (IEP), precludes the use of face covering. 

• The student is under the age of two and could risk suffocation. 
 

L.  If a visitor refuses to a wear a face covering for non-medical reasons and if such 
covering cannot be provided to the individual at the point of entry, entry to the 
school/district facility may be denied. 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
 
A. Students and employees may be asked to leave or not come into school if they test positive 

for COVID-19 or exhibit one or more of the symptoms of COVID-19, based on CDC guidance, 
that is not otherwise explained: 

• A fever of 100.4° F or greater 

• Cough 

• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 

• Chills 

• Repeated shaking with chills 

https://www.state.nj.us/health/cd/topics/covid2019_schools.shtml
https://www.state.nj.us/health/cd/topics/covid2019_schools.shtml
https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/documents/topics/NCOV/COVID-QuickRef_Discont_Isolation_and_TBP.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/documents/topics/NCOV/COVID-QuickRef_Discont_Isolation_and_TBP.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/documents/topics/NCOV/COVID-QuickRef_Discont_Isolation_and_TBP.pdf
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• Muscle pain 

• Headache 

• Sore throat 

• New loss of taste or smell 

• Fatigue 

• Congestion or runny nose 

• Nausea or vomiting 

• Diarrhea 
 
Critical Area of Operation 6. – Contact Tracing 
 
“Contact tracing is the process used to identify those who have come into contact with 
people who have tested positive for many contagious diseases, including COVID-19. It is 
a long-standing practice and is an integral function of local health departments. All school 
district administrators, school safety specialists, counselors, and any other staff deemed 
appropriate by the school district, should be provided with information regarding the role of 
contact tracing in keeping school communities safe from the spread of contagious 
disease. School districts should collaborate with the local health department and engage 
their school nurses to develop contact tracing policies and procedures, as well as educate 
the broader school community on the importance of contact tracing.” The Road Back: 
Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
A. Upon notification that a resident has tested positive for COVID-19, a local health 

department will call to determine close contacts to whom they may have spread the 
virus, where close contact is defined as being within six feet for a period of at least 10 
minutes. Trained professionals from the community then get in touch with those close 
contacts to recommend next steps, such as self-quarantining, and to provide critical 
education and support in risk-mitigation strategies. Increasing the number and capacity 
of contact tracers has been a top priority of the Governor as these practices can help 
slow the spread of COVID-19. 

 
B. All school and district administrators, school-safety specialists, counselors, and any 

other staff deemed appropriate by the school and district, should be provided 
information regarding the role of contact tracing in keeping school communities safe 
from the spread of contagious disease (see resources below). Schools and districts 
should engage the expertise of their school nurses to educate the broader school 
community on the importance of contact tracing.  

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
 
A. Contact-tracing policies should: 

• Be developed in consultation with the board’s local health department and with 
school nurses employed by the board; 
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• Identify the criteria an individual must meet in order to activate the board’s contact-
tracing policy; 

• Clearly describe the school or district’s responsibilities regarding notification of 
its local health department, staff, families and the public; 

• Identify the school or district’s role in assisting its local health department in 
conducting contact-tracing activities, including ongoing communication with the 
identified individual and/or their contacts. 

• Ensure adequate information and training is provided to school and district staff as 
necessary to enable staff to carry out responsibilities assigned to them under the 
policy; and 

• Adhere to all applicable federal and state requirements regarding privacy of educational 
records (e.g. FERPA). 

• Designation of a staff liaison or liaisons responsible for providing notifications and 
carrying out other components of the board’s contact-tracing policy that could help 
ensure that notifications are carried out in a prompt and responsible manner. 

• Open communication systems that allow staff, students, and families to self-report 
symptoms and/or suspected exposure and could assist school districts provide 
prompt notification. 

 

Critical Area of Operation 7. – Facilities Cleaning Practices 
 
“School districts must continue to adhere to existing required facilities cleaning practices 
and procedures, and any new specific requirements of the local health department as they 
arise. School districts must also sanitize bathrooms daily and between use as much as 
possible.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of 
Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
Districts must continue to adhere to existing required facilities-cleaning practices and 
procedures, and any new specific requirements of the local health department as they 
arise. Each school district must develop a procedure manual to establish 
cleaning/disinfecting schedules, targeted areas to be cleaned, and methods and materials 
to be used. (See Attachment G.) 
 
The district will: 
 
A. Develop a schedule for increased, routine cleaning and disinfection included in the 

district’s policy. 

B. The district shall routinely clean and disinfect surfaces and objects that are frequently 
touched. This may include cleaning objects/surfaces not ordinarily cleaned daily (e.g., 
doorknobs, light switches, classroom sink handles, countertops). Use all cleaning products 
according to the directions on the label. For disinfection, most common EPA-registered 
household disinfectants should be effective. A list of products that are EPA-approved for 
use against the virus that causes COVID-19 is available on the EPA’s website. Follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning and disinfection products (e.g., concentration, 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-04/documents/316485-c_reopeningamerica_guidance_4.19_6pm.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-04/documents/316485-c_reopeningamerica_guidance_4.19_6pm.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
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application method and contact time, etc.) Examples of frequently touched areas in 
schools: 

● Classroom desks and chairs 
● Lunchroom tables and chairs 

● Door handles and push plates 

● Handrails 

● Kitchens and bathrooms 
● Light switches 

● Handles on equipment (e.g. athletic equipment) 

● Buttons on vending machines 

● Shared telephones 
● Shared desktops/laptops 

● Shared computer keyboards and mice 

● Drinking fountains 

● School bus seats and windows 

 

C. Sanitize bathrooms daily, or between use as much as possible, using protocols outlined by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 

A. Regarding bathrooms: (one student per class at a time with a pass, emergencies 
notwithstanding) 

● In an effort to avoid crowds, the district shall limit the number of students who can enter 
at a time. 

● Staff members shall be designated to enforce limited capacity and avoid overcrowding. 
Aides shall periodically check bathrooms. Additional staff will be required to assist in 
supervision. 

● Doors may be propped open to avoid touching handles when possible. 

B. Drinking fountains shall be cleaned and sanitized, and staff and students are encouraged to 
bring their own water to minimize use and touching of water fountains. Bubblers will be 
disabled and only water bottle refill stations will be operational. 

 
C. Hand sanitizer will be made available at the school bus entrance for each student to use 

when boarding or when leaving the bus, by request. Similarly, students are required to 
wear face coverings while riding on the bus.  

 
D. Bus drivers shall be required to take certain personal hygiene actions (e.g., frequent hand 

washing) and be afforded the opportunity to do so (such as having sufficient time between 
routes). 

 
E. The district has developed procedures that detail how school buses will be cleaned and 

sanitized. The district has developed a cleaning/sanitizing checklist to be completed by the 
personnel responsible for the cleaning. The checklist serves two purposes: 1) providing a 
roadmap for the steps that need to be taken to properly clean and sanitize the bus; and 2) 
certifying that the process has been completed as required. 

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
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F. The district has developed a process for the routine cleaning and disinfecting of furniture, 

accounting for the materials used in furniture in each school building. 

• During the school day, each classroom will be equipped with an electrostatic sprayer 
containing a disinfectant with a EPA Level IV rating (safest rating) that will be used to 
disinfect desks in between classes. 

• Bioesque Green Cleaners and Alcohol based wipes will be available to wipe down 
shared electronic devices. 

• Custodial staff will be reassigned to be available throughout the day to wipe down 
frequently touched surfaces such as doorknobs, light switches as well as to clean 
bathrooms throughout the day and empty classrooms.  

 
G. EPA-registered disposable wipes will be provided to teachers and staff so that commonly 

used surfaces (e.g., keyboards, desks, remote controls) can be wiped down before use. 
 
H. The district will ensure adequate supplies to support cleaning and disinfection practices. 
 
I. The district will ensure safe and correct use and storage of cleaning and disinfection 

supplies, including storing products securely away from children, and ensuring appropriate 
ventilation so students and staff are not exposed to toxins or fumes. 

 
J. The district shall clean and disinfect the school after a person has been identified as 

COVID-19 positive: 

● Schools might need to implement short-term closure procedures regardless of 
community spread if an infected person has been in a school building. If this happens, 
CDC recommends the following procedures: 
o Close off areas used by a sick person and do not use before cleaning and 

disinfection. Wait 24 hours before you clean and disinfect. If it is not possible to wait 
24 hours, wait as long as possible. 

o Open outside doors and windows to increase air circulation in the area. 
o Cleaning staff should clean and disinfect all areas (e.g., offices, bathrooms, and 

common areas) used by the ill persons, focusing especially on frequently touched 
surfaces. 

o District will consider bringing in an outside cleaning company to clean and disinfect 
in the event of a positive COVID-19 case.  

 
K. Training will be provided to the personnel responsible for cleaning and sanitizing the facility 

and school buses. Topics that will be addressed include proper use of cleaning and 
disinfecting agents, the cleaning schedule for various surfaces, and safety precautions that 
need to be taken (e.g., ensuring adequate ventilation while cleaning and sanitizing). 

 
Critical Area of Operation 8. – Meals 
 
“If cafeterias or other group dining areas are in use, school districts must stagger eating 
times to allow for social distancing and disinfecting of the area between groups. 
Additionally, districts must discontinue family-style, self-service, and buffet-style dining 
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and maintain social distancing. Cafeteria staff must wash their hands immediately after 
removing gloves and after directly handling used food-service items.” The Road Back: 
Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
A. If cafeterias or group dining areas are used: 
 
B. Stagger times to allow for social distancing, and clean and disinfect between groups. 
 
C. Discontinue family-style, self-service, and buffet. 
 
D. Clean and sanitize tables/surfaces between each meal service, pursuant to the protocols 

outlined here by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
 
E. Space students at least six feet apart. 
 
F. Individuals must wash their hands after removing their gloves or after directly handling 

used food-service items. 
 

G. Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
 
The district shall consult the NJ Department of Agriculture for additional information 
regarding compliance with Child Nutrition Program rules and regulations. 
 
A. Consider serving meals in classrooms or outside when possible instead of a group 

dining area. 
 
B. Serve individually plated meals or meals in pre-packaged boxes or bags. 
 
C. Ensure students are not sharing food. 
 
D. Use disposable food-service items (e.g., utensils, dishes). 

• If disposable items are not feasible or desirable, ensure that all non-disposable 
food-service items are handled with gloves and washed with dish soap and hot 
water or in a dishwasher. 

 
E. Encourage proper hand washing before and after eating meals. 
 
Critical Area of Operation 9. – Recess/Physical Education 
 
“School districts must complete an inventory of outdoor spaces and mark off areas to 
ensure separation between students. Recess must be staggered by groups and staff must 
disinfect playground equipment and other shared equipment between uses. School 
districts should also consider closing locker rooms and encouraging students to wear 
comfortable clothing and safe footwear to school so they can participate in physical 

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
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education classes without needing to change” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan 
for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

A. The district shall use cones, flags, tape, or other signs to create boundaries between 
groups. 

B. The district shall encourage hand washing immediately after physical education. 

C. Outdoor spaces (courtyards, football field, track, cross country course, varsity softball field, 
field hockey field, jv softball field, tennis courts, freshman softball field, practice football 
field, jv baseball field, practice lacrosse field, lacrosse game field, varsity soccer field, jv 
soccer field, freshman soccer field, and baseball field) shall be marked off to ensure 
separation among students (six feet for social distancing). 

D. The district may close locker rooms to mitigate risk and prohibit students and staff from 
confined spaces with limited ventilation and/or areas with large amounts of high contact 
surfaces. 

● Locker rooms will not be used until the NJSIAA and Department of Health provides 
guidance to do so.  

● If not feasible to close, locker room use may be staggered and cleaned and disinfected 
between use. 

● Students are encouraged to wear comfortable clothing and safe footwear to school that 
allows for safe movement and is appropriate for the weather in order to participate in 
physical education without the use of a locker room. 

E. The district shall mitigate risk, limit and/or eliminate direct contact with equipment (lessons 
with no equipment) and do not allow sharing of equipment. If equipment must be shared, it 
shall be cleaned and disinfected between each use. 

 
Critical Area of Operation 10. – Extracurricular Activities and Use of Facilities Outside of 
School Hours 
 
“All extracurricular activities must comply with applicable social distancing requirements 
and hygiene protocol. External community organizations that use school facilities must 
follow district guidance on health and safety protocols.” The Road Back: Restart and 
Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

A. The district shall adhere to all applicable social distancing requirements and hygiene 
protocol during any extracurricular activities. 

 

B. The district shall determine when the use of school facilities will be made available to 
outside organizations. External community organizations that use school/district facilities 
are required to follow district guidance on health and safety protocols. 

 
Implementation of Additional Considerations: 
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A. The district shall maximize the use of technology and online resources to continue some 
extracurricular activities without additional person-to-person contact. Advisors and coaches 
will utilize Zoom and Google hangout meetings as appropriate. Additionally, advisors and 
coaches will make use of webpages and emails as necessary.  

B. The district shall restrict the use of school/district facilities to district-sponsored 
extracurricular activities and groups. The facility manager will communicate this to outside 
groups. 

C. The district shall limit public use of school facilities to outdoor areas or design a method, 
such as scheduling or increased cleaning, to ensure the use will not conflict with hygiene 
standards. 

D. The district shall consider canceling field trips, assemblies, and other large gatherings. 

E. The district’s cleaning/disinfecting schedule may not allow for in-person gatherings outside 
school hours. 
 

Elements to Address Impact of Social Isolation on Students and Staff: 
 

“Conditions for learning involve the social and emotional and environmental factors that 
can impact educator capacity to teach and student capacity to learn, including standards 
for maintaining healthy and safe school conditions. As schools reopen in the fall, the 
impact of social isolation on both educators and students must be a key area of concern. 
In addition to taking these steps to protect students’ and educators’ physical health, 
leaders must also consider the impact of social isolation on both educators and students. 
“The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 
2020 

A. Social emotional learning (SEL) will be critical in re-engaging students, supporting adults, 
rebuilding relationships, and creating a foundation for academic learning. To this end, 
school districts are encouraged to thoughtfully plan around the well-being of educators so 
they can support the social and emotional well-being and learning needs of their students, 
acknowledge and prepare for the potential trauma that staff and students have faced during 
the COVID-19 school closures, and recognize and empower educators’ and staff’s 
strengths. 
o The district shall provide time and space for individuals to process traumatic events, re-

establish connections with each other, and receive support that promotes their healing. 
o A survey will be administered to the students and parents to evaluate SEL needs. 
o Students will have access to school counselors, SAC, and the Mental Health 

Counselor throughout the day, as needed. Both in-person and virtually. 
o Weekly group counseling sessions will be offered by the SAC and the Mental Health 

Counselor, topics to be determined based on student need. 
o A Decompression Room will be provided, which will have stations for mindfulness, 

tactile manipulatives, and journaling/art therapy. 
o Resources for SEL and Mindfulness will be available on the DVR website. 
o Periodic emails will be sent to the school community pertaining to tips and strategies 

to manage stress and anxiety. 
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o The district shall prioritize educator self-care and wellness through the summer and at 
the start of the 2020-21 school year. 
o Staff will be offered Lunch & Learn and Mindfulness sessions during the school year 

that address self-care. 
o The Counseling Department Newsletter will provide articles addressing self-care and 

wellness. 
o Resources for SEL and Mindfulness will be available on the DVR website. 
o Periodic emails will be sent to the school community offering tips and strategies to 

manage stress and anxiety. 
o The district shall support educators’ access to mental and behavioral resources and 

encourage them to utilize these services. 
o A survey will be administered to the staff to evaluate needs. 
o Staff will have access to school counselors, SAC, and the Mental Health Counselor 

throughout the day, as needed.  Both in-person and virtually. 

A. Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS)  
 

MTSS is a systematic approach to prevention, intervention, and enrichment in grades PK-
12 for academics and behavior that offers educators and families a mechanism to identify 
individual students who need extra support. In partnership with leaders and educators from 
districts experienced with implementing MTSS the NJDOE identified universal screening, 
collaborative problem-solving teams, family engagement, and data-based decision-making 
as critical components for districts moving toward MTSS. 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School utilizes a variety of supports that include, but are not 
limited to, I&RS (Intervention & Referral Services) team meetings, Supervised Study hall, 
counseling team meetings and combined CST/Counseling Department meetings, as well 
as periodic communications between CST, counselors, staff, students, and parents.  In 
addition to administering a survey to evaluate student needs, additional sources of 
information will include staff observations, grade reports, and discipline records. 

B. Wraparound Supports  
 
Wraparound services differ from traditional school-based services in their comprehensive 
approach to addressing the academic, behavioral, and social-emotional needs of students 
with interventions both inside and outside of the school environment. These include mental 
health support, primary health and dental care, family engagement, expanded before-
school and after-school and summer learning time, and mentoring programs. 

• Notification of available community resources will be provided to families and 
students. 

C. Food Service and Distribution  
 

School meals are critical to student health and well-being, especially for low-income 
students, and the NJDOE considers it a moral imperative to ensure the seamless and 
continuous feeding of New Jersey’s approximately 1.4 million students during all phases of 
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school reopening. The Department is working with the departments of Agriculture and 
Health to ensure that school district concerns related to food service are addressed as 
more guidance is made available. 
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Key Subject Area 2 – Leadership and Planning   
 
“This section references guidance, requirements, and considerations for school districts 
regarding district and school-wide logistical and operational issues with which administrators 
will contend in planning to reopen schools. Before working to develop plans for fall operations 
can begin, the appropriate structures for leadership and planning must be in place.” The Road 
Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning: 
 
1. Restart Committee 
2. Pandemic Response Team 
3. Scheduling 
4. Staffing 
5. Educator Roles Related to Technology Needs 
6. Athletics 
 
Core Guiding Principles:  
 
The health, safety, and wellness of students and staff is our top priority.  
1. We will strive to maintain the continuity of learning. 
2. We will facilitate equity and ease of access to communications and resources.  
3. We will flexibly accommodate the needs and varying circumstances of all learners. 
4. We will incorporate educators, students, parents, and school boards and other community 

members  
 
Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 1. – Restart Committee 
 
“All school districts will be expected to develop reopening plans. Collaboration is critical to the 
development of a district reopening plan. Therefore, every school district should establish a 
Restart Committee that includes districts and school-level administrators, members of the local 
boards of education or charter school boards of trustees, the presidents of the local education 
associations, or their designees of the local education associations, and a diverse set of 
content experts, educators, parents, and students.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery 
Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School Fall 2020 Restart Committee, Adam Wright, Chair: 
 

 
DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL  

FALL 2020 SCHOOL REOPENING PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
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Conditions for Learning Leadership & Planning Policy & Funding Continuity of Learning 

Adrienne Olcott (C) Daria Wasserbach (C) Teresa Barna (C) Mike Gurysh (C) 

Ellen Gordon Jon Delisle Michelle Kletter Gerard Bowers 

Beth Ann Hendershot Bill Deniz Tara Civitillo Matt Cirigliano 

Janice Jones Kristina Sterbenc Mattie O'Brien Sandy Morisie 

Heather Eckhardt Ben McPherson Judy Warmingham Lisa Cartwright 

Jerry Ford Rick Epstein Kyle Tinnes Barb DiLorenzo 

Clint Ambs Molly Esposito Dave Kirschenmann Brian Smith 

Irene Amante Mike Gurysh  Janet O'Connor 

 
Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 2. – Pandemic Response Team 
 
“School districts should establish school-based Pandemic Response Teams in each 
school to centralize, expedite, and implement COVID-19-related decision-making. Each 
school team should have a liaison that reports to district-level administrators to ensure 
coordinated actions across the district.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for 
Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School Pandemic Response Team: 
 
Superintendent: Daria Wasserbach 

School Principal: Adrienne Olcott 

Teachers: Molly Morton, DVREA Co-President, Janice Jones, Clinton Ambs, Ben McPherson, 

Judy Warmingham, Lisa Cartwright, Brain Smith 

Child Study Team Member  

School Counselor: Kristina Sterbenc, Supervisor of Counseling 

Mental Health Expert: Heather Eckhardt 

Subject Area Chairperson/Director: Mike Gurysh, Director of Curriculum; Tara Civitillo, English 

Supervisor; Kyle Tinnes, Fine and Practical Arts Supervisor  

School Nurse: Beth Hendershot  

School safety personnel: Adam Wright, School Safety Specialist 

Members of the school safety team: Bill Deniz, Athletic Director; Jerry Ford, Transportation 

Director; Matt Cirigliano, IT Manager 

Custodian: Mattie O’Brien, Supervisor of Buildings and Grounds  

Parent: Dave Kirschenmann 
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Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 3. – Scheduling 
 
Districts’ reopening plans must account for resuming in-person instruction. Scheduling 
decisions shall be informed by careful evaluation of the health and safety standards and the 
most up-to-date guidance from New Jersey Department of Health (NJDOH), as well the input 
of stakeholders about the needs of all students and the realities of each unique district. The 
Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School Fall 2020 Return to School Schedule: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School will utilize a hybrid model for our return, alternating in-
person instruction with remote, student-centered assignments and instruction. 
 
This model is based upon a daily, 8-period “C- Day” bell schedule for a full day of school. 
Students will attend school every other day. On complementary days, students will be 
assigned asynchronous projects, assignments, or participate in class meetings. Students will 
be assigned to the Blue Group or the Gold Group. Group assignments are based upon the 
master schedule and limiting the number of students in a classroom to provide the greatest 
opportunities for social distancing. Consideration will be given for siblings. No other 
considerations will be given. For the health and safety of all, your group will remain 
firmly as assigned. 
 

Day 1 of 
Hybrid 
Model 

Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5+ until 
notice given  

Day 6+ until 
notice given 

Last Day of 
Hybrid 
Model 

Blue 
students at 
school 
receiving 
Lesson 1, 
face to 
face 

Gold students 
at school 
receiving 
Lesson 1, 
face to face 

Blue students 
at school 
receiving 
Lesson 2, 
face to face 

Gold students 
at school 
receiving 
Lesson 2, 
face to face 

Blue students 
at school 
receiving 
Lesson 3, 
face to face 

Gold students 
at school 
receiving 
Lesson 3, 
face to face 

Blue students 
“off” 

Gold 
students 
“off” 

Blue students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 1 

Gold students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 1 

Blue students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 2 

Gold students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 2 

Blue students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 3 

Gold students 
at home doing 
asynchronous 
work for 
Lesson 3 

 
To clarify, this is not a six- or seven-day model. The Blue/Gold hybrid model will continue to 

repeat until a full reopening of school or additional health-related closures occur. 

 

The bell schedule includes two separate lunch periods in the 3A block. Beginning at 10:45 a.m. 

half of the students will have period 3A followed by lunch while the other half will have lunch 

followed by 3A. 
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Period 1A 

Period 1B 

Period 2A 

Period 2B 

Period 3A – Alpha Lunch 

Period 3A – Beta Lunch 

Period 3B 

Period 4A 

Period 4B 

 

In the event of another full health-related school closure, the District will revert to our Distance 

Learning Days (DLD) Model, with an adjusted bell schedule. 

 

2020-21 DLD Bell Schedule for a full health-related school closure: 

Block 1 (A/B):9:00-9:55 a.m. 

Block 2 (A/B):10:05-11:00 a.m. 

Block 3 (A/B):12:00-12:55 p.m. 

Block 4 (A/B):1:05-2:00 p.m. 

 

In the event of a full reopening of school, the district will return to its traditional A/B Schedule. 

Traditional A/B and alternate Bell Schedules for a full return to school may be found on the 

district website at https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/4820. 

 
Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 4. – Staffing 
 

“Teachers serve as the number one in-school factor impacting student learning. 
Regardless of the environment, teachers should clearly understand expectations and be 
supported and held accountable for student learning. Districts should consider access and 
equity for all staff to ensure continuity of student learning. School reopening plans and 
decision-making throughout the school year should consider unique needs of each staff 
member.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of 
Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

• In-person and Hybrid Learning Environments: Roles and Responsibilities 
 

In a fully in-person or hybrid learning environment districts should leverage staff to monitor 
student movement, hallway traffic, and maintain safety according to guidelines. 
Instructional and non-instructional staff schedules can include designated time to support 
school building logistics required to maintain health and safety requirements. 

• Instructional staff should: 

• Reinforce social distancing protocol with students and co-teacher or support staff. 

https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/4820
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• Limit group interactions to maintain safety. 

• Support school building safety logistics (entering, exiting, restrooms, etc.). 

• Become familiar with district online protocols and platforms. 

• Plan standards-based lessons to meet the needs of students at various levels, ensuring 
versatility of lessons to apply to both settings. 

• Develop predictable routines and structures for students while maintaining student 
engagement through varied instructional strategies/modalities. 

• Provide regular feedback to students and families on expectations and progress. 

• Set clear expectations for remote and in-person students. 

• Assess student progress early and often and adjust instruction and/or methodology 
accordingly. 

• Develop opportunities for real-time interactions with students (office hours, virtual 
meetings, etc.) within the context of the teacher’s work day. 

• Instruct and maintain good practice in digital citizenship for all students and staff. 

• Instructional staff with additional capacity or limited time spent with students may assist 
with school building and safety logistics. 

• Supervisors should support teachers in making necessary curricular adjustments and 
continuously improving the quality of instruction in remote and hybrid environments. 

• Providing materials, manipulatives and items for at-home activities at no cost to families 
(particularly in preschool). 

 

• Mentor Teachers should:  

• Plan for in-person contact with the mentee using agreed upon communication methods 
and schedules that provide confidentiality and sufficient support. 

• Identify the most immediate issues to address with the mentee considering technology 
needs and how to provide effective remote instruction. 

• Establish observation protocols for remote environments that protect confidentiality, 
respect student privacy, and provide the mentee with relevant support. 

• Integrate self-care, for mentor and mentee, into mentoring scheduling and practices. 

• Continue to maintain logs of mentoring contact. 

• Mentor teachers should consider all health and safety measures when doing in-person 
observations. 

• Consider alternative methods for classroom observations and avoiding in-person 
contact where possible. 

 

• Administrators: 
In addition to administrators’ non-instructional responsibilities, to ensure quality of 
continued learning in-person or virtually, administrators should: 

• Consider roles for staff with health concerns, leveraging them to enhance the virtual 
learning environment and inform in-person instruction. 

• Provide time for staff collaboration and planning. (See Scheduling section.)   

• Prioritize practical science and practical CTE areas for on-site opportunities.  

• Prioritize vulnerable student groups for face-to-face instruction. 

• Identify teachers and teacher leaders that may provide support to staff to continuously 
improve instruction in a virtual environment. 
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• Work with staff and faculty to ensure that teaching and learning, and all student services 
are effectively and efficiently developed, planned, and delivered. 

• Hone collaboration, cooperation and relationship building skills using alternative 
methods to remain connected to virtual instruction. 

• Define and provide examples of high-quality instruction given context and resources 
available. 

• Assess teacher, student, and parent needs regularly. 

• Ensure students and parents receive necessary supports to ensure access to 
instruction. 

• Communicate expectations for delivering high-quality instruction, assessing, and 
monitoring student progress in the virtual environment, in accordance with NJDOE’s 
Professional Standards for Teachers and NJ Professional Standards for Leaders 
(N.J.A.C. 6A:9). 

• Plan a process to onboard students and re-establish the classroom environment 
through emphasizing relationships with students and parents and resetting routines. 

• Collaborate on curriculum planning and assessing student academic and social 
emotional well-being when they return to school. 

• Create feedback loops with parents and families about students’ academic and social 
emotional health and well-being, through use of remote learning conferences and/or 
surveys to parents about their student’s experience and learning while out of school. 

• Share a comprehensive account of academic interventions and social emotional and 
mental health support services available through the district. 

• Create and communicate realistic student schedules to increase student engagement 
and accountability for both hybrid and remote learning models. 

• Collaborate in determining expectations for differentiated instruction and rigor in hybrid 
and remote learning models. 

• Support families in connecting with teachers and other services they need to be 
successful in navigating the virtual environment. 

 

• Educational Services Professionals: 

• Paraprofessionals and teachers may lead small group instruction in a virtual 
environment.  

• Teachers, Counselors, and CST Members may facilitate the virtual component of 
synchronous online interactions. 

• Teachers, with technological supports, may manage online platforms for small groups of 
in-person students while the teacher is remote.   

• Educational Services Professionals may assist with the development and 
implementation of adjusted schedules.  

• Educational Services Professionals may plan for the completion of course requests and 
scheduling (secondary school).  

• Educational Services Professionals may assist teachers with providing updates to 
students and families.  

• Educational Services Professionals may support embedding of SEL into lessons.  

• Paraprofessionals and teachers may lead small group instruction to ensure social 
distancing.  
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• Virtual meetings will be conducted, unless otherwise is deemed necessary for one-on-
one interactions avoiding in-person contact where possible.   

 

• Support Staff: 
Paraprofessionals that usually serve in physical classrooms supporting students and 
teachers may also provide support in the virtual environment, especially for struggling 
students, those with special needs, English language learners, and those that need 
additional support at home.  
 
Paraprofessionals may: 

• Lead small group instruction to ensure social distancing, provided there is space 
available. In virtual circumstances, breakout rooms may be utilized. 

• Consider alternative methods for one-on-one interactions avoiding in-person contact 
where possible.   

• Pre-record read-alouds and videos around SEL activities and routines.  

• Act as a liaison between counseling and students, and facilitate recommended 
activities. 

• Caption pre-recorded instructional videos from general education teachers.   

• Provide real-time support during virtual sessions.   

• Research websites, videos, and links for accessible activities that teachers can 
incorporate into lessons.  

• Support families and students in accessing and participating in remote learning.  

• Paraprofessionals can be added to online classes as co-teachers.  

• Lead small group instruction in a virtual environment through the use of breakout rooms, 
private chat, email and one-on-one conversations.  

• Facilitate the virtual component of synchronous online interactions.  
 

• Substitutes:  

• The district has contingency staffing plans in case of sudden long-term absences and/or 
vacancies.  

• The district has developed roles and responsibilities for substitute teachers in both 
virtual and hybrid settings.  

• The district will make use of “permanent” substitute teachers who shall report daily to 
the building and provide class coverages to promote continuity of instruction and reduce 
the number of outside visitors (personnel) reporting to the building. 

 

Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 4. – Educator Roles Related to School 
Technology Needs 
 
A. Ongoing Support with Technology  
 

Technology staff members have been designated to provide ongoing technical support to 
students, teachers, and families. This plan covers both on-site and remote support.  
  
School On-site  
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Students/Families 
During the hours of school operation, in-person support is available to students in the 
Technology Office normally throughout the year. However, sneeze guard barriers have 
been installed with pass-through windows to allow Technology staff members and students 
to work safely together. Facemasks will be required in this area as social distancing will be 
difficult and the nature of the support may require passing devices back and forth between 
staff and students. If a device is to be shared with the Technology staff member, gloves, 
hand sanitizer, and disinfectant will be located at each support desk. Support is also always 
available to students by emailing iPadhelp@dvrhs.k12.nj.us.  
  
Teachers/Staff: 
During the hours of school operation, in-person support is available from the Technology 
Integration Specialist in the Technology Office to teachers who have Technology 
Integration support needs. Technical support is also available to all staff with technology-
related issues. However, sneeze guard barriers have been installed with pass-through 
windows to allow Technology staff members and teaching staff to work safely together. 
Facemasks will be required in this area as social distancing will be difficult, and the nature 
of the support may require passing devices back and forth between staff and students. If a 
device is to be shared with the Technology staff member, gloves, hand sanitizer, and 
disinfectant will be located at each support desk. Support is also always available to staff 
via the Technology Request system and can be accessed on the web at help.dvrhs.org 

  
Remote Support  
 
Students/Families 
During the hours of school operation, remote support will be available to students by 
emailing iPadhelp@dvrhs.k12.nj.us. The technicians will be able to remote into students' 
iPads via the Splashtop Application to provide support or participate in a Zoom meeting or 
call with technicians. 
  
Teacher/Staff 
During the hours of school operation, remote support will be available to teachers/staff by 
emailing IT@dvrhs.k12.nj.us. The technicians will be able to remote into staff devices via 
the Splashtop Application to provide support or participate in a Zoom meeting or call with 
staff members. 
 

B. Determine technology needs/access  
Annual student registration includes questions about home internet access. Twice a year, 
both students and staff are surveyed about access to computers, specific types of 
computers at home, internet and wireless, and access to a smartphone at home. Students 
without internet access due to economic disadvantage are offered information about 
Connect America, low-cost internet access provided by local providers who are members of 
the town's franchise agreements.  

 
C. Provide district one-to-one instructional devices and connectivity 

The district is entering into the ninth year of its one-to-one initiative, also known as the 
integrated Plan for Academic Development. As part of this initiative, students are provided 
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with iPads as learning tools upon enrollment. Students implement 21st century skills by 
interfacing with their on-demand and technology-dependent world through the use of a 
mobile learning device in preparation for a successful career and college pursuits. This plan 
has allowed our students and staff to engage in anywhere, any time learning throughout the 
year. 

 
D. Usernames Passwords, Organizational credentials 

Before the start of school, all new students, staff, and family user credentials are issued to 
the users along with their devices. Training is also provided to new users on the same day 
to help them configure and become familiar with these digital tools and online instruction. 
Families receive online tutorials as well as emailed instruction to help them stay connected 
to their child’s education. 

 
Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 5. – Athletics 

 
A. According to the NJSIAA: “If member schools wish, they may begin summer workouts on 

July 13; this phase will continue until at least August 28.  
 
B. At this point, NJSIAA is prepared to proceed with Model 1 – Delayed Fall Season, as outlined 

below. This plan is designed to give school administrators time to safely reopen schools and 
to begin planning for a fall sports season. We all recognize the fluidity of the COVID-19 
pandemic and realize that conditions are changing regularly. We will continue to provide 
updates on all potential plans as timely as possible to ensure that schools, leagues and 
conferences have time to adapt. Any decision to move away from Model 1 – Delayed Fall 
Season will be made no later than the end of the summer recess period, August 28.  

 
C. Sports Advisory Task Force Guiding Principles: The members of the Sports Advisory Task 

Force believe that participation in athletics enhances the educational experience of all 
students. The principles below serve to guide committee members in their decision-making.  
a. Ensure the health and safety of all student athletes.  
b. Re-engage all student athletes as soon as possible for their social, emotional and mental 

well-being.  
c. Maximize participation across all sports and all student athletes.  
d. Keep competition as local as possible for as long as possible.  
e. Develop multiple return-to-play models to minimize the risk of a cancelled season.  
f. Maintain the ability to pivot to back-up plans when necessary. 
g. Minimize potential impact on the spring season. 
h. Minimize the importance of post-season, state championships.  

1. Summer Recess Period: The NJSIAA summer recess period will run from Monday, July 
13, through Friday, August 28. Participation in the summer recess period is optional and 
districts may choose which date to start. Summer recess workouts will run according to 
the guidelines issued by NJSIAA and the Medical Advisory Task Force. All schools 
participating in the summer recess workouts must start with the Phase 1 guidelines 
regardless of their start date. Please refer to the NJSIAA website for further information 
on these guidelines for the summer recess period: https://www.njsiaa.org/. 2  
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2. The Medical Advisory Task Force guidelines are only applicable to the summer recess 
period. Once regular season practices commence on September 14, all practices will be 
run in accordance with local school district policies. The Medical Advisory Task Force 
guidelines are consistent with research-based best practices used throughout the country 
at all levels of competition, including professional and collegiate.  
 

3. Model 1 – Delayed Fall Season:  
 

Sport Practice Date Regular Season Rationale:  
1. Practices start on September 14, 2020 

2. Games start on October 1-2 

3. Post-Season Tournament November 13-22 

 
The Task Force recognizes that returning to school is the main priority and that all student 
athletes should acclimate to the classroom before they begin their fall sports season. By 
delaying the start of practices until after the school year begins, schools will have the 
opportunity to open their buildings and work through the logistics of their modified school 
day before extracurricular activities start. By reducing the length of the season, student 
athletes will not only have the opportunity for participation but will have more time to focus 
on their academic requirements. Leagues and conferences have the ability to amend their 
schedules for regular season competitions with a focus on keeping athletics local. There 
is no model that eliminates all risks, but a reduced season will naturally lead to a reduced 
amount of competition, which minimizes the risk of infection or spread by exposure to 
many different teams and schools.  

 
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected every school district differently. This fall season 
will focus on providing athletic opportunity, engagement and participation – not winning 
championships. In order to focus on the restart of school and to level the playing field 
athletically, there will be no state-wide, post-season competition under this delayed start 
model.  

 
Virtual Contact Period: From Saturday, August 29, through Sunday, September 13, Fall 
coaches only may have virtual contact with their student athletes. Therefore, there may 
be no in-person practices, scrimmages or games during this time.  

 
Scrimmages: Schools will have the opportunity to participate in one pre-season 
scrimmage with a neighboring school. The scrimmage may occur anytime within seven 
days of the regular season start date for that sport. When possible, schools are 
encouraged to participate in intra-squad scrimmages and utilize officials to provide 
additional preseason preparation. 
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Key Subject Area 3 – Policy and Funding  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has created a variety of fiscal challenges related to the delivery 
of instruction and related services to students. Readying facilities, purchasing supplies, 
and transporting and feeding students will look drastically different in the upcoming school 
year than in past years.  
 
Policy and Funding Considerations: 
 
1. Purchasing 
2. Use of Reserve Accounts, Transfers, and Cashflow 
3. Costs and Contracting 
4. Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund 
5. Federal Emergency Management Agency – Public Assistance 
6. State School Aid 
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 1 - Purchasing 
 
“School districts will likely need to purchase items not needed in the past (e.g., personal 
protective equipment or cleaning supplies) and experience increased demand for previously 
purchased goods and services. Districts collaborate to create new arrangements that will allow 
them to purchase items at a lower cost by either purchasing through an established State 
contract or through a cooperative purchasing consortium.” The Road Back: Restart and 
Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
District bid threshold = $44,000 
District Quote threshold = $6,600 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School participates in multiple purchasing cooperatives such as 
ESCNJ, Educational Data Services, Inc., Hunterdon County ESC, Middlesex County Purchasing 
Cooperative. When a purchasing cooperative is not available for products needed, quotes or 
bids will be obtained. When quotes are needed, a minimum of 2 quotes will be required.   
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 2 - Use of Reserve Accounts, Transfers, and 
Cashflow 
 
“As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, school districts may encounter fiscal uncertainty 
with respect to possible disruptions in the receipt of anticipated revenues or unforeseen 
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expenses. To the greatest extent possible, districts should consider making expenditures 
from various accounts or overbudgeted line items to meet unanticipated costs and to 
manage their cash flow. School districts may be able to use funds on deposit in their 
emergency reserve accounts to finance unanticipated expenses that arise as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ 
Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School Board of Education anticipates incurring a minimum of 
$100,000 in expenses related to the COVID-19 pandemic. The State of New Jersey has 
indicated that it would allow school districts to withdraw funds from the Emergency Reserve 
Account for COVID-19 related expenses. In anticipation of this allowance, the board of education 
made a year-end deposit to the Emergency Reserve Account to bring the balance to the 
maximum of $250,000. If appropriate for the situation, the Maintenance Reserve Account may 
also be used. Throughout the year, individual budget line items will be analyzed to determine if 
funds are available for transfer.  
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 3 – Costs and Contracting 
 
“All school districts are strongly encouraged to participate in the federal E-rate program. 
School districts should consider using cooperative contracting when possible.” The Road 
Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
The Delaware Valley Regional High School District participates in the federal E-Rate program 
for its internet broadband contract. The E-rate program offers a 52% discount on internet 
access costs.  
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 4 - Elementary and Secondary School Emergency 
Relief Fund  
 
The federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act established the 
Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) Fund to provide direct money 
to school districts and provide funding to support areas impacted by the disruption and closure 
of schools from COVID-19. The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ 
Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School was allocated $15,286 of CARES Act funding. These 
funds have been designated for use as follows: 

• Purchase of face shields/masks with lip visibility for teachers of hearing-impaired students 

• Professional development for teaching staff on improving student assessments in the 
virtual environment. 

https://www.usac.org/e-rate/
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• Professional development for teaching staff/aides on how to support students with hygiene 
best practices and social distancing. Provide brochures or pamphlets to parents on 
personal hygiene best practices. 

• A virtual meeting platform package to improve the interaction and connectivity between 
teachers and students. Software to improve the safety of students while using the virtual 
platform as part of the Child Internet Protection Act. 

• Professional development for staff on the mental impact of COVID-19. 
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 5 - Federal Emergency Management Agency – 
Public Assistance  
 
“The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) administers the Public Assistance 
program, which reimburses 75 percent of eligible expenses that are a direct result of the 
declared emergency (in this case, the COVID-19 outbreak).” The Road Back: Restart and 
Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School has submitted an application for public assistance 
through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The district proposes to submit 
projects for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for staff, hand sanitizer, and facility cleaning 
products. 
 
Policy and Funding Considerations 6 - State School Aid  
 
“In the wake of the COVID-19 public health emergency, State revenues have declined 
precipitously. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic presents many fiscal challenges for 
delivery of instruction and related services to students in addition to other basic 
operational needs. Readying facilities, purchasing supplies, transporting, and feeding 
students may look drastically different in the upcoming school year.” The Road Back: 
Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
On July 10, 2020, the New Jersey Department of Education released revised State Aid Notices 
for fiscal year 2020-21. Delaware Valley Regional High School Board of Education did not 
suffer any additional funding reductions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The fiscal year 
'20-21 budget will not require any additional revisions.  
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Key Subject Area 4 – Continuity of Learning  
 
“Ensuring continuity of learning is critically important during this time of great stress for 
families, educators, and students. The degree to which districts will be able to return 
students to brick and mortar education remains uncertain. The NJDOE anticipates that 
many students likely made less than one full year of academic growth during the 2019-
2020 school year. The move to a fully virtual learning environment happened quickly and 
created significant challenges for staff and students, particularly students already 
considered at-risk prior to the pandemic. Districts should work closely with their 
stakeholders to ensure decisions are made collaboratively and transparently and prioritize 
safely returning students who are most in need of in-person instruction.” The Road Back: 
Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Focus Areas for Continuity of Instruction: 
 
1. Ensuring the Delivery of Special Education and Related Services to Students with 

Disabilities 
2. Technology and Connectivity 
3. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessments 
4. Professional Learning 
5. Career and Technical Education 
 
Critical Tenets: 
1. All students deserve equitable access to a high-quality education. The type of learning 

experiences that are appropriate will vary based on grade band and content area. 
2. This unique time provides opportunities for innovation: new approaches to customized 

learning and new types of partnerships with family members, caregivers, and community 
stakeholders. 

3. Strong instruction, student engagement, and effective assessment are interdependent and 
benefit from a strong feedback loop between administration, educators, students, and 
families. 

4. Anxiety may be reduced by developing a shared sense of purpose, providing clear 
expectations and comprehensive support systems, building strong relationships, and 
allowing for flexibility/adaptability. 

5. Thoughtful planning is necessary to provide necessary support for instructional shifts. 
6. Approach digital technologies with the flexibility necessary to maximize student 

learning and enhance communication pathways, and foster an effective partnership 
approach with family members and caregivers. 

7. School districts should encourage early collaboration between educators to ensure 
consistency across grades and content areas and provide sufficient time to prepare for 
necessary incorporation of new instructional techniques. 
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Focus Area for Continuity of Instruction 1. - Ensuring the Delivery of Special Education 
and Related Services to Students with Disabilities  
 
“Districts must continue to meet their obligations to students with disabilities to the 
greatest extent possible. Specific strategies and considerations for students with 
disabilities must be critical points of discussion for every return-to-school scenario.” The 
Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
A. The district has developed procedures to address the return to school of medically fragile 

students and students with physical or health impairments who may require 
accommodations and modifications as part of a 504 Plan. The district communicates 
frequently with the families of students with significant medical risk factors to determine if 
additional precautions or unique measures are necessary prior to a student’s return to 
school.  In consultation with the nurse, counselor, CST and parent/guardian, a plan shall be 
developed, monitored frequently and include alternative options. 

 
B.  IEP teams should review student data/student progress to determine whether critical skills 

were lost during the period in which remote instruction was being provided to students and 
determine the need for additional services to address learning loss. Diagnostic evaluations, 
assessments, teacher observations and input, progress reporting, student input and 
grades/assignments will all be analyzed.  Appropriate accommodations, supplemental 
instruction, modification of assignments, study hall, and additional help will be offered as 
necessary. 

 
C. IEP teams should consider the impact of missed services on student progress towards 

meeting IEP goals and objectives, and determine if additional or compensatory services are 
needed to address regression and recoupment of skills within a reasonable length of time. 
Progress reporting, changes in modifications and accommodations shall be made as 
necessary. Additional help shall also be offered as necessary. 

 
D. IEP teams should develop procedures to complete overdue and/or incomplete evaluations 

to determine eligibility for special education services.   
 
E. The district shall utilize the school counseling staff and child study team personnel to 

identify students whose postsecondary plans may have been adversely affected by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and provide support, resources, and assistance, which may include 
facilitating connection to community organizations, scholarship programs, county, state, 
and federal opportunities to access support. SEL supports shall be offered as part of the 
reopening plans and procedures developed by mental health counselors, counseling 
department and CST. 

 
F. The district shall clearly communicate to parents/guardians the procedures for student 

referrals and evaluations to determine the eligibility for special education and related 
services or a 504 Plan as required by federal and state law. 
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Focus Area for Continuity of Instruction 2. - Technology and Connectivity 
 
“Each school district should strive to ensure that every student has access to a device and 
internet connectivity. Districts should prioritize the provision of technology, or, 
alternatively, in-person instruction, to students that are otherwise without access. 
Additionally, these districts should include in their reopening plan the steps taken to 
address the technology deficit and how it will be resolved as soon as possible.” The Road 
Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Delaware Valley Regional High School strives to ensure that every student has access to a 
device and internet connectivity. Twice a year, both students and staff are surveyed regarding 
the following components: brand of personal computer, smartphones, internet, and wireless 
accessibility. The district has prioritized the necessary funding to support technology and its 
infrastructure in order to provide a device and reliable access to each student and staff 
member.  
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
 
 A.  Needs Assessment for Devices and/or Internet Access 

The district bridged the digital divide eight years ago with the integrated Plan for Academic 
Development (iPad). This program allowed the district to meet the NJ State Technology 
Plan's goal of achieving a one-to-one initiative for students and staff. 
https://www.dvrhs.org/ipad 

 
Students without internet access due to economic disadvantage are offered information 
about Connect America, a national low-cost internet plan through local providers who are 
members of franchise agreements within their local towns. Our collective data from both the 
Technology and Learning survey, compiled with annual registration data for the 2019-20 
school year, reported that less than 1% of our student population was without access to the 
internet at home prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The district will continue to work with 
internet providers, families, and all stakeholders to ensure that students remain connected 
when hardships may arise on an independent need. 

 
B.  Resources and Training for Student and Parents 

Resources and training for parents/guardians will be made available on the district's 
website "Parent Resources for Digital & Distance Learning” section:  
https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7897 Originally created for the district's Digital Learning Days 
(DLDs), this section assists parents in keeping students safe online and guides them in 
finding balance with technologies. This section of our website will continue to evolve to 
support parents' needs. The district will continue to collaborate with a variety of mental 
health partners, counselors, and support staff to ensure that the best advice is given and 
solutions achieved for students' technical and Social Emotional Learning (SEL) needs.    

 
A student support site has also been created to assist students when they are not able to 
visit the student help desk during school hours. After-hours support is available and is listed 
in this plan under "School Onsite and Remote Support for Students.” 

https://www.dvrhs.org/ipad
https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7897
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https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7723 This section of the site will also evolve to support 
students' needs based on our data. 

 
C.  Roll-Out of Devices  

Within the integrated Plan for Academic Development, when a student enrolls at DVRHS, 
an iPad will be issued for their educational purposes, innovation, and creativity. iPads will 
be distributed to pupils upon completing the online signed iPad Agreement Form, 
Acceptable Use, Protection Plan, and Student Pledge for iPad. Students must abide by all 
requirements contained within those forms and including the iPad Handbook. If new 
enrolling students do not have internet or device access, parents should call the registrar at 
908-996-2131 x6203 or email at registrar@dvrhs.k12.nj.us. 

 
Teacher devices are rotated on a four-year schedule to ensure their laptops are kept in 
reliable working order and to help mitigate any negative impacts on instruction due to 
hardware or software failures.  

 
D.  Student Special Needs and Accommodations  

According to their instructional program, students with special needs who require 
accommodations will be provided such support based on each student's learning 
differences. Assistive and adaptive technologies will be reviewed collaboratively with case 
managers, teachers, related service providers, parents, and support staff members.     

 
E.  Data-Driven Planning 

Data-driven planning will continue to be guided by the district's "Comprehensive K-12 Data 
and Analytics Platform" BrightBytes Clarity for Teaching and Learning. The Technology and 
Learning module evaluates four major components: Classroom, Access, Skills, and 
Environment. The platform provides drill-down reports to 14 sub-components from the use 
of the 4Cs (Critical thinking, Creativity, Collaboration, Communication) to stakeholders' 
beliefs about technologies used for learning. The Data Analytics Platform not only offers 
data highlights but the evidence supporting why the datapoint matters. In addition, the 
program aids the district in creating action plans and provides for the exploration of the data 
insight to ensure the district is providing a comprehensive technology and learning 
program.  

 
This fall, the district will also implement another module from BrightBytes called Whole 
Child. This module will help our district grow stronger by creating a supportive learning 
environment that works for all students. Whole Child captures perceptions about safety, 
engagement, and overall conditions for learning with research-based psychometrics. Whole 
Child evaluates four major components: SEL, engagement, safety, and environment. The 
significant components also provide drill-down reports to fourteen sub-components from 
Peer Social-Emotional Learning to Discipline.  

 
The district also recognizes the need to create their own on-demand survey to ensure the 
best outcomes for student growth and staff development. 

 
F.  Learning Platforms  

https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7723
mailto:registrar@dvrhs.k12.nj.us
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In 2015, the district evolved to a new learning management platform called Canvas-LMS by 
Instructure. Over the last five years, students and staff have had significant opportunities to 
engage in learning from an all-new approach. These opportunities have allowed newly 
created ways for teachers to assess and collaborate with students online. Along with class-
specific secondary applications (i.e., Canvas Conference, Zoom, Google Apps, etc.) used 
in their classes learning suite, Canvas-LMS provides a formidable hub of all our online tools 
to help students develop in their 21st-century learning environment.  

 
Two years ago, this unique relationship between curriculum and technology allowed the 
district to evolve a new initiative called Open Campus days (OC days). OC days gave 
students the freedom to attend class from any area within the building. This gave them a 
chance at remote learning in a technically supportive environment with a reliable 
infrastructure. This monumental change in our instructional architecture allowed our 
teachers and staff to take a whole new approach to learning. OC days also provided the 
building blocks for the district's Digital Learning Days pilot. 
https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7721  

 
Although the district had only piloted Digital Learning Days at school, it was the primary 
building block that continued our instruction through COVID-19's forced school closure. In 
collaboration with stakeholders, the district will continue to develop and refine this exciting 
new initiative to ensure staff and students have cohesiveness with remote instruction. This 
shared understanding of remote instruction may be needed to continue learning, should the 
spread of COVID-19 force another school closure or in the event of any other emergency 
that disrupts the continuity of operations. Remote instruction will expand the way we think, 
the way we work, and the tools we use, and build the skills needed for life, career, 
personal, and social responsibilities.  

 
G.  Training and Technical Assistance 

The district will provide training and technical assistance to teachers, students, and families 
who are not proficient in remote learning methods. This would include the use of 
technology as it relates to instruction.  

 
Teachers will receive optional training from the district's Information Technology Integration 
Specialist and other technologically-advanced staff members. All staff members will receive 
technical support through the Technology Department’s in-person or remote model. 
Teachers and staff are encouraged to request assistance through the district's request 
system https://help.dvrhs.org. 

 
The district will also make data-driven decisions and adjust staff development training 
accordingly to our needs. Students and families will be given further information on how to 
go about acquiring assistance for their specific training needs outside of the provisions 
provided in this plan. Teachers are strongly encouraged to review a helpful and free 
resource from Apple EDU, a book published to enhance learning.  Elements of Learning is 
available at https://books.apple.com/us/book/elements-of-learning/id1367981260 This book 
gives concrete examples of how to infuse teamwork, communication and creation, 
personalized learning, critical thinking, and real world engagement into learning 
experiences. 

https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/7721
https://help.dvrhs.org/
https://books.apple.com/us/book/elements-of-learning/id1367981260
https://books.apple.com/us/book/elements-of-learning/id1367981260
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Support will be made available for family members who have limited English proficiency or 
have a disability. 

 
Focus Area for Continuity of Instruction 3. - Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessments 
 
“In planning curriculum, instruction, and assessment for re-opening, a key focus for 
districts should be on building capacity of their staff to deliver highly effective instruction in 
hybrid environments as well as preparing them to address any learning gaps that might 
prevent students from meeting grade-level New Jersey Student Learning Standards 
(NJSLS).” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of 
Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 

A. Virtual and Hybrid Learning Environment—Curriculum 

● The district shall prioritize the most critical prerequisite skills and knowledge for each 
subject area and grade level now. 

● The district shall train our teachers and leaders to evaluate students’ unfinished learning 
and provide acceleration support. 

● The district has planned our approach to diagnosing students’ unfinished learning in that 
prerequisite content knowledge and those prerequisite skills. Keep in mind that during 
virtual instruction, the type of learning experiences that are appropriate will vary based 
on grade band and content area. 

● The district shall adapt the curricular scope and sequence/pacing for each subject area 
and grade level to accommodate where teachers might need to provide acceleration 
support. 

● The district shall monitor students’ progress on grade-appropriate assignments and 
adjust your supports for teachers and leaders based on student results. 

 
All curriculum at Delaware Valley Regional is digital and housed in the Rubicon Atlas system. 
These non-static documents are easily accessible and can be modified quickly at both the 
district and teacher levels. Each curriculum map contains a dynamic calendar chart that can be 
altered to adjust the sequence and pacing for each subject. 
 
Prior to the start of the 2020-21 school year, teachers, in conjunction with their peers and 
supervisors will be tasked with prioritizing the units of the course, determining the absolute 
necessary level of depth for their standards, and adjusting the calendar/pacing chart 
accordingly. 

B. Virtual and Hybrid Learning Environment—Instruction 

● The district has developed a shared understanding among staff, students, and families 
across grade-levels and schools regarding learning expectations, and anticipated 
environments (e.g., hybrid approaches to instruction, virtual platforms, learning 
management systems) and expectations for interactions (e.g., connecting with students 
and their families) to ensure all students have access to high-quality instruction. 
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● The district has engaged school leaders, teachers, counselors, media specialists, 
paraprofessionals, child study team members and other staff as well as family and 
community members in conversations regarding instruction. 

● The district recognizes that the unique needs of high school students will affect how and 
when educators and students engage in learning experiences. 

● The district understands how trauma and other challenges related to students’ social 
and emotional needs can impact learning. 

● The district has designed for student engagement and to foster student ownership of 
learning by: 
o Leveraging students’ strengths. 
o Considering fostering student voice and choice to promote engagement and 

independent learning. 

● The district shall use scaffolding to meet the unique needs of each student and 
accelerate learning without reducing rigor or sacrificing grade-level material. 

● The district has identified effective methods to differentiate student learning (e.g., small 
group instruction, different tools/products). 

● The district shall provide effective feedback that helps students anticipate and be 
successful on next steps. 

● The district shall incorporate time for self-reflection, pre-assessments at the start of 
units, and formative assessments throughout units. 

● The district has set reasonable expectations, and shall build collaboration skills (peer-
peer learning). 

● The district has built in time to help students develop skills such as self-regulation, time 
management, goal setting, and effective teamwork. 

● The district shall provide clear and flexible expectations on:  
o Type and length of activities 
o Interactions: Small group instruction, regular check-ins, office hours (for students 

and/or family and caregivers). 
o How students will demonstrate learning (process over product): 
o Identify criteria to demonstrate mastery of standard(s) or grades on projects. 
o Use of multiple approaches (e.g., synchronous, asynchronous [teacher-created 

videos, screencasting, independent, analog]. 

● Resource selection (high-quality) shall: 
o Identify and address learning gaps. 
o Address different learning needs and interests. 
o Evaluate which resources will be effective based on learning environment: remote 

learning and hybrid and school-based spaces. 
o Consider potential need for professional learning related to the selection of high-

quality resources. 

● The district recognizes the impacts that home environments may have on learning as 
students reacclimate to in-person learning and adjust to new instructional models and 
schedules.  

● The district will utilize project-based learning, learner-centered/student- guided learning, 
and Option 2 (high school courses). 

● The district shall collaborate with school leaders and educators to determine what types 
of supports are needed for effective pedagogical approaches during remote or hybrid 
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instruction leverage technology in service to learning (e.g., learning management 
systems, teacher-created videos and screencasts; tools for students to demonstrate 
learning and collaborate with peers and experts; and digital instructional resources 
(Teacher Resources for Remote Learning, NJTV Learning Live) and provide consistent 
support via IT team. 

● The district shall design learning experiences that: 
o Build student understanding by linking together concepts within and across grades 
o Literacy block can be an opportunity to use non-fiction texts from science, social 

studies, health, visual and performing arts. 
o Provide direct instruction, student practice, enrichment activities. 
o Leverage student interest. 
o Address real-world issues. 

● The district shall build capacity of and provide support to family members to enable 
them to become “learning partners.” 

● The district shall make efforts to provide regular time to collaborate with colleagues. 

● The district shall make efforts to coordinate assignments; cross-curricular planning; 
common lessons and modules. 

● The district shall develop and build skills essential in this ever-changing, evolving world 
(see NJDOE Virtual Professional Learning). 

● The district shall assess the district’s data on how English language learners 
experienced instruction during remote or hybrid learning; particularly for newcomer 
students and students with less English language proficiency. 

● The district shall assess English learners’ levels of engagement and access in an in-
person, virtual, or hybrid- learning environment. 

 
Over the course of the past seven years a number of initiatives have guided the evolution of 
instruction at Delaware Valley. Among these included the development of the 1:1 iPad 
program, the transition to the Danielson Model for Evaluation, which stressed student-centered 
instruction, the implementation of a modified block schedule, which allowed for more varied 
instruction methods presented in an 84-minute format, the addition of unit lunch period, which 
provided for teachers to work in PLCs and for students to have more unstructured time to 
receive extra help, the integration of the Canvas Learning Management System, and the 
inception of Open Campus Learning Days. All of these successful endeavors led Del Val to 
develop and implement a system for providing Distance Learning to our students many months 
before anyone had even heard of COVID-19. 
 
As teachers plan to return to their classrooms for the 2020-21 year, the instructional model will 
pivot back to a more traditional teacher-centered approach for the part of the lesson that will be 
provided face to face within the classroom. Because it is unknown how many students will not 
be returning to the building, teachers will be prepared with lessons that students will be able to 
follow along with from home. This can be done using all of the tools and infrastructure that has 
been available to staff from the beginning of the school closure in March. 
 
To graphically conceptualize this, the following was taken from the professional development 
leading to the switch from a 42-minute period to an 84-minute period. Teachers were 
presented with a template for a variety of structures for dividing an 84-minute period into 

https://www.nj.gov/education/covid19/teacherresources/teacherresources.shtml
https://www.nj.gov/education/covid19/teacherresources/teacherresources.shtml
https://www.nj.gov/education/covid19/studentsfamilies/njtv.shtml
https://www.nj.gov/education/covid19/teacherresources/virtualproflearning.shtml
https://www.nj.gov/education/covid19/teacherresources/virtualproflearning.shtml
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smaller activities. The following is one of those many possibilities in which the gray boxes 
represent teacher-centered activities, while the green boxes represent group work and/or 
independent student-centered activities. 
 

 
The planned schedule for the beginning of the 2020-21 school year has this 84-minute period 
of instruction divided into two distinct portions: a face-to-face classroom experience, followed 
by a work-from-home component. Therefore, the above plan for instruction would be 
manipulated to: 
 

 
with most of the teacher-centered components happening in the first half of the lesson. This 
does not mean that there will not be student-centered activities during the face-to-face portion, 
but rather simply a graphic conceptualization that depicts a plan that can resemble the normal 
pacing of the curriculum. 
 
During the Spring of 2020 closure, the expectations for students in terms of workload and 
mastery of standards were reduced. For the beginning of the 2020-21 school year, the 
expectations will revert back to the normal high standard set for our students. In order to 
accomplish this it will be necessary to develop a shared standard in many areas, including: 
grading structure and policies, pass/fail policies, use of the learning management system for 
submission and documentation of assignments, late-work policies, extra-credit policies, and 
policies on communication with students, parents, counselors, administrators, and child study 
team members.  
 
Although the first priority of the Blue/Gold grouping process will be to ensure that every 
classroom has a number of students at a minimum consideration, the process will also take 
into account the needs of our students and best instructional practices. Attempts will be made 
to have students in very small sections assigned to the same team. This may also play a role 
in the assignment of IEP students in developing a schedule where they can be in a small face-
to-face class with both the regular education and special education teachers one day, and be 
at home the next with the special education teacher available to provide synchronous support.  

C. Virtual and Hybrid Learning Environment— Assessment 

The district shall utilize the following protocols: 
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● Communication: Clear and consistent communications with stakeholders are vital to 
successful implementation. Recognizing that flexibilities in implementation come with 
unique challenges, craft a strong communications plan to share strategies and rationale 
with parents and other members of the local education community. 

● Inventory Sources of Current Student Performance Data: Sources may include, but are 
not limited to formative classroom assessments (quizzes, exit slips, etc.), student 
observations, student self-assessments, district benchmark assessments, projects, etc. 
Make sure to utilize multiple sources of student data. 

● Develop Hypotheses: After preparing data for examination, interpret the data and 
develop hypotheses about factors contributing to students’ performance and the specific 
actions that can be taken to meet students’ needs. 

● Determine Appropriate Assessment Tools: Develop an inventory of various assessment 
tools available (LinkIt, PBLs, portfolios, etc.) and determine which would be most 
appropriate to utilize in order to evaluate student strengths and areas for improvement 
per the hypotheses made based on the available student performance data. 

● Develop Assessment Strategy: At the start of an instructional unit, based on the student 
data available, create a strategy that tests the hypotheses made based on the available 
student performance data by carrying out instructional changes that are likely to 
increase student learning, and use appropriate assessment tools to gather more, 
current student performance data. Restart the feedback loop by collecting and 
interpreting the new student performance data to evaluate the impact of instructional 
changes and make further hypotheses. 

● Professional Development: Provide educators and parents with guidance to support 
assessment and data literacy. Utilize the CAR model to help drive collaboration in 
modifications to curriculum and instruction. 

● Educator Planning Time: Educators will require opportunities to collaborate and plan for 
developing pre-assessments that will complement the initial instructional units that will 
be covered as schools reopen in the fall. 

● Data Analysis: Facilitate opportunities to build up staff culture for collaborative analysis 
of data to confirm or refute hypotheses, inform additional questions that need to be 
answered, and to establish next steps. 

● Feedback Loops: Repeat the cycle by creating additional data-informed hypotheses and 
test them throughout the school year. 

 
Upon returning to school, students will not be subjected to immediate assessment to determine 
any losses that may have been caused by the move to Distance Learning Days. Instead, 
where applicable, formative assessments will be required at the beginning of each unit to 
determine the level of mastery of the skills and content necessary for that unit. 
 
As in all areas of the plan, communication is paramount, especially if the goal is to raise 
expectations. In order to do this, it is imperative that more standardization be introduced 
across courses and grade levels. In order to achieve this, the number of assessments will 
need to be more uniform, so all students and parents are aware of the expectations. 
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Although the current plan allows students to return to the building, a major focus will be placed 
on developing meaningful assessments that can be used in the event that all students are 
required to return to a Distance Learning Day format.  
 
Focus Area for Continuity of Instruction 4. – Professional Learning 
 
A. The district shall provide professional learning prior to the beginning of the school year to 

achieve the following: 

● Ensuring that novice provisional teachers, teachers new to the district, and other new 
staff have sufficient training in the technologies that will be used. 

● Training schedules and staff collaboration time developed in accordance with the needs 
of the district. 

● Professional learning experiences that ensure high-quality instruction for all students. 
● Professional learning that grows from each educators’ professional capacity to deliver 

developmentally appropriate, standards-based instruction remotely. 

● Differentiating professional learning to accommodate the needs of the following 
students: Students with disabilities, English language learners,  and students without 
devices and/or internet 

● Frequent and consistent communication with all stakeholders prior to and during the 
school year 

● Professional development plans (PDPs) for teaching staff and administrators, as 
always, that remain flexible and adaptable to the changing needs of the district, school 
and individual educator. 

● Following NJDOE regulations that support the inclusion of a broad range of activities in 
a teacher’s annual professional development requirements, potentially including a 
variety of qualifying experiences related to alternative methods of instruction that have 
been necessitated by the transition to remote learning. 

● PDPs are considered living documents subject to change as circumstances require. 

● Teachers, supervisors and administrators may want to consider the learning of new 
technologies, virtual instructional methods, peer supports and other collaborative efforts 
as professional development that count towards the 20 hours. 

 
B. Mentoring and Induction: 

● Induction must be provided for all novice provisional teachers and teachers new to the 
district. 

● One-to-one mentoring must be provided to novice provisional teachers by qualified 
mentors. 

● Ensure that mentors can provide sufficient support and guidance to novice provisional 
teachers working in a remote environment. 

● Mentoring must be provided in both a hybrid and fully remote learning environment. 

● Mentors and novice provisional teachers should agree upon the scheduling, structure 
and communication strategies they will use to maintain the mentoring experience. 

● Use online collaborative tools to remain connected to other mentors, new teachers and 
administrators to maintain a sense of communal support. 

 
C. Evaluation: 
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● Districts should modify annual evaluation training to highlight procedures and processes 
that would be impacted due to potential hybrid scheduling. 

● Districts should develop observation schedules with a hybrid model in mind. 

● Districts should consider the School Improvement Panel’s (ScIP) role in informing 
professional learning, mentoring, and other evaluation-related activities that occur in 
individual schools. 

● Districts must consider the requirements and best practices involved with provisional 
status teachers, nontenured educators and those on Corrective Action Plans (including 
extra observations, extra observers, assuring more frequent feedback and face-to-face). 

 
Delaware Valley Regional High School’s professional development activities over the last 
seven years have provided ample opportunity for staff to become proficient with the technology 
tools necessary to meet the current challenges. Our large technology support team will 
continue to provide our teachers with both small group and individual assistance. As a staff, 
they will receive specific training on aspects of the learning management system that will be 
implemented in consistent ways. 
 
Other areas of emphasis will be: 

• Curriculum - Prioritizing units and pacing courses. 

• Instruction - Providing face-to-face classroom instruction while also supporting students 
who are synchronously working from home.  

• Instruction - Flipped classroom models for delivering content to students asynchronously 
and working with application of that content in the classroom. 

• Instruction - Managing the course with Canvas and classroom management techniques to 
keep students engaged. 

• Assessment - Developing formative assessments to measure prerequisite knowledge and 
skills for each unit. 

• Assessment - Developing summative assessments that can be administered to students in 
a remote learning environment. 

 
In addition to the approved calendar, the following are being considered to allow for more 
professional development in the 2020-21 school year: 
 

• Beginning the student year with two minimum school days with the mornings used for class 
meetings and the afternoons for professional development 

• Using part of the allotment of contracted students beyond the 180-day state requirement for 
professional development 

 
Focus Area for Continuity of Instruction 4. – Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
 
“As schools and districts re-open, it will be critical to maintain the integrity and safety of 
approved CTE programs and ensure that all CTE students are reached statewide.” The Road 
Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
 
Implementation of Considerations: 
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● Offer more flexibility in the delivery of certain CTE courses, including options for new 
class configurations. 

● Engage students in learning experiences prior to the school year or before or after 
school. 

● Consider how personalized student learning plans/portfolios can be used to customize 
each student’s experience, especially with respect to possible learning loss. 

● Identify the CTE content where a break or slowdown in instruction would have the most 
significant negative impact on student learning. If all content cannot be addressed in 
person, it may be beneficial to prioritize the teaching of that key content synchronously. 

● Implement diagnostic tests, formative assessments, and other assessment options at 
the beginning of the school year to ascertain learning loss and progress. 

● Leverage commercially available/universal courses and tools for CTE coursework in key 
areas. 

● Share resources and services with other districts offering the same CTE programs for 
common virtual classrooms, especially regarding challenging content that students 
commonly struggle to master. 

● Consider how strategic scheduling can maximize in-person and synchronous learning, 
and what content within each course can be delivered through independent, 
asynchronous coursework. 

● Conduct lab hours on a flexible schedule at school for fewer students per day. 

● Consider how to model and replicate the use of certain tools and machines remotely in 
order to develop skills prior to and in between in-person settings. 

● Thread/scaffold prior course content that may have been missed throughout the current 
course for a spiraling effect of learning. 

● Determine if new scheduling time limits would impact the delivery of hands-on course 
content and chunk or rearrange curriculum as appropriate. Determine the status of 
scheduling and content delivery at the college partner, and make student, teacher, 
and/or transportation adjustments as necessary. 

● Incorporate career/industry guest speakers into CTE courses using an online meeting 
platform or consider live streaming for enhanced interaction with students. 

● Build capacity of and provide support to business and industry partners to enable them 
to become learning partners in an innovative learning environment. 

● Attend ongoing webinars and virtual technical assistance provided by NJDOE’s Office of 
Career Readiness on CLNA guidance, NJ SMART submission, and Perkins Local 
Application completion. 

● Use guidance provided by NJDOE and NJ SMART to accurately submit data for 
students participating in CTE programs. 

 
Currently Delaware Valley Regional does have one state approved CTE program. The 
curriculum for this program, Biomedical Sciences, follows the Project Lead the Way courses, 
which are heavily supported by online resources. Therefore, Del Val’s ability to continue 
providing a high-quality program will be able to continue. Under typical circumstances, this 
program does allow students the opportunity to perform volunteer work and other community-
based activities. 
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Supplemental Guideline: – Full-time Remote Learning Options for Families in 2020-2021  

 

“In addition to the methods and considerations explicitly referenced in the guidance for 

scheduling students for in-person, remote, or hybrid learning, families/guardians may submit, 

and school districts shall accommodate, requests for fulltime remote learning. Such requests 

may include any service or combination of services that would otherwise be delivered on an in- 

person or hybrid schedule, such as instruction, behavioral and support services, special 

education and related services. A family/guardian may request that some services be delivered 

entirely remotely, while other services follow the same schedule they otherwise would 

according to the district’s reopening plan.” Supplemental Guideline: Full-time Remote Learning 

Options for Families in 2020-2021, State of New Jersey, July 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

A. Unconditional Eligibility for Full-time Remote Learning:  

The district shall recognize all students are eligible for full-time remote learning; eligibility 

shall not be conditioned on a family/guardian demonstrating a risk of illness or other 

selective criteria.   

B. Procedures for Submitting Full-time Remote Learning Requests:  

 

The district shall clearly define procedures that a family/guardian must follow to submit a 

request for full-time remote learning, including requests to begin the school year receiving 

full-time remote learning and requests to transition from in-person or hybrid services to 

full-time remote learning during the school year.  

 

DVRHS Procedures shall meet the following guidelines:  

• Clearly define deadlines for submitting a request and district’s expected 
timeline for approving requests; 

• Identify points of contact for questions and concerns; 

• Clearly describe information or documentation that the family/guardian must submit 
with their request. In accordance with #1 above, such documentation shall not 
exclude any students from the school’s full-time remote learning option, but rather be 
limited to the minimum information needed to ensure proper recordkeeping and 
implementation of successful remote learning. 

• Students with disabilities shall require an IEP meeting or an amendment to a 
student’s IEP for full-time remote learning. 

 
 DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL  

FALL 2020 SCHOOL REOPENING PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
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Upon satisfaction of these minimum procedures, the district shall approve the 

student’s full-time remote learning request. 

C. Scope and Expectations of Full-time Remote Learning:  

A student participating in the board’s full-time remote learning option shall be afforded the 

same quality and scope of instruction and other educational services as any other student 

otherwise participating in district programs (e.g. students participating in a hybrid model). 

This includes, for example, access to standards-based instruction of the same quality and 

rigor as that afforded all other students of the district, the district making its best effort to 

ensure that every student participating in remote learning has access to the requisite 

educational technology, and the provision of special education and related services to the 

greatest extent possible.  

Like in-person and hybrid programs, full-time remote learning must adhere to length of 

school day requirements pursuant N.J.A.C. 6A:32-8.3, local attendance policies, and any 

other local policies governing delivery of services to, and district expectations of, students 

participating in remote programs and their families. For families/guardians requesting that 

a service transition from in-person or hybrid delivery to full-time remote delivery, the 

district shall clearly define any additional services, procedures, or expectations that will 

occur during the transition period.  

DVRHS shall endeavor to provide supports and resources to assist families/guardians, 

particularly those of younger students, with meeting the expectations of the district’s 

remote learning option. 

D. DVRHS Procedures to Transition from Fulltime Remote Learning to In-Person Services 
shall meet the following guidelines: 

• DVRHS shall define the minimum amount of time a student must spend in full-time 

remote learning before being eligible to transition to in-person services. This will allow 

families/guardians to make the arrangements needed to effectively serve students’ 

home learning needs and will support educators in ensuring continuity of instruction. 

• The district shall clearly define procedures that a family/guardian must follow to 

submit a request to transition from full-time remote learning to in-person services, 

including any relevant timelines, points of contact for questions and concerns, and 

information or documentation that must accompany a request. 

• The procedures shall define the specific student and academic services that will 

accompany a student’s transition from fulltime remote learning to in-person learning to 

better assist families/guardians anticipate their students’ learning needs and help 

educators maintain continuity of services.   

 

E. Reporting:  

 

To evaluate fulltime remote learning, and to continue providing meaningful guidance for 

districts, it will be important for the NJDOE to understand the extent and nature of 
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demand for full-time remote learning around the State. Therefore, DVRHS shall report to 

the NJDOE data regarding participation in full-time remote learning. Data will include the 

number of students participating in full-time remote learning by each of the following 

subgroups: economically disadvantaged; major racial and ethnic groups; students with 

disabilities; and English learners. 

  
F. Procedures for Communicating District Policy with Families:  

 

The district shall maintain clear and frequent communication with families/guardians, in 

their home language, to help ensure that this important flexibility is as readily accessible 

as possible.  

 

Communication shall include, at a minimum, information regarding: 

• Summaries of, and opportunities to review, the district’s full-time remote learning policy; 

• Procedures for submitting full-time remote learning requests; 

• Scope and expectations of full-time remote learning; 

• The transition from fulltime remote learning to in-person services and vice-versa; and 

• The district’s procedures for ongoing communication with families and for 
addressing families’ questions or concerns. 
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 [See POLICY ALERT No. 221] 

1648  RESTART AND RECOVERY PLAN 

On June 26, 2020, the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) published 

“The Road Back - Restart and Recovery Plan for Education” (Guidance), a 

guidance document for reopening New Jersey schools during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  The Guidance provided school officials with the information 

necessary to ensure that schools reopen safely and are prepared to accommodate 

staff and students’ unique needs during these unprecedented times.  The NJDOE 

required school districts in the State to develop, in collaboration with community 

stakeholders, a “Restart and Recovery Plan” (Plan) to reopen schools that best fits 

the district’s local needs.   

The Guidance requires the Board of Education to adopt certain policies and the 

Board adopts Policy 1648 to address those policy requirements in the Guidance.  

Policy 1648 shall only be effective through the current COVID-19 pandemic and 

will take precedence over any existing Policy on the same or similar subject, 

unless determined otherwise by the Superintendent.     

A. NJDOE Guidance – Key Subject Area 1 – Conditions for Learning

1. Transportation

a. A face covering must be worn upon entering the school bus

by all students who are able to do so in accordance with

A.2.c. below.

(1) Accommodations for students who are unable to

wear a face covering should be addressed according

to that student's particular need and in accordance

with all applicable laws and regulations.

b. The school district shall use best practices for cleaning and

disinfecting district-owned school buses and other

transportation vehicles in accordance with A.3. below.

ATTACHMENT A
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c. District-employed school bus drivers and aides on    

district-owned school buses shall practice all safety actions 

and protocols as indicated for other school staff. 

 

d. If the school district is using contracted transportation 

services, the contractor shall ensure all Board of Education 

safety actions and protocols are followed by the contractor 

and its employees and/or its agents.    

 

e. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area of Operation 

3,  “Transportation” for the protocols/procedures which is 

also included in the school district’s Restart and Recovery 

Plan. 

 

2. Screening, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and Response to 

Students and Staff Presenting Symptoms 

 

a. The school district shall screen students and employees 

upon arrival to a school building or work location for 

COVID-19 symptoms and a history of exposure.  

 

(1) School staff must visually check students and 

employees for symptoms upon arrival (which may 

include temperature checks) and/or confirm with 

families that students are free of COVID-19 

symptoms. 

 

(2) Health checks must be conducted safely and 

respectfully, and in accordance with any applicable 

privacy laws and regulations. 

 

(3) Results must be documented when signs/symptoms 

of COVID-19 are observed. 

 

(4) The screening protocol will take into account 

students and employees with disabilities and 

accommodations that may be needed in the 

screening process for those students and employees. 
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(5) Students and employees with symptoms related to 

COVID-19 must be safely and respectfully isolated 

from others. 

 

(6) If the school district becomes aware that an 

individual who has spent time in a school district 

facility tests positive for COVID-19, district officials 

must immediately notify local health officials, staff, 

and families of a confirmed case while maintaining 

confidentiality. 

 

b. School staff and visitors are required to wear face 

coverings unless doing so would inhibit the individual's 

health or the individual is under two years of age. 

 

(1) If a visitor refuses to a wear a face covering for 

non-medical reasons and if such covering cannot be 

provided to the individual at the point of entry, the 

visitor's entry to the school/district facility may be 

denied. 

 

c. Students are required to wear face coverings and are 

required to do so when social distancing cannot be 

maintained, unless doing so would inhibit the student's 

health.  It is also necessary to acknowledge that enforcing 

the use of face coverings may be impractical for young 

children or individuals with disabilities. 

 

(1) Accommodations for students who are unable to 

wear a face covering should be addressed according 

to that student's need and in accordance with all 

applicable laws and regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADMINISTRATION 
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d. Exceptions to the Requirement for Face Coverings 
 

(1) Doing so would inhibit the individual's health. 
 

(2) The individual is in extreme heat outdoors. 
 

(3) The individual is in water. 
 

(4) A student's documented medical condition, or 

disability as reflected in an Individualized 

Education Program (IEP), precludes the use of a 

face covering. 
 

(5) The student is under the age of two and could risk 

suffocation. 
 

e. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area of 

Operations 5, “Screening, PPE, and Response to Students 

and Staff Presenting Symptoms” for the 

protocols/procedures which is also included in the school 

district’s Restart and Recovery Plan. 
 

3. Facilities Cleaning Practices 

 

a. The school district must continue to adhere to existing 

required facilities cleaning practices and procedures and 

any new specific requirements of the local health 

department as they arise.   

 

b. A procedure manual must be developed to establish 

cleaning and disinfecting schedules for schools and school 

equipment, targeted areas to be cleaned, and methods and 

materials to be used.   

 

c. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area of Operation 

7, “Facilities Cleaning Practices” for the 

protocols/procedures which is also included in the school 

district’s Restart and Recovery Plan. 

 

4. Wraparound Supports 

 

ADMINISTRATION 
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a. Mental Health Supports 

 

The school district’s approach to student mental health 

supports will be affected by the learning environment in 

place at the beginning of the school year.  If in-person 

instruction is not feasible, the district must find other ways 

to assess and monitor students’ mental health.   

 

b. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Elements to Address 

Impact of Social Isolation on Students and Staff for the 

protocols/procedures which is also included in the school 

district’s Restart and Recovery Plan. 

 

5. Contact Tracing 

 

a. Upon notification that a resident has tested positive for 

COVID-19, the local health department will call the school 

district to determine close contacts to whom they may have 

spread the virus, where close contact is defined as being 

within six feet for a period of at least ten minutes. 

 

b. The school district shall assist the local health department 

in conducting contact tracing activities, including ongoing 

communication with the identified individual and/or their 

contacts. 

 

c. The school district shall ensure adequate information and 

training is provided to the staff as necessary to enable staff 

to carry out responsibilities assigned to them. 

 

d. A staff liaison(s) shall be designated by the Superintendent 

or designee and shall be responsible for providing 

notifications and carrying out other components that could 

help ensure notifications are carried out in a prompt and 

responsible manner. 

 

e. School districts shall allow staff, students, and families to 

self-report symptoms and/or suspected exposure. 

 

 

 

ADMINISTRATION 
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f. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area of Operation 

6, “Contact Tracing” for the protocols/procedures which is 

also included in the school district’s Restart and Recovery 

Plan. 

 

B. NJDOE Guidance – Key Subject Area 2 – Leadership and Planning  

 

1. Scheduling 

 

a. The school district’s Plan must account for resuming        

in-person instruction and shall provide steps to shift back to 

virtual learning models if circumstances change and         

in-person instruction guidelines can no longer be followed.  

 

b. The school district’s Plan accommodates opportunities for 

both synchronous and asynchronous instruction, while 

ensuring requirements for a 180-day school year are met. 

 

c. The school district recognizes special populations will 

require unique considerations to ensure the continuity of 

learning as well as the health and safety of students and 

staff within the least restrictive environment.  

 

(1) Special Education and English Language Learners 

(ELL) 

 

(a) The school district shall provide educators 

with professional development to best utilize 

the accessibility features and 

accommodations tools made available 

through technology-based formats in 

accordance with this Policy. 

 

(b) The school district shall continue to ensure 

students receive individualized supports that 

meet the requirements of the IEP and 504 

Plans.  
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d. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area for 

Leadership and Planning 3 “Scheduling of Students” for the 

protocols/procedures which is also included in the school 

district’s Restart and Recovery Plan. 

 

2. Staffing 

 

a. The school district shall comply with all applicable 

employment laws when making staffing and scheduling 

requirements, including, but not limited to, the Americans 

Disabilities Act (ADA), the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act (HIPPA), and all applicable State 

laws.   

 

b. As the school district adjusts schedules, teaching staff 

members must maintain quality instruction for students 

pursuant to the minimum requirements set forth in NJDOE 

regulation.  

 

c. SEE ALSO Policy Guide 1648 – Critical Area for 

Leadership and Planning 4, “Staffing” for the 

protocols/procedures which is also included in the school 

district’s Restart and Recovery Plan. 

  

C. NJDOE Guidance – Key Subject Area 3 – Policy and Funding 

 

1. School Funding 

 

a. Purchasing 

 

The school district may likely need to purchase items not 

needed in the past and may experience increased demand 

for previously purchased goods and services to implement 

the Plan.  The school district shall continue to comply with 

the provisions of the “Public School Contracts Law”, 

N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et seq.   
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b. Use of Reserve Accounts, Transfers, and Cashflow 

 

The school district shall apply for the approval from the 

Commissioner of Education, prior to performing certain 

budget actions, such as withdrawing from the emergency 

reserve account or making transfers that cumulatively 

exceed ten percent of the amount originally budgeted.   

 

c. Costs and Contracting 

 

The school district shall follow all New Jersey State laws 

and regulations applicable to local school districts for 

purchasing when procuring devices and connectivity or any 

technology related item.  

 

D. NJDOE Guidance – Key Subject Area 4 – Continuity of Learning 

 

1. Ensuring the Delivery of Special Education and Related Services 

to Students with Disabilities 

 

a. The school district shall continue to meet their obligations 

to students with disabilities to the greatest extent possible.   

 

2. Professional Learning 

 

a. The school district shall prepare and support teaching staff 

members in meeting the social, emotional, health, and 

academic needs of all students throughout the 

implementation of the Plan. 

 

(1) Professional Learning  

 

(a) The school district shall grow each teaching 

staff member’s professional capacity to 

deliver developmentally appropriate 

standards-based instruction remotely.  
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(2) Mentoring and Induction 

 

(a) The school district shall ensure: 

 

(i) All novice provisional teachers new 

to the district be provided induction; 

 

(ii) One-to-one mentoring is provided to 

novice provisional teachers by 

qualified mentors; 

 

(iii) Mentors can provide sufficient 

support and guidance to novice 

provisional teachers working in a 

remote environment;  

 

(iv) Mentoring is provided in both hybrid 

and fully remote learning 

environments and that mentors and 

provisional teachers will agree    

upon scheduling, structure, and 

communication strategies they will 

use to maintain the mentoring 

experience; and 

 

(v) The use of online collaborative tools 

for school staff to remain connected 

to other mentors, new teachers, and 

administrators to maintain a sense of 

communal support.  

 

(3) Evaluation 

 

(a) The school district has considered the 

requirements and best practices with 

provisional status teachers, nontenured 

educators, and those on Corrective Action 

Plans (including extra observations, extra 

observers, assuring more frequent feedback 

and face-to-face). 
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3. Career and Technical Education (CTE) 

 

a. The school district shall implement innovative learning 

models for new learning environments regarding CTE. 

 

b. Quality CTE Programs 

 

The school district shall ensure students have access to 

appropriate industry-recognized, high-value credentials. 

 

c. Work-Based Learning 

 

The school district will ensure students are provided the 

opportunity to participate in safe work-based learning, 

either remotely (simulations, virtual tours, etc.) or            

in-person.   

 

 

New Jersey Department of Education  “The Road Back – Restart and 

  Recovery Plan for Education” 
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POLICY GUIDE 1648 

 
A.1.e. Critical Area of Operation 3. - Transportation 

 

“School districts should maintain social distancing practices on buses to the 

maximum extent practicable and adopt best practices for cleaning and 

disinfecting all vehicles used for transporting students. If maintaining social 

distancing is not possible, all students who are able must wear face coverings 

while on busses.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ 

Department of Education, June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

 

School districts should maintain social distancing practices on buses (at least six 

feet of distance between riders) to the maximum extent practicable.  

A. The district will provide transportation services on a school bus to all students 

in according with district policy.  

• Measures will be offered to reduce school bus ridership such as: parents 

may elect to drive their children to school, seniors and juniors with their 

driver’s license may also elect to drive.  

• A face covering (mask) must be worn by all students. 

• Accommodations for students who are unable to wear a face covering 

should be addressed according to that student’s particular need and in 

accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. A physician’s note is 

required. 

B. The district has adopted the following practices for cleaning and disinfecting 

school buses and other transport vehicles: 

● In addition to below considerations while boarding or leaving, drivers will 

dispense hand sanitizer lotion of greater than 62% alcohol content into the 

student’s hand upon request. 

● While students are expected to provide and wear masks, a limited number 

of masks will be available for students who board the bus without a mask 

when social distance cannot be maintained. 

● Buses will be disinfected at the minimum between morning and afternoon 

routes by having the driver spray high touch areas with a disinfectant with 

a EPA Level IV (safest rating) safety rating at least every school day. 
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Implementation of Additional Considerations: 

 

A. To limit possible physical interaction among students, students may be 

required to board the school bus by filling the back rows first, and then 

progressing forward. When leaving the bus, students shall exit in the 

opposite order.  

 

B. Students may be assigned seats on the bus. 

 

C. Windows shall be open whenever possible. 

 

D. School buses and other vehicles used to transport students shall be cleaned 

and disinfect at least once daily, preferably between routes. 

 

E. Drivers shall practice all safety actions and protocols as indicated for other 

staff (e.g., hand hygiene, face coverings). 

 

F. Signs shall be posted on the bus and in the transportation garage and office 

to reinforce social distancing and hygiene rules. 

 

A.2.e. Critical Area of Operation 5. - Screening, PPE, and Response to 

Students and Staff Presenting Symptoms  

 

“School districts must adopt a policy for safely and respectfully screening 

students and employees for symptoms of and history of exposure to COVID-

19. Students and staff with symptoms related to COVID-19 must be safely and 

respectfully isolated from others. If a school district becomes aware that an 

individual who has spent time in a district facility tests positive for COVID-

19, district officials must immediately notify local health officials, staff, and 

families of a confirmed case while maintaining confidentiality.” The Road 

Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, 

June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

 

A. The district has adopted Policy No. 1648 “Restart and Recovery Plan” for 

screening students and employees for symptoms and history of exposure. (See 

Attachment A.) 
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B. The policy includes the following: 

• Staff must visually check students for symptoms upon arrival (which 

may include temperature checks) and/or confirm with families that 

students are free of COVID-19 symptoms. 

• Health checks must be conducted safely and respectfully, and in 

accordance with any applicable privacy laws and regulations. 

• Results must be documented when signs/symptoms of COVID-19 are 

observed. 

• Any screening policy must take into account students with disabilities 

and accommodations that may be needed in the screening process for 

those students. 

 

C. Procedures include the following: 

• Students and staff with symptoms related to COVID-19 must be safely 

and respectfully isolated from others.  

• The district shall follow current Communicable Disease Service 

guidance for illness reporting. 

• If the school district becomes aware that an individual who has spent 

time in a district facility tests positive for COVID-19, district officials 

must immediately notify local health officials, staff, and families of a 

confirmed case while maintaining confidentiality. 

 

D. The district has implemented a policy to prepare for when someone tests 

positive for COVID-19  

 

E. Written protocols have been developed by the Department of Health 

detailing the district’s COVID-19 related response for symptomatic 

students and staff. Protocols are consistent with the district’s contact 

tracing policy to the maximum extent practicable. 

 

F. Protocols include: 

• Establishment of an isolation space. Students and staff with symptoms 

related to COVID-19 must be safely and respectfully isolated from 

others. Students should remain in isolation with continued supervision 

and care until picked up by an authorized adult. 

• Follow current Communicable Disease Service guidance for illness 

reporting. 

• Adequate amount of personal protective equipment (PPE) available, 

accessible, and provided for use. 

ADMINISTRATION 
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• Methods to assist in contact tracing including records of groups/cohorts, 

assigned staff, and daily attendance. 

• Continuous monitoring of symptoms. 

• Readmittance policies consistent with Department of Health guidance 

and information for schools and Department of Health/Communicable 

Disease Service’s Quick Reference Guidance on Discontinuation of 

Transmission-Based Precautions and Home Isolation for Persons 

Diagnosed with COVID-19 

• Protocols to address a positive case. 

 

G. Parents are encouraged to be on the alert for signs of illness in their children 

and to keep them home when they are sick. Parent awareness and education 

shall be available on the district’s reopening webpage. 

 

H. School staff and visitors are required to wear face coverings unless doing so 

would inhibit the individual’s health or the individual is under two years of 

age. A physician’s note is required.  

 

I. Students are required to wear face coverings at all times, unless doing so 

would inhibit the student’s health. A physician’s note is required. It is also 

necessary to acknowledge that enforcing the use of face coverings may be 

impractical for young children or individuals with disabilities. 

 

J. Accommodation for students who are unable to wear a face covering 

should be addressed according to that student’s need and in accordance with 

all applicable laws and regulations. 

 

K.  Exceptions to mask requirements: 

• Doing so would inhibit the individual’s health. A physician’s note is 

required. 

• The individual is in extreme heat outdoors. 

• The individual is in water. 

• A student’s documented medical condition, or disability as reflected in an 

Individualized Education Program (IEP), precludes the use of face 

covering. 

• The student is under the age of two (2) and could risk suffocation.  
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L. If a visitor refuses to a wear a face covering for non-medical reasons and if 

such covering cannot be provided to the individual the point of entry, entry 

to the school/district facility may be denied. 

 

Implementation of Additional Considerations: 

 

A. Students and employees may be asked to leave or not come into school if they 

test positive for COVID-19 or exhibit one or more of the symptoms of COVID-

19, based on CDC guidance, that is not otherwise explained: 

• A fever of 100° F or greater 

• Cough 

• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 

• Chills 

• Repeated shaking with chills 

• Muscle pain 

• Headache 

• Sore throat 

• New loss of taste or smell 

• Fatigue 

• Congestion or runny nose 

• Nausea or vomiting 

• Diarrhea 

 

A.3.c. Critical Area of Operation 7. – Facilities Cleaning Practices 

 

“School districts must continue to adhere to existing required facilities cleaning 

practices and procedures, and any new specific requirements of the local health 

department as they arise. School districts must also sanitize bathrooms daily and 

between use as much as possible.” The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for 

Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

 

Districts must continue to adhere to existing required facilities cleaning practices 

and procedures, and any new specific requirements of the local health 

department as they arise. Each school district must develop a procedure manual 

to establish cleaning/disinfecting schedules, targeted areas to be cleaned, and 

methods and materials to be used. The district will: 

 

ADMINISTRATION 
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A. Develop a schedule for increased, routine cleaning and disinfection included 

in the district’s policy. 

B. The district shall routinely clean and disinfect surfaces and objects that are 

frequently touched. This may include cleaning objects/surfaces not ordinarily 

cleaned daily (e.g., doorknobs, light switches, classroom sink handles, 

countertops). Use all cleaning products according to the directions on the 

label. For disinfection most common EPA-registered household disinfectants 

should be effective. A list of products that are EPA-approved for use against 

the virus that causes COVID-19 is available on the EPA’s website. Follow 

the manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning and disinfection products 

(e.g., concentration, application method and contact time, etc.) Examples of 

frequently touched areas in schools: 

● Classroom desks and chairs 

● Lunchroom tables and chairs 

● Door handles and push plates 

● Handrails 

● Kitchens and bathrooms 

● Light switches 

● Handles on equipment (e.g. athletic equipment) 

● Buttons on vending machines 

● Shared telephones 

● Shared desktops/Laptops 

● Shared computer keyboards and mice 

● Drinking fountains 

● School bus seats and windows 

 

C. Sanitize bathrooms daily, or between use as much as possible, using protocols 

outlined by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

 

Implementation of Additional Considerations: 

 

A.  Regarding bathrooms: (1 student per class at a time with a pass, emergencies 

notwithstanding) 

● In an effort to avoid crowds, the district shall limit the number of students 

who can enter at a time. 

● Staff members shall be designated to enforce limited capacity and avoid 

overcrowding. Aides shall periodically check bathrooms. Additional staff 

will be required to assist in supervision. 

 

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2-covid-19
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● Doors may be propped open to avoid touching handles when possible. 

 

B. Drinking fountains shall be cleaned and sanitized, and staff and students are 

encouraged to bring their own water to minimize use and touching of water 

fountains. Bubblers will be disabled and only water bottle refill stations will 

be operational. 

 

C. Hand sanitizer will be made available at the school bus entrance for each 

student to use when boarding or when leaving the bus, by request. Similarly, 

students are required to wear face coverings while riding on the bus.  

 

D. Bus drivers shall be required to take certain personal hygiene actions (e.g., 

frequent hand washing) and be afforded the opportunity to do so (such as 

having sufficient time between routes). 

 

E. The district has developed procedures that detail how school buses will be 

cleaned and sanitized. The district has developed a cleaning/sanitizing 

checklist to be completed by the personnel responsible for the cleaning. The 

checklist serves two purposes: 1) providing a roadmap for the steps that need 

to be taken to properly clean and sanitize the bus; and 2) certifying that the 

process has been completed as required. 

 

F. The district has developed a process for the routine cleaning and disinfecting 

of furniture, accounting for the materials used in furniture in each school 

building. 

● During the school day, each classroom will be equipped with an 

electrostatic sprayer containing a disinfectant with a EPA Level IV (safest 

rating) safety rating that will be used to disinfect desks in between classes. 

● Bioesque Green Cleaners and Alcohol based wipes will be available to 

wipe down  

shared electronic devices. 

● Custodial staff will be reassigned to be available throughout the day to 

wipe-down frequently touched surfaces such as doorknobs, light switches 

as well as to clean bathrooms throughout the day and empty classrooms.  

 

G. EPA-registered disposable wipes will be provided to teachers and staff so that 

commonly used surfaces (e.g., keyboards, desks, remote controls) can be 

wiped down before use. 
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H.  The district will ensure adequate supplies to support cleaning and disinfection 

practices. 

 

I.  The district will ensure safe and correct use and storage of cleaning and 

disinfection supplies, including storing products securely away from children, 

and ensuring appropriate ventilation so students and staff are not exposed to 

toxins or fumes. 

 

J. The district shall clean and disinfect the school after a person has been 

identified as COVID-19 positive: 

● Schools might need to implement short-term closure procedures regardless 

of community spread if an infected person has been in a school building. If 

this happens, CDC recommends the following procedures: 

o Close off areas used by a sick person and do not use before cleaning 

and disinfection. Wait 24 hours before you clean and disinfect. If it is 

not possible to wait 24 hours, wait as long as possible. 

o Open outside doors and windows to increase air circulation in the area. 

o Cleaning staff should clean and disinfect all areas (e.g., offices, 

bathrooms, and common areas) used by the ill persons, focusing 

especially on frequently touched surfaces. 

o District will consider bringing in an outside cleaning company to clean 

and disinfect in the event of a positive COVID-19 case.  

 

K. Training will be provided to the personnel responsible for cleaning and 

sanitizing the facility and school buses. Topics that will be addressed include 

proper use of cleaning and disinfecting agents, the cleaning schedule for 

various surfaces, and safety precautions that need to be taken (e.g., ensuring 

adequate ventilation while cleaning and sanitizing). 

 
A.4.b. Elements to Address Impact of Social Isolation on Students and Staff: 

 

“Conditions for learning involve the social and emotional and environmental 

factors that can impact educator capacity to teach and student capacity to learn, 

including standards for maintaining healthy and safe school conditions. As 

schools reopen in the fall, the impact of social isolation on both educators and 

students must be a key area of concern. In addition to taking these steps to 

protect students’ and educators’ physical health, leaders must also consider the 

impact of social isolation on both educators and students. “The Road Back: 

Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 
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A. Social emotional learning (SEL) will be critical in re-engaging students, 

supporting adults, rebuilding relationships, and creating a foundation for 

academic learning. To this end, school districts are encouraged to thoughtfully 

plan around the well-being of educators so they can support the social and 

emotional well-being and learning needs of their students, acknowledge and 

prepare for the potential trauma that staff and students have faced during the 

COVID-19 school closures, and recognize and empower educators’ and staff’s 

strengths. 

● The district shall provide time and space for individuals to process 

traumatic events, re-establish connections with each other, and receive 

support that promotes their healing. 

● A survey will be administered to the students and parents to evaluate 

SEL needs. 

● Students will have access to school counselors, SAC, and the Mental 

Health Counselor throughout the day, as needed.  Both in person and 

virtually. 

● Weekly group counseling sessions will be offered by the SAC and the 

Mental Health Counselor, topics to be determined based on student 

need. 

● A Decompression Room will be provided, which will have stations for 

mindfulness, tactile manipulatives, and journaling/art therapy. 

● Resources for SEL and Mindfulness will be available on the DVR 

website. 

● Periodic emails will be sent to the school community pertaining to tips 

and strategies to manage stress and anxiety. 

● The district shall prioritize educator self-care and wellness through the 

summer and at the start of the 2020- 2021 school year. 

● Staff will be offered Lunch & Learn and Mindfulness sessions during 

the school year that address self-care. 

● The Counseling Department Newsletter will provide articles 

addressing self-care and wellness. 

● Resources for SEL and Mindfulness will be available on the DVR 

website. 

● Periodic emails will be sent to the school community pertaining to tips 

and strategies to manage stress and anxiety. 

● The district shall support educators’ access to mental and behavioral 

resources and encourage them to utilize these services. 

● A survey will be administered to the staff to evaluate needs. 
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● Staff will have access to school counselors, SAC, and the Mental 

Health Counselor throughout the day, as needed.  Both in person and 

virtually. 

A. Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS)  

 

MTSS is a systematic approach to prevention, intervention, and enrichment in 

grades PK-12 for academics and behavior that offers educators and families a 

mechanism to identify individual students who need extra support. In 

partnership with leaders and educators from districts experienced with 

implementing MTSS the NJDOE identified universal screening, collaborative 

problem-solving teams, family engagement, and data-based decision making 

as critical components for districts moving toward MTSS. 

 

DelVal utilizes a variety of supports which include, but are not limited to, 

I&RS (Intervention & Referral Services) team meetings, Supervised Study 

hall, counseling team meetings and combined CST/Counseling Dept meetings, 

as well as periodic communications between CST, counselors, staff, students, 

and parents.  In addition to administering a survey to evaluate student needs, 

additional sources of information will include staff observations, grade 

reports, and discipline records. 

 

B. Wraparound Supports  

 

Wraparound services differ from traditional school-based services in their 

comprehensive approach to addressing the academic, behavioral, and social-

emotional needs of students with interventions both inside and outside of the 

school environment. These include mental health support, primary health and 

dental care, family engagement, expanded before-school and after-school and 

summer learning time, and mentoring programs. 

● Notification of available community resources will be provided to families 

and students. 

 

C. Food Service and Distribution  

 

School meals are critical to student health and well-being, especially for low-

income students, and the NJDOE considers it a moral imperative to ensure the 

seamless and continuous feeding of New Jersey’s approximate 1.4 million 
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concerns related to food service are addressed as more guidance is made 

available. 

 

A.5.f Critical Area of Operation 6. – Contact Tracing 

 

“Contact tracing is the process used to identify those who have come into contact 

with people who have tested positive for many contagious diseases, including 

COVID-It is a long-standing practice and is an integral function of local health 

departments. All school district administrators, school safety specialists, 

counselors, and any other staff deemed appropriate by the school district, 

should be provided with information regarding the role of contact tracing in 

keeping school communities safe from the spread of contagious disease. School 

districts should collaborate with the local health department and engage their 

school nurses to develop contact tracing policies and procedures, as well as 

educate the broader school community on the importance of contact tracing.” 

The Road Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of 

Education, June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

 

A. Upon notification that a resident has tested positive for COVID-19, a local 

health department will call to determine close contacts to whom they may 

have spread the virus, where close contact is defined as being within six feet 

for a period of at least 10 minutes. Trained professionals from the 

community then get in touch with those close contacts to recommend next 

steps, such as self-quarantining, and to provide critical education and support 

in risk mitigation strategies. Increasing the number and capacity of contact 

tracers has been a top priority of the Governor as these practices can help 

slow the spread of COVID-19. 

 

B. All school and district administrators, school safety specialists, counselors, 

and any other staff deemed appropriate by the school and district, should be 

provided information regarding the role of contact tracing in keeping school 

communities safe from the spread of contagious disease (see resources 

below). Schools and districts should engage the expertise of their school 

nurses to educate the broader school community on the importance of contact 

tracing.  
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Implementation of Additional Considerations: 

 

A. Contact tracing policies should: 

• Be developed in consultation with the board’s local health department and 

with school nurses employed by the board; 

• Identify the criteria an individual must meet in order to activate the 

board’s contact tracing policy; 

• Clearly describe the school or district’s responsibilities regarding 

notification of: 

• Its local health department 

• Staff, families and the public; 

• Identify the school or district’s role in assisting its local health 

department conduct contact tracing activities, including ongoing 

communication with the identified individual and/or their contacts. 

• Ensure adequate information and training is provided to school and 

district staff as necessary to enable staff to carry out responsibilities 

assigned to them under the policy; and 

• Adhere to all applicable federal and state requirements regarding privacy 

of educational records (e.g. FERPA). 

• Designation of a staff liaison or liaisons responsible for providing 

notifications and carrying out other components of the board’s contact 

tracing policy could help ensure that notifications are carried out in a 

prompt and responsible manner. 

• Open communication systems that allow staff, students, and families to 

self-report symptoms and/or suspected exposure could assist school 

districts provide prompt notification. 

 

 

B.1.d. Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 3. – Scheduling 

 

Districts’ reopening plans must account for resuming in-person instruction. 

Scheduling decisions shall be informed by careful evaluation of the health and 

safety standards and the most up to date guidance from New Jersey Department of 

Health (NJDOH), as well the input of stakeholders about the needs of all students 

and the realities of each unique district. The Road Back: Restart and Recovery 

Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 
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Delaware Valley Regional High School will utilize a hybrid model for our return, 

alternating in-person instruction with remote, student-centered assignments and 

instruction. 

 

This model is based upon a daily, 8-period “C- Day” bell schedule for a full day 

of school. Students will attend school every other day. On complementary days, 

students will be assigned asynchronous projects, assignments, or participate in 

class meetings. Students will be assigned to the Blue Group or the Gold Group. 

Group assignments are based upon the master schedule and limiting the number 

of students in a classroom to provide the greatest opportunities for social 

distancing. Consideration will be given for siblings. No other considerations will 

be given. For the health and safety of all, your group will remain firmly as 

assigned. 

 

Day 1 of 

Hybrid 

Model 

Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5+ 

until notice 

given  

Day 6+ 

until notice 

given 

Last Day of 

Hybrid 

Model 

Blue 

students at 

school 

receiving 

Lesson 1, 

face to 

face 

Gold 

students at 

school 

receiving 

Lesson 1, 

face to 

face 

Blue 

students 

at school 

receiving 

Lesson 2, 

face to 

face 

Gold 

students at 

school 

receiving 

Lesson 2, 

face to 

face 

Blue 

students at 

school 

receiving 

Lesson 3, 

face to face 

Gold 

students at 

school 

receiving 

Lesson 3, 

face to face 

Blue 

students 

“off” 

Gold 

students 

“off” 

Blue 

students at 

home 

doing 

asynchron

ous work 

for Lesson 

1 

Gold 

students 

at home 

doing 

asynchron

ous work 

for 

Lesson 1 

Blue 

students at 

home 

doing 

asynchron

ous work 

for Lesson 

2 

Gold 

students at 

home 

doing 

asynchrono

us work for 

Lesson 2 

Blue 

students at 

home doing 

asynchrono

us work for 

Lesson 3 

Gold 

students at 

home doing 

asynchronou

s work for 

Lesson 3 

 

To clarify, this is not a six or seven day model. The Blue/Gold hybrid model will 

continue to repeat until a full reopening of school or additional health-related 

closures occur. 
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Possible bell schedule which includes two separate lunch periods in the 3A block. 

Beginning at 10:45AM, half of the students will have period 3A followed by 

lunch while the other half will have lunch followed by 3A.  

 

Period 1A 

Period 1B 

Period 2A 

Period 2B 

Period 3A – Alpha Lunch 

Period 3A – Beta Lunch 

Period 3B 

Period 4A 

Period 4B 

 

In the event of another full health-related school closure, the District will revert to 

our Distance Learning Days (DLD) Model, with an adjusted bell schedule. 

 

2020/2021 DLD Bell Schedule for a full health-related school closure: 

Block 1 (A/B):9:00-9:55am 

Block 2 (A/B):10:05-11:00am 

Block 3 (A/B):12:00 - 12:55pm 

Block 4 (A/B):1:05-2:00pm 

 

In the event of a full reopening of school, the district will return to its traditional 

A/B Schedule. Traditional A/B and alternate Bell Schedules for a full return to 

school may be found on the district website at https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/4820. 

 

B.2.c Critical Areas for Leadership and Planning 4. – Staffing  

 

“Teachers serve as the number one in-school factor impacting student 

learning. Regardless of the environment, teachers should clearly understand 

expectations and be supported and held accountable for student learning. 

Districts should consider access and equity for all staff to ensure continuity of 

https://www.dvrhs.org/Page/4820
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student learning. School reopening plans and decision-making throughout the 

school year should consider unique needs of each staff member.” The Road  
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Back: Restart and Recovery Plan for Education, NJ Department of Education, 

June 2020 

 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

Implementation of Minimum Standards: 

● In-person and Hybrid Learning Environments: Roles and Responsibilities 

 

In a fully in-person or hybrid learning environment districts should leverage 

staff to monitor student movement, hallway traffic, and maintain safety 

according to guidelines. Instructional and non-instructional staff schedules can 

include designated time to support school building logistics required to 

maintain health and safety requirements. 

● Instructional staff should: 

● Reinforce social distancing protocol with students and co-teacher or 

support staff. 

● Limit group interactions to maintain safety. 

● Support school building safety logistics (entering, exiting, restrooms, etc.). 

● Become familiar with district online protocols and platforms. 

● Plan standards-based lessons to meet the needs of students at various 

levels, ensuring versatility of lessons to apply to both settings. 

● Develop predictable routines and structures for students while maintaining 

student engagement through varied instructional strategies/modalities. 

● Provide regular feedback to students and families on expectations and 

progress. 

● Set clear expectations for remote and in-person students. 

● Assess student progress early and often and adjust instruction and/or 

methodology accordingly. 

● Develop opportunities for real-time interactions with students (office 

hours, virtual meetings, etc.) within the context of the teacher’s work day. 

● Instruct and maintain good practice in digital citizenship for all students 

and staff. 

● Instructional staff with additional capacity or limited time spent with 

students may assist with school building and safety logistics. 
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● Supervisors should support teachers in making necessary curricular 

adjustments and continuously improving the quality of instruction in 

remote and hybrid environments. 

● Providing materials, manipulatives and items for at-home activities at no 

cost to families (particularly in preschool). 
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● Mentor Teachers should:  

● Plan for “in-person” contact with the mentee using agreed upon 

communication methods and schedules that provide confidentiality and 

sufficient support. 

● Identify the most immediate issues to address with the mentee considering 

technology needs and how to provide effective remote instruction. 

● Establish observation protocols for remote environments that protect 

confidentiality, respect student privacy, and provide the mentee with 

relevant support. 

● Integrate self-care, for mentor and mentee, into mentoring scheduling and 

practices. 

● Continue to maintain logs of mentoring contact. 

● Mentor teachers should consider all health and safety measures when 

doing in-person observations. 

● Plan for “in-person” contact with the mentee using agreed upon 

communication methods and schedules that provide confidentiality and 

sufficient support. 

● Consider alternative methods for classroom observations and avoiding in-

person contact where possible. 

 

● Administrators: 

In addition to administrators’ non-instructional responsibilities, to ensure 

quality of continued learning in- person or virtually, administrators should: 

● Consider roles for staff with health concerns, leveraging them to enhance 

the virtual learning environment and inform in-person instruction. 

● Provide time for staff collaboration and planning (See Scheduling section).   

● Prioritize practical science and practical CTE areas for on-site 

opportunities.  

● Prioritize vulnerable student groups for face-to-face instruction. 

● Identify teachers and teacher leaders that may provide support to staff to 

continuously improve instruction in a virtual environment. 

● Work with staff and faculty to ensure that teaching and learning, and all 

student services are effectively and efficiently developed, planned, and 

delivered. 
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● Hone collaboration, cooperation and relationship building skills using 

alternative methods to remain connected to virtual instruction. 

● Define and provide examples of high-quality instruction given context and 

resources available. 

● Assess teacher, student, and parent needs regularly. 
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● Ensure students and parents receive necessary supports to ensure access to 

instruction. 

● Communicate expectations for delivering high-quality instruction, 

assessing, and monitoring student progress in the virtual environment, in 

accordance with NJDOE’s Professional Standards for Teachers and NJ 

Professional Standards for Leaders (N.J.A.C. 6A:9). 

● Plan a process to onboard students and reestablish the classroom 

environment through emphasizing relationships with students and parents 

and resetting routines. 

● Collaborate on curriculum planning and assessing student academic and 

social emotional well-being when they return to school. 

● Create feedback loops with parents and families about students’ academic 

and social emotional health and well-being, through use of remote 

learning conferences and/or surveys to parents about their student’s 

experience and learning while out of school. 

● Share a comprehensive account of academic interventions and social 

emotional and mental health support services available through the 

district. 

● Create and communicate realistic student schedules to increase student 

engagement and accountability for both hybrid and remote learning 

models. 

● Collaborate in determining expectations for differentiated instruction and 

rigor in hybrid and remote learning models. 

● Support families in connecting with teachers and other services they need 

to be successful in navigating the virtual environment. 

 

● Educational Services Professionals should: 

● Paraprofessionals and teachers may lead small group instruction in a 

virtual environment.  

● Teachers, Counselors, and CST Members may facilitate the virtual 

component of synchronous online interactions. 

● Teachers, with technological supports, may manage online platforms for 

small groups of in-person students while the teacher is remote.   
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● Educational Services Professionals may assist with the development and 

implementation of adjusted schedules.  

● Educational Services Professionals may plan for the completion of course 

requests and scheduling (secondary school).  

● Educational Services Professionals may assist teachers with providing 

updates to students and families.  
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● Educational Services Professionals may support embedding of SEL into 

lessons.  

● Paraprofessionals and teachers may lead small group instruction to ensure 

social distancing.  

●  Virtual meetings will be conducted, unless otherwise is deemed necessary 

for one-on-one interactions avoiding in-person contact where possible.   

 

● Support Staff: 

Paraprofessionals that usually serve in physical classrooms supporting 

students and teachers may also provide support in the virtual environment, 

especially for struggling students, those with special needs, English language 

learners, and those that need additional support at home.  

 

Paraprofessionals may: 

 

● Lead small group instruction to ensure social distancing, provided there is 

space available. In virtual circumstances breakout rooms may be utilized. 

● Consider alternative methods for one-on-one interactions avoiding in-

person contact where possible.   

● Pre-record read-alouds and videos around SEL activities and routines.  

● Act as a liaison between counseling and students and facilitate 

recommended activities. 

● Caption pre-recorded instructional videos from general education teachers.   

● Provide real-time support during virtual sessions.   

● Research websites, videos, and links for accessible activities that teachers 

can incorporate into lessons.  

● Support families and students in accessing and participating in remote 

learning.  

● Paraprofessionals can be added to online classes as co-teacher.  

● Lead small group instruction in a virtual environment through the use of 

break out rooms, private chat, email and one on one conversations.  

● Facilitate the virtual component of synchronous online interactions.  
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Substitutes:  

● The district has contingency staffing plans in case of sudden long-term 

absences and/or vacancies.  

● The district has developed roles and responsibilities for substitute teachers 

in both virtual and hybrid settings.  
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● The district will make use of “permanent” substitute teachers who shall 

report daily to the building and provide class coverages to promote 

continuity of instruction and reduce the number of outside visitors 

(personnel) reporting to the building. 
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[See POLICY ALERT No. 220] 

1649  FEDERAL FAMILIES FIRST CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) 

RESPONSE ACT 

The Federal Families First Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response Act (FFCRA) 

includes the Emergency Family and Medical Leave Expansion Act (EFMLEA) 

and the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act (EPSLA).   The EFMLEA expands the 

Federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the EPSLA provides 

employees with paid sick leave for specified reasons related to COVID-19.  

The provisions of the FFCRA shall apply from April 1, 2020 through 

December 31, 2020 or through any federal extension of the FFCRA, whichever is 

later. 

A. Emergency Family and Medical Leave Expansion Act (EFMLEA)

1. Definitions - For the purposes of the EFMLEA:

a. “Eligible employee” means an employee who has been

employed for at least thirty calendar days by the employer

with respect to whom leave is requested.

b. “Employer” means any employer with fewer than five

hundred employees.

c. “Qualifying need related to a public health emergency”

means with respect to leave, the employee is unable to

work (or telework) due to a need for leave to care for the

son or daughter under eighteen years of age of such

employee if the school or place of care has been closed, or

the child care provider of such son or daughter is

unavailable, due to a public health emergency.

d. “Public Health Emergency” means an emergency with

respect to COVID–19 declared by a Federal, State, or local

authority.

ATTACHMENT A1
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e. “Child care provider” means a provider who receives 

compensation for providing child care services on a regular 

basis, including an ‘eligible child care provider’ (as defined 

in section 658P of the Child Care and Development Block 

Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858n)). 

 

f. “School” means an ‘elementary school’ or ‘secondary 

school’ as such terms are defined in section 8101 of the 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 

U.S.C. 7801). 

 

2. Relationship to Paid EFMLEA Leave 

 

The FFCRA includes the Emergency Family and Medical Leave 

Expansion Act (EFMLEA) that amended the Federal Family and 

Medical Leave Act of 1993 (29 U.S.C. 2611 et seq. to provide 

leave to an eligible employee because of a qualifying need related 

to a public health emergency with respect to COVID-19 - (U.S.C. 

2612(a)(1)(F)).   

 

a. Leave for Initial Ten Days 

 

(1) The first ten days of this FMLA leave for an eligible 

employee shall be unpaid. 

 

(2) If the first ten days of this FMLA leave are unpaid, 

an employee may elect to substitute any accrued 

vacation leave, personal leave, or emergency paid 

sick leave provided by the EPSLA for the initial ten 

days under the EFMLEA in accordance with         

29 U.S.C. 2612(d)(2)(B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=20&section=7801
http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=20&section=7801
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(3) An employee may not use sick leave under N.J.S.A. 

18A:30-1 for a qualifying need related to a public 

health emergency.  However, an employee receiving 

sick leave under the provisions of N.J.S.A.    

18A:30-1 may only use sick leave because of 

personal disability due to illness or injury, or 

because the employee has been excluded from 

school by the school district’s medical authorities 

on account of contagious disease or of being 

quarantined for such a disease in his or her 

immediate household.  

 

b. Paid Leave for Subsequent Days 

 

(1) An employer shall provide paid leave for each day 

of leave under the EFMLEA that an employee takes 

after taking such leave for ten days.  

 

(2) The paid leave for an employee shall be calculated 

based on: 

 

(a) An amount that is not less than two-thirds of 

an employee’s regular rate of pay (as 

determined under section 7(e) of the Fair 

Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 

207(e)); and 

 

(b) The number of hours the employee would 

otherwise be normally scheduled to work (or 

the number of hours calculated under 

A.2.(b)(4) below). 

 

(3) In no event shall such paid leave exceed $200.00 

per day and $10,000.00 in the aggregate. 

 

 

 

 

http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=29&section=207
http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=29&section=207
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(4) Varying Schedule Hours Calculation – In the case 

of an employee whose schedule varies from week to 

week to such an extent that an employer is unable to 

determine with certainty the number of hours the 

employee would have worked if such employee had 

not taken leave under the EFMLEA, the employer 

shall use the following in place of such number: 

 

(a) Subject to A.2.b.(4)(b) below, a number 

equal to the average number of hours that 

the employee was scheduled per day over 

the six-month period ending on the date on 

which the employee takes such leave, 

including hours for which the employee took 

leave of any type. 

 

(b) If the employee did not work over such 

period, the reasonable expectation of the 

employee at the time of hiring of the average 

number of hours per day that the employee 

would normally be scheduled to work. 

 

c. Employee Notice to Employer 

 

(1) In any case where the necessity for leave under the 

EFMLEA for the purpose of a qualifying need 

related to a public health emergency is foreseeable, 

an employee shall provide the employer with such 

notice of leave as is practicable. 

 

(a) A request for such leave that is foreseeable 

shall be submitted to the superintendent 

prior to commencing the leave. 
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(b) A need for such leave that is not foreseeable 

shall be submitted to the superintendent 

within one business day of the first day of 

the leave being taken by the employee.  

 

(c) The employee shall provide to the 

superintendent the name of the employee’s 

child, the name of the school, place of care, 

or child care provider that has closed or 

become unavailable, and  a statement that no 

other suitable person is available to care for 

the child. 

 

d. Restoration to Position 

 

(1) The employee shall be restored to the same or 

equivalent position held by the employee when the 

leave commenced pursuant to 29 CFR 825.214.  

The requirement to restore the employee to the 

same or equivalent position held when the leave 

commenced does not apply to an employer who 

employs fewer than twenty-five employees if all 

four of the following conditions are met: 

 

(a) The employee takes leave under the 

EFMLEA. 

 

(b) The position held by the employee when the 

leave commenced does not exist due to 

economic conditions or other changes in 

operating conditions of the employer: 

 

i. That affect employment; and 

 

ii. Are caused by a public health 

emergency during the period of 

leave. 
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(c) The employer makes reasonable efforts to 

restore the employee to a position equivalent 

to the position the employee held when     

the leave commenced with equivalent 

employment benefits, pay, and other terms 

and conditions of employment. 

 

(d) If the reasonable efforts of the employer 

under A.2.d.(1)(c) above fail, the employer 

makes reasonable efforts during the period 

described in A.2.d.(2) below to contact the 

employee if an equivalent position described 

in A.2.d.(1)(c) above becomes available. 

 

(2) Contact Period 

 

(a) The period described under A.2.d. above is 

the one-year period beginning on the earlier 

of: 

 

i. The date on which the qualifying 

need related to a public health 

emergency concludes; or 

 

ii. The date that is twelve weeks after 

the date on which the employee’s 

leave under the EFMLEA 

commences. 

 

B. Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act  (EPSLA) 

  

The FFCRA includes the EPSLA, which provides paid sick time to an 

employee to the extent the employee is unable to work or (telework) due 

to a need related to COVID-19.  The paid sick time provided by the 

EPSLA and outlined in B.1. below cannot be taken with any other paid 

leave time provided by the employer.  
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1. Definitions 

 

a. For purposes of the EPSLA and this Policy: 

 

(1) “Employee” means an individual who is employed 

by a private employer with fewer than five hundred 

employees and public employers with at least one 

employee. 

 

(2) “Employer” means a private person or entity that 

employs fewer than five hundred employees and 

public employers that employ at least one 

employee.  

 

(a) “Covered employer” includes any person 

engaged in commerce or in any industry or 

activity affecting commerce that:  

 

i. In the case of a private entity or 

individual, employs fewer than five 

hundred employees; and 

 

ii. In the case of a public agency or any 

other entity that is not a private 

entity or individual, employs one or 

more employees. 

 

(b) “Covered employer” also includes:  

 

i. Any person acting directly or 

indirectly in the interest of an 

employer in relation to an employee 

(within the meaning of such phrase 

in section 3(d) of the Fair Labor 

Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 

203(d)); and 
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ii. Any successor in interest of an 

employer; and any “public agency”, 

as defined in section 3(x) of the Fair 

Labor Standards Act of 1938         

(29 U.S.C. 203(x)). 

 

(c) “Covered employer” also includes any 

“public agency “as defined in section 3(x) of 

the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938       

(29 U.S.C. 203(x)).   

 

(3) “Employ” and “State” have the meanings given 

such terms in section 3 of the Fair Labor Standards 

Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 203). 

 

(4) “Health care provider” and “son or daughter” have 

the meanings given such terms in section 101 of the 

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (29 U.S.C. 

2611). 

 

(5) “Paid sick time” means an increment of 

compensated leave that: 

 

(a) Is provided by an employer for use during 

an absence from employment for a reason 

described in any paragraph of B.2.a. below; 

and 

 

(b) Is calculated based on the employee’s 

required compensation under B.1.a.(6) 

below and the number of hours the 

employee would otherwise be normally 

scheduled to work (or the number of hours 

calculated under (B.1.a.(7) below), except 

that in no event shall such paid sick time 

exceed: 
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i. $511.00 per day and $5,110.00 in the 

aggregate for a use described in 

B.2.a.(1), (2), or (3) below; and  

 

ii. $200.00 per day and $2,000.00 in the 

aggregate for a use described in 

B.2.a.(4), (5), or (6) below.  

 

(6) “Required Compensation” subject to B.1.a.(5)(b) 

above, the employee’s “required compensation” 

shall be not less than the greater of the following:  

 

(a) The employee’s regular rate of pay (as 

determined under section 7(e) of the Fair 

Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 

207(e)). 

 

(b) The minimum wage rate in effect under 

section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards 

Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 206(a)(1)). 

 

(c) The minimum wage rate in effect for such 

employee in the applicable State or locality, 

whichever is greater, in which the employee 

is employed. 

 

Subject to B.1.a.(5)(b) above, with respect to 

any paid sick time provided for any use 

described in B.2.a.(4), (5), or (6) below, the 

employee’s required compensation shall be 

two-thirds of the amount described in 

B.1.a.(6) above. 
 

(7) “Varying Schedule Hours Calculation” means in the 

case of a part-time employee described in B.3.b.(2) 

below whose schedule varies from week to week to 

such an extent that an employer is unable to 

determine with certainty the number of hours the 
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employee would have worked if such employee had 

not taken paid sick time under B.2.a. below, the 

employer shall use the following in place of such 

number:  

 

(a) Subject to clause B.1.a.(7)(b) below, a 

number equal to the average number of 

hours that the employee was scheduled per 

day over the six-month period ending on the 

date on which the employee takes the paid 

sick time, including hours for which the 

employee took leave of any type. 

 

(b) If the employee did not work over such 

period, the reasonable expectation of the 

employee at the time of hiring of the average 

number of hours per day that the employee 

would normally be scheduled to work. 

 

2. Paid Sick Leave Requirement 

 

a. An employer shall provide to each employee employed by 

the employer paid sick time to the extent that the employee 

is unable to work (or telework) due to a need for leave 

because:  

 

(1) The employee is subject to a Federal, State, or local 

quarantine or isolation order related to COVID–19. 

 

(2) The employee has been advised by a health care 

provider to self-quarantine due to concerns related 

to COVID–19. 
 

(3) The employee is experiencing symptoms of 

COVID–19 and seeking a medical diagnosis. 
 

(4) The employee is caring for an individual who is 

subject to an order as described in B.2.a.(1) above 

or has been advised as described in B.2.a.(2) above. 

ADMINISTRATION 
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(5) The employee is caring for a son or daughter of 

such employee if the school or place of care of the 

son or daughter has been closed, or the child care 

provider of such son or daughter is unavailable, due 

to COVID–19 precautions. 

 

(6) The employee is experiencing any other 

substantially similar condition specified by the 

Secretary of Health and Human Services in 

consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and 

the Secretary of Labor. 

 

 3. Duration of Paid Sick Time  

 

a. An employee shall be entitled to paid sick time for an 

amount of hours determined under B.3.b. below. 

 

b. The amount of hours of paid sick time to which an 

employee is entitled shall be as follows: 

 

(1) For full-time employees, eighty hours. 

 

(2) For part-time employees, a number of hours equal 

to the number of hours that such employee works, 

on average, over a two-week period. 

 

c. Paid sick time under the EPSLA shall not carry over from 

one year to the next. 

 

 4. Employer’s Termination of Paid Sick Time 

 

a. Paid sick time provided to an employee under the EPSLA 

shall cease beginning with the employee’s next scheduled 

work shift immediately following the termination of the 

need for paid sick time under B.2.a. above. 
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5. Prohibition  

 

a. An employer may not require, as a condition of providing 

paid sick time under the EPSLA, that the employee 

involved search for or find a replacement employee to 

cover the hours during which the employee is using paid 

sick time. 

 

 6. Use of Paid Sick Time 

 

a. The paid sick time under B.2.a. above shall be available for 

immediate use by the employee for the purposes described 

in the EPSLA, regardless of how long the employee has 

been employed by an employer. 

 

b. Sequencing Leave Time 

 

(1) An employee may first use the paid sick time under 

B.2.a. above for the purposes described in the 

EPSLA. 

 

(2) An employer may not require an employee to use 

other paid leave provided by the employer to the 

employee before the employee uses the paid sick 

time under B.2.a. above. 
 

7. Notice 

 

a. Each employer shall post and keep posted, in conspicuous 

places on the premises of the employer where notices to 

employees are customarily posted, a notice, to be prepared 

or approved by the Secretary of Labor, of the requirements 

described in the EPSLA. 

 

b. Not later than seven days after the date of enactment of this 

Act, the Secretary of Labor shall make publicly available a 

model of a notice that meets the requirements of B.7.a. 

above. 
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 8. Prohibited Acts 

 

a. It shall be unlawful for any employer to discharge, 

discipline, or in any other manner discriminate against any 

employee who: 

 

(1) Takes leave in accordance with the EPSLA; and 

 

(2) Has filed any complaint or instituted or caused to be 

instituted any proceeding under or related to the 

EPSLA (including a proceeding that seeks 

enforcement of the EPSLA), or has testified or is 

about to testify in any such proceeding. 

 

9. Enforcement  

 

a. Unpaid Sick Leave - An employer who violates B.2. 

through B.6. of this Policy shall: 

 

(1) Be considered to have failed to pay minimum wages 

in violation of section 6 of the Fair Labor Standards 

Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 206); and 

 

(2) Be subject to the penalties described in sections 16 

and 17 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938   

(29 U.S.C. 216; 217) with respect to such violation. 

 

b. Unlawful Termination - An employer who willfully violates 

B.8. above shall: 

 

(1) Be considered to be in violation of section 15(a)(3) 

of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938               

(29 U.S.C. 215(a)(3)); and 

 

(2) Be subject to the penalties described in sections 16 

and 17 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938   

(29 U.S.C. 216; 217) with respect to such violation. 
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10. Rules of Construction 

 

  a. Nothing in the EPSLA shall be construed: 

 

(1) To in any way diminish the rights or benefits that an 

employee is entitled to under any: 

 

(a) Other Federal, State, or local law; 

 

(b) Collective bargaining agreement; or 

 

(c) Existing employer policy; or 

 

(2) To require financial or other reimbursement to an 

employee from an employer upon the employee’s 

termination, resignation, retirement, or other 

separation from employment for paid sick time 

under the EPSLA that has not been used by such 

employee. 

 

11. Guidelines 

 

a. Not later than fifteen days after the date of the enactment of 

the EPSLA, the Secretary of Labor shall issue guidelines to 

assist employers in calculating the amount of paid sick time 

under the EPSLA. 
 

12. Reasonable Notice 
 

a. After the first workday (or portion thereof) an employee 

receives paid sick time under the EPSLA, an employer may 

require the employee to follow reasonable notice 

procedures in order to continue receiving such paid sick 

time. 
 

b. The request for such leave shall be submitted to the 

superintendent, who may request documentation from the 

employee in support of the emergency paid sick leave.   
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c. The documentation shall include a signed statement 

containing the following information: the employee’s 

name; the date(s) for which leave is requested; the  

COVID-19 qualifying reason for leave; and a statement 

representing that the employee is unable to work or 

telework because of the COVID-19 qualifying reason.   

 

d. An employee requesting to take emergency paid sick leave 

under the EPSLA or the EFMLEA to care for his or her 

child must provide the following information:  the name of 

the child being care for; the name of the school; place of 

care; or child care provider that closed or became 

unavailable due to COVID-19 reasons; and a statement 

representing that no other suitable person is available to 

care for the child during the period of requested leave. 

 

13. Regulatory Authorities 

 

a. The Secretary of Labor shall have the authority to issue 

regulations for good cause under sections 553(b)(B) and 

553(d)(A) of Title 5, United States Code: 

 

(1) To exempt small businesses with fewer than fifty 

employees from the requirements of B.2.a.5. when 

the imposition of such requirements would 

jeopardize the viability of the business as a going 

concern; and 

 

(2) As necessary, to carry out the purposes of the 

EPSLA, including to ensure consistency between 

the EPSLA and Division C and Division G of the 

FFCRA. 

 

 

H.R. 6201: Families First Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response Act 

N.J.S.A. 18A:30-1 
 

 

Adopted: July 27, 2020 



ORGANIZATION NAME
CONTACT NAME,
FIRST

CONTACT NAME,
LAST CONTACT TITLE STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

AS OF JULY 1, 2020
DVRHS BOARD OF EDUCATION
Milford Ellen Gordon President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Alexandria Jonathan DeLisle Vice-President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Gerard Bowers Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Kingwood Debora Frank Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Alexandria Michelle Kletter Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Kingwood Sharon Lightner Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Patrick Mancini Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Frenchtown Geoffrey Stanley Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland George Tavernite Member 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

LOCAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Alexandria Township Schools Dr. Ronald Bolandi

Interim 
Superintendent 557 County Road 513 Pittstown NJ 08867

Frenchtown Borough School James Hintenacj Principa; 902 Harrison Street Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Township School Stephanie Snyder Superintendent 710 Milford-Warren Glen Road Milford NJ 08848
Kingwood Township School Dr. Rick Falkenstein CSA 880 County Road 519 Frenchtown NJ 08825
Milford Borough School Dr. RIck Falkenstein Superintendent 7 Hillside Avenue Milford NJ 08848

DEL VAL PARENT AND PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS 
All Sports Booster Club Stacy Blake President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Performing Arts Booster Club Jack Branowski President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
General Parent Population* Yvonne Magala Data Specialist 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

*Note: Information to be shared with the parent population should be sent to Yvonne Magala for distibution through the alert system

CAFETERIA/FOOD SERVICEMaschio's Food Service Management
Company Cafeteria Manager 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

DVRHS SCHOOL BOARD ATTORNEY
Fogarty and Hara, Esq. Stephen Fogarty Board Attorney 21-00 NJ-208 Fairlawn NJ 07410

TRANSPORTATION
DVRHS Jerry Ford Manager 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

ADMINISTRATION AND ADMIN 
SUPPORT
ADMINISTRATION
DVRHS Daria Wasserbach Superintendent 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Adrienne Olcott Principal 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Mike Gurysh

Director of 
Curriculum 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

DVRHS Adam Wright
VP of Student
Affairs 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

DVRHS Bill Deniz VP of Athletics 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

SUPERVISORS
Science Nicole Carro Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
English Tara Civitillo Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Social Studies/World Language James Kluska Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Special Education/CST Sandra Morisie Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Guidance Kristina Sterbenc Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Fine and Practical Arts Kyle Tinnes Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT
Superintendent Donna Daku Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Principal Denise Donnelly Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Curriculum Sally Brunkus Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Discipline Carol Puha Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Attendance Tracy Stephen Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Athletics Kathy Lovering Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Special Education Janet O'Connor Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Guidance Colleen LeBoeuf Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Guidance Cindy Bridge Adm Asst 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

SERVICE PROVIDERS EMPLOYMENT TRANSITIONS
OT/PT
NJ State Police - Kingwood Barracks Jeff Shaute SRO/Trooper 945 NJ-12 Frenchtown NJ 08825

ATHLETICS
DVRHS Diane Pona Athletic Trainer 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
On behalf of all coaches Bill Deniz Athletic Director 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Kathy Lovering Athletic Secretary 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

CLUBS AND CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES (ADMINISTRATORS TO COMMUNICATE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE CHARGES AND CLUB ADVISORS)
DVRHS Adrienne Olcott Principal 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Science Nicole Carro Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
English Tara Civitillo Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Social Studies/World Language James Kluska Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Special Education/CST Sandra Morisie Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Fine and Practical Arts Kyle Tinnes Supervisor 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

TECHNOLOGY
DVRHS Matthew Cirigliano Manager 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Jeff Scott 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Ernie Ramos 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Paul Tomko 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Yvonne Magala 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Kelly Helmstetter 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

FACILITIES
DVRHS Mattie O'Brien Facilities Manager 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

DVRHS
Maintenance 
Manager 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

BUSINESS SERVICES
DVRHS Teresa Barna SBA 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Carla Abert Fiscal Specialist 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Karen Kilduff Accts Payable 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Donna Daku Human Resources 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

STUDENTS (SEE POWERSCHOOL FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENT INFORMATION)
DVRHS Class of 2021 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Class of 2022 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Class of 2023 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS Class of 2024 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
DVRHS student email
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ORGANIZATION NAME
CONTACT NAME,
FIRST

CONTACT NAME,
LAST

CONTACT 
TITLE STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

AS OF JULY 1, 2020
LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES
Alexandria Township Michele Bobrowski Clerk 782 Milford-Frenchtown Road Milford NJ 08848
Alexandria Township Gabe Plumer Mayor 782 Milford-Frenchtown Road Milford NJ 08848
Frenchtown Borough Brenda Shepherd Clerk 27 Second Street Frenchtown NJ 08825
Frenchtown Borough Brad Myhre Mayor 27 Second Street Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Township Catherine Miller Clerk 61 Church Road Milford NJ 08848
Holland Township Dan Bush Mayor 61 Church Road Milford NJ 08848
Kingwood Township Cynthia Keller Clerk 599 Oak Grove Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Kingwood Township Thomas Ciacciarelli Mayor 599 Oak Grove Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Milford Borough Karen Dysart Clerk P.O. Box 507 Milford NJ 08848
Milford Borough Henry Sheppens Mayor P.O. Box 507 Milford NJ 08848

LOCAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Alexandria Township Schools Dr. Ronald Bolandi

Interim 
Superintendent 557 County Road 513 Pittstown NJ 08867

Frenchtown Borough School James Hintenach Principal 902 Harrison Street Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Township School Stephanie Snyder Superintendent 710 Milford-Warren Glen Road Milford NJ 08848
Kingwood Township School Dr. Rick Falkenstein CSA 880 County Road 519 Frenchtown NJ 08825
Milford Borough School Dr. RIck Falkenstein Superintendent 7 Hillside Avenue Milford NJ 08848

DEL VAL PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS
All Sports Booster Club Stacy Blake President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Performing Arts Booster Club Jack Branowski President 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825

DVRHS FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT COMPANYMaschio's Food Service Management 
Company Ken Torchia CEO 525 E. Main Street Chester NJ 07930

DVRHS SCHOOL BOARD ATTORNEY
Fogarty and Hara, Esq. Stephen Fogarty Board Attorney 21-00 NJ-208 Fairlawn NJ 07410

DVRHS HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
St. Luke's  - North Hunterdon Dr. Hugh Prentice

School Medical 
Inspector 37 Ruppell Road Hampton NJ 08827

Hunterdon Medical Center Kim Blanda Clinical Liaison 215 Route 31 Flemington NJ 08822

DVRHS FIRST RESPONDERS
POLICE
NJ State Police - Kingwood Barracks Jeff Shaute SRO/Trooper 945 NJ-12 Frenchtown NJ 08825
Frenchtown Police Department Mark Gantner Director 27 Second Street Frenchtown NJ 08825
Holland Township Police Sean Gutsick Chief 61 Church Road Milford NJ 08848

FIRE
Quakertown Fire Company Bradley Patkotis Deputy Chief 67 Quakertown Road Pittstown NJ 08867
Holland Township Fire Company Tom Dougherty Chief 971 Milford Warren Glen Rd Milford NJ 08848
Kingwood Township Fire Company Robert Hanley, Jr. Chief P.O. Box 99 Baptistown NJ 08803
Milford Borough Fire Company Nathan Fleck Chief 21 Water Street Milford NJ 08848

EMSKingwood Township First Aid and
Rescue Squad Kerry Floyd Chief P.O. Box 89 Baptistown NJ 08803
Milford-Holland Rescue Squad Larry Lutz Chief P.O. Box 251 Milford NJ 08848
Pattenburg Rescue Squad Mark Mason Chief 590 Pattenburg Road Asbury NJ 08802

COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Hunterdon Central Regional High 
School District Dr. Jeffrey Moore Superintendent 84 State Route 31 Flemington NJ 08822
Hunterdon County Vocational School 
Distict Dr. Todd Bonsall Superintendent 10 Junction Road Flemington NJ 08822
North Hunterdon/Voorhees Regional 
High School Distict Jeffrey Bender Superintendent 1445 NJ-31 Annandale NJ 08801
South Hunterdon Regional School 
District Anthony Suozzo Superintendent 301 Mt Airy - Harbourton Rd, Lambertville NJ 08530

HUNTERDON COUNTY AGENCIES
Department of Education Juan Torres Hunterdon ECS P.O. Box 2900 Flemington NJ 08822
Department of Health Karen DeMarco Director P.O. Box 2900 Flemington NJ 08822
Hunterdon County Board of Chosen 
Freeholders Shaun VanDoren Director P.O. Box 2900 Flemington NJ 08822
Hunterdon County Clerk Mary Melfi Clerk 71 Main Street Flemington NJ 08822
Office of Emergency Management Brayden Fayhey Coordinator 201 Cherryville Rd Flemington NJ 08822

CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT PARTNERS
NJIT Gabriella Cuzzola Assistant Director for Early College Preparatory ProgramsUniversity Heights Newark NJ 07102
RVCC Joanne Travaglini Academic Program Coordinator118 Lamington Rd Branchburg NJ 08876
Rutgers University Sherry Geardino Program Assistant65 Bergen Street, Room 152 Newark NJ 07107
Seton Hall University Francesca Phillippy Project Acceleration/External Scholarships and Fellowships400 S Orange Ave South Orange NJ 07079

MISCELLANEOUS
NJSIAA Representative Bill Deniz Athletic Director 19 Senator Stout Road Frenchtown NJ 08825
Extra-curricular competitions - TBD
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 

Component 1 - Equitable Access to Instruction Plan  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In accordance with Commissioner Repollet’s May 5, 2020 memorandum and subsequent guidance, 
the Delaware Valley Regional High School District offers this school health-related closure 
preparedness plan. Specifically, this plan addresses all of the required components and checklist 
requirements.  
 

Component 1 - Equitable Access to Instruction Plan  
Component 2 - Addressing Special Education Needs Plan 

Component 3 - Addressing ELL and Bilingual Needs Plan 

Component 4 - Safe Delivery of Meals Plan 

Component 5 - Length of Virtual or Remote Instruction Plan 

Component 6 - Attendance Plan 

Component 7 - Facilities Plan 

Component 8 - Summer Programming Plan 
Addendum – Essential Personnel 

 

II. EQUITABLE ACCESS TO HOME INSTRUCTION 

 

Delaware Valley’s plans for offering home instruction in the event of a health-related closure utilizes 
student iPads with access to the district’s implementation of Canvas Conference student learning 
management system through a wireless connection, with accommodations and modifications for 
students who do not have wireless access to the internet in the home. 
  
We have surveyed students and families to determine any gaps in wireless internet access in our 
community. Our survey indicates that 3 families will require assistance with internet access. 
  
We are prepared to offer wireless internet access to these and any other families who emerge as 
needing assistance through arrangements with vendors such as Comcast and through the lending of 
wireless “hotspot” devices. 
  
In the event that we are unable to offer access, or in the face of any other disruption of access either 
in portions of or throughout our region, we will provide paper copies of materials and arrange for 
delivery or pickup of such copies in accordance with any guidelines or restrictions imposed by the 
Department of Health or other agencies. 
 

III. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

  
Delaware Valley’s demographic profile is as follows. 
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Total Active Students: 760  
Homeless: 3 

Low Socioeconomic: 43/F 13/R 

Students with Disabilities: 138/IEP 52/504  
English Language Learners: 2 

State-funded Pre-school: 0 (N/A) 
 

IV. ADDRESSING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE 
 
The district uses Brightbytes to identify students’ and teachers’ access to devices and network 
connectivity within our educational community.  Students and staff are queried twice a year about the 
physical technology that is available to them both in school and at home, the level of support in which 
they receive for technology-related questions, needs, and services available. 
   
Upon registering at Delaware Valley Regional High School, and completed annually thereafter, 
parents and guardians complete survey questions indicating availability of technology infrastructure at 
home. These responses are held in our PowerSchool Student Information System. Records indicate 
that three students do not have high speed internet access and these students have been offered 
free Internet access or access at a reduced rate from local ISPs.  
 

All teachers and students are issued new, 1:1 devices every four years.  The district maintains a 
reserve of 100 extra retired student iPad devices at all times that can be used as loners until their 
units are repaired or replaced.  Student and staff devices are remotely managed and issues that arise 
during Distance Learning Days are easily reported to our Student Help Desk (via an email) or Staff 
Help Desk (via staff ticket through our HelpDesk website.) Issues reported are triaged remotely via 
email, phone calls, or use of our Mobile Device Management software (MDM) or Splashtop, our 
remote service assistance software by the entire technology department for effective and efficient 
service.  In the event of a true physical break, a loaner device is configured and delivered via our 
transportation department to ensure social distancing standards are addressed at all times.  
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 

Component 2 - Addressing Special Education Needs Plan 

 
I. PROVISION OF REMOTE/VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

 

Delaware Valley recognizes that not all related services and/or portions of a student’s Individualized 
Education Plan (IEP) can be implemented during closure. Our special education staff will determine 
those services and portions of IEPs prior to any closure. 
 
Delaware Valley instituted a One to One iPad initiative for all students that continues to be utilized to 
deliver instruction via distance learning days. Classes are scheduled and teachers use several 
platforms including canvas conferences and google meets to provide students with instruction. 
Collaborative teachers and paraprofessionals attend classes as they typically did prior to distance 
learning days.  Students are supported remotely, as per their IEP, using various formats.  Available to 
students are private chats, public chats, verbal discussions, private conferences, email, conferences 
with counselors and family and phone calls. Teachers and paraprofessionals communicate with parents 
often, sometimes daily depending on the degree of support that the student requires. A comprehensive 
list of specific accommodations is kept on file. 
 
Throughout any closure, special education staff will remain in contact with out-of-district placement 
schools and families to ensure continued instruction and to work in collaboration on the provision of 
any necessary home instruction. Our special services staff maintains a directory of contacts at each 
out-of-district school to discuss specific considerations in the event of a closure. 

  
For students requiring discrete trial instruction, special education staff will determine if parents can 
implement any maintenance programs at home. We will endeavor to engage related service staff in 
the development of home-based activities (e.g., fine motor work, speech worksheets, and more) that 
align to the goals in the student’s IEP. 
  
In the event that we cannot provide a related service, that services will be deferred and banked.  It 
needs to be pointed out however that related services are fully operational and that if this occurs it is 
the exception and not the rule. 
  
II. DOCUMENTATION OF IEP IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Teachers will follow all IEP and 504 Plan modifications and accommodations in work assigned to 
students, including medically fragile students, and in the assessment of work that students submit. 
Teachers are documenting interactions, accommodations and communications with students, 
counselors and family on a daily basis. Progress is being monitored and adjustments to services are 
quickly offered as necessary. 
 
In order to document IEP implementation, teachers are tracking accommodations and modifications 
through shared google docs.  Progress during this period of virtual classrooms has been done 
through reporting via an internet-based program, Frontline IEP Direct, and is identical to the reporting 
process before school was closed. 
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III. FAMILY FOLLOW-UP 
 
Case managers follow up with families to ensure services are implemented in accordance with IEPS to 
the greatest extent possible through regular check-ins with parents and students using all available 
means including via, email, phone, and video conferencing. Available to students are private chats, 
public chats, verbal discussions, private conferences, email, conferences with counselors and family 
and phone calls. Teachers and paraprofessionals communicate with parents often, sometimes daily 
depending on the degree of support that the student requires. A comprehensive list of specific 
accommodations is kept on file. 
 
IV. VIRTUAL IEP MEETINGS, EVALUATION, OR OTHER MEETINGS 
 
Special education staff will attempt to hold virtual IEP meetings via a video-conferencing or other 
appropriate tool. For students engaged in an Initial Planning Process or the Re-Evaluation Process, 
special education staff members and IEP team members, including student’s parents, will attempt to 
hold virtual meetings when appropriate, or work to determine mutually agreeable scheduling after the 
closure has concluded. After reopening, special education staff will prioritize those meetings.   
  
Upon reopening, if it appears individual students have regressed, the situation will be evaluated to 
assess how the student can be assisted to recoup lost skills.  
 
Case managers have been invited to observe classes. As per code teachers are included in IEP 
meetings with parents.  Case managers share a google doc tracking consistent outreach to parents 
via email, phone, and video conferencing.  This includes both in district and out of district students. 
Per recent state guidelines, the Child Study team has moved forward with evaluations and eligibility 
when appropriate, and provided IEPs for students newly classified.   

IEPs have been completed via video conferencing with the IEP team present including and not limited 
to: School Counselors; Case Manager; Parents; Students; Teachers.   Additionally, re-evaluation 
planning meetings have been held virtually. Intervention and Referral Services, I&RS continue with 
meetings virtually and with parent involvement as indicated (identical to prior to Distance Learning 
Days).  Tier I and II interventions prior to referral to the Child Study Team, CST are in 
place.  Evaluations that do not require face to face interaction are consistently being completed via 
electronic means. 

For initial referrals, the identification/evaluation planning meeting is still held within 20 days of receipt 
of the request. If at an initial identification/evaluation planning meeting it is determined that 
evaluations are warranted, the evaluation plan will include a statement to the effect that: “Due to the 
current closure of all schools by Governor Murphy and standardized testing procedures, if you 
consent to the proposed assessments listed in the attached notice, please send it to the District. Your 
parental consent will be marked as received. One potential exception to this would be taking a social 
history from the parent/student.  
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 

Component 3 - Addressing ELL and Bilingual Needs Plan  

I. PLAN TO MEET THE NEEDS OF ELL AND BILINGUAL STUDENTS 

Teachers of students with home languages other than English will continue to provide materials 
appropriate to individual student levels of English language acquisition. 
 

English Language Learners continue to receive ESL services throughout distance learning.  Remote 
classes are held via Google Hangout Meetings or Canvas Conferences during the normally 
scheduled block. ESL classes continue to emphasize the four strands of English language acquisition 
(listening, speaking, reading, and writing) while also ensuring that students are socially and 
emotionally in a safe space.  Regular communication with the school guidance counselors, social 
workers, case workers, and administration is in place to address any needs that arise.  

II. DISTRICT COMMUNICATIONS WITH ELL FAMILIES 

District communication remains constant with the continued option to translate all information on the 
district website. The district also utilizes translation services and the district alert system.  Directions 
for classwork are provided in English and the first language as needed.  Parents have been joining in 
student ESL classes to ask questions or clarifications about school closures and current school 
policies.  
 

III. ALTERNATE METHODS OF INSTRUCTION, DIFFERENTIATION, ACCESS TO TEHNOLOGY 
AND TROUBLESHOOTING STRATEGIES 

 

The ESL teacher has been assisting content-area teachers to modify and differentiate classwork, 
readings, and assignments for ELLs.  Modifications through distance learning include:  individual 
meetings to re-teach content material as needed, the use of translation devices, assigning fewer 
questions, using simplified text, and partnering ELLs with native English speakers.  Collaboration 
between teachers allows for maximized troubleshooting for learning concerns, technology issues, and 
other challenges. Students are provided iPads via the district’s one-to-one initiative and all students 
have internet access at home.  
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 

Component 4 - Safe Delivery of Meals Plan  

SFA: Delaware Valley Regional High School  
Agreement #: 019-01050 

  
Date meal distribution will begin:        Monday, March 16 2020  
Date meal distribution will end:           Friday, June 5, 2020 

  
Central delivery site: Delaware Valley Regional High School 

Meals to be claimed for reimbursement per day: 2 (breakfast and lunch) 
  
Delaware Valley will work with our food service management company to provide a bagged breakfast 
and lunch to all eligible students on each day that the school is experiencing a health-related closure. 
Meals will be prepared by employees of the food service management company, all trained in safe 
food handling procedures and knowledgeable of school nutrition meal requirements.  
 
Meals are received at the central delivery site in individual bags containing all required meal 
components. Meals are transferred to a vehicle owned by Delaware Valley Regional High School. 
The Delaware Valley Regional High School transportation department delivers the meals to the 
students’ homes. All persons who come in contact with the meals are wearing personal protective 
equipment (masks and gloves). There is no personal contact with the families at the homes. Bus 
drivers acknowledge their arrival by ringing a doorbell or knocking on the main entrance door. The 
meals are left outside at the main entrance.  
  
Unless in receipt of Department of Health recommendations to take other measures, we will deliver 
bagged meals to eligible students upon request. 
  
Meal content and claiming will comply with Department of Agriculture, Division of Food and Nutrition 
requirements. The District's food service vendor and District staff are trained and follow these 
standards throughout the school year. A roster of students receiving meals is being maintained to 
ensure accurate meal counts. 
 

Students are receiving meals free of charge regardless of eligibility status in accordance with the 
Seamless Summer Option Program.  
  
Families will have a telephone contact in the event of any issues, questions, or concerns. 
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 
Component 5 - Length of Virtual or Remote Instruction Plan 
 
I. VIRTUAL OR REMOTE LEARNING DAYS (DVR DISTANCE LEARNING DAYS OR DLDS) 

 
During health-related closures, Delaware Valley Regional High School District utilizes its Distance 
Learning Days (DLDs) protocols to provide home instruction. During a DLD, students and staff 
experience a typical school day remotely in their homes. 
  
Delaware Valley possesses the necessary technological infrastructure, student learning management 
system (LMS), and has provided training to staff and students. Utilizing the Canvas LMS and its 
Conference feature, Google Meet, ZoomEDU, and other digital tools to interact, remote lessons have 
been successfully executed throughout every department in the district. The process applies for 
general and special education classes. Collaborative teachers “share” the conference allowing dual 
instruction and support for all students. Distance learning days provide synchronistic lessons allowing 
staff and students to participate in their regularly scheduled classes from home. This initiative 
satisfies the legal requirements, and meaningful instruction can and will continue. In the event of 
audio-failure, Canvas Conference has a call- in capability. 
 
DVRHS follows the same A or B schedule that would have been applied had we had a regular school 
day. The “bell” schedule for DLDs is as follows: 
  
Period 1 (A/B) - 10:00 am 
Period 2 (A/B) - 11:00 am 
Period 3 (A/B) - 12:00 pm 
Period 4 (A/B) - 1:00 pm 
  
II. PLAN TO MAXIMIZE STUDENT GROWTH  
 
The Distance Learning Day initiative was designed to give students the same potential for learning 
and growth as would occur in a normal school day. In some respects, DLDs provide an advantage by 
making it necessary for teachers to use a greater variety of instructional strategies and tools.  Staff 
members utilize collaborative features such as whiteboards, public chat, and private chat with 
Conferences as well as Discussions within the learning management system to provide real-time 
interaction between themselves and students. The extensive use of polling allows staff members the 
ability to keep students engaged while providing excellent formative assessment to keep the pulse of 
the class without being able to see their students. 
  
In addition to the synchronous class meetings that all students attend, teachers also have the option 
of providing additional virtual “office hours” to assist students in a smaller setting. 
  
Extensive and continued support for teachers in the use of our learning management system provides 
teachers with numerous ways to differentiate instruction. These include the use of prerequisites, 
requirements, and mastery pathways. 
 
A web page, including FAQs, guidelines, and video tutorials, is available here: www.dvrhs.org/DLD. 

http://www.dvrhs.org/DLD
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 
Component 6 - Attendance Plan 
 
I. ALIGNMENT TO DISTRICT POLICY 

 

Staff and students will be expected to log in to take attendance, follow instructions to teach/learn the 
material, and complete and assess work. Students should log in and interact with their classes each 
day.  Students are to make sure to check in periodically throughout each class to account for your 
attendance.  As an example, students should check in with the teacher at the beginning, towards the 
middle and at the end of class. If a student is having a technical issue, lack of wifi or software 
problem, etc., please make sure to reach out via email to the teacher as soon as possible. 
 
Daily attendance is maintained in accordance with district policy 5200: 

In accordance with the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-25, every parent, guardian, or other person having 
control and custody of a child between the ages of six and sixteen shall cause the child to regularly 
attend school.  The Board of Education requires students enrolled in the school district attend school 
regularly in accordance with the laws of the State. 

In accordance with the provisions of N.J.A.C. 6A:16-7.6 and for the purposes of this Policy and 
Regulation 5200, a student’s absence from school will be excused or unexcused that counts toward 
truancy.    

Students that are absent from school for any reason are responsible for the completion of assignments 
missed because of their absence.  A student who is absent from school for observing a religious holiday 
shall not be deprived of any award, eligibility, or opportunity to compete for any award, or deprived of 
the right to take an alternate test or examination that was missed because of the absence provided 
there is a written excuse of such absence signed by the parent. 

Prolonged or repeated absences, excused or unexcused, from school or from class, deprive students 
of the educational and classroom experiences deemed essential to learning and may result in retention 
at grade level or loss of credit or removal from a course that would count toward the high school diploma 
in accordance with policies of this Board.   

Students shall be subjected to the school district’s response for unexcused absences that count toward 
truancy during the school year as outlined in N.J.A.C. 6A:16-7.6(a)4 and Regulation 5200.   

Unexcused absences from school or from classes within the school day may subject a student to 
consequences that may include the denial of a student’s participation in co-curricular activities and/or 
athletic competition.  Repeated absences from school interfere with efforts of this Board and its staff in 
the maintenance of good order and the continuity of classroom instruction and such absences may 
result in the removal of the student from a class or course of study. 

The Superintendent shall calculate and monitor the average daily attendance rate for the district and 
for each school in the district.  Whenever the average daily attendance rate does not meet the New 
Jersey Department of Education requirements the Superintendent or designee shall develop a district 
improvement plan to improve student attendance pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6A:30-5.2. 
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 To avoid administrative loss of credit, students cannot exceed the following: 

▪ 9 unexcused absences for a full year course 
▪ 6 unexcused absences for Physical Education 
▪ 4 unexcused absences for semester course 
▪ 2 unexcused absences for a marking period course 

For an absence to be considered excused, a professional note MUST be received by the attendance 
office within 2-weeks of the date of the absence. 

II. FAMILY FOLLOW-UP FOR NON-PARTICIPATING STUDENTS 

 
Student attendance reports are run daily. Teachers and students are to check in a minimum of three 
times during the class period. Students missing one or more check-in are to be immediately 
contacted by the teacher. If the student is not responsive a call is made to the parents. 
 
Excessive absenteeism and/or missed assignments result in contact to the student and/or parent by 
either the counselor or the Vice Principal to chart a corrective or remedial plan of action. 
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 

 
 

Component 7 - Facilities Plan 

Last day of building occupancy: March 13, 2020 

Custodian work schedule: Custodians are reporting to work during the closure. They are required to 
wear masks and gloves and work in accordance with the social distancing recommendations of 6 ft 
apart. No more than two in a single space at the same time. 

Mechanical Systems: All HVAC coils are vacuumed and filters will be changed. Systems were put into 
an unoccupied status.  

Fire System: Maintained, checked and inspected in accordance with the regular schedule. 

Well Water: Ph levels checked weekly and bi-weekly for bacteria in accordance with NJDEP 
requirements. Water fountain filters will be changed and thoroughly disinfected.  

Septic System: Septic and all pumping stations will be serviced. Monthly monitoring will continue.  

Kitchen: Thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, grease traps, dishwasher and other equipment will be 
serviced.  

Facility Cleaning: All classroom and office contents are being cleaned and disinfected with an 
Electrostatic disinfecting gun. Windows, walls and floors are thoroughly cleaned. Once the room has 
been cleaned and disinfected, no one can enter the space. 

Locker Rooms: All lockers are emptied of contents and thoroughly cleaned. 

Grounds: Grounds are being maintained as necessary.  
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 
Component 8 – Summer Programming Plan 

I. EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR (ESY) 

In order to fulfill student IEP requirements, the district is planning for the traditional “in-person” ESY 
program for students. In the event that it is not prudent to return to the school facility, we are planning 
the continuation of our distance learning program to meet the needs of the IEP. 
 
II. ASSESSMENT OF CREDIT LOSS AND RECOVERY 
  
The Child Study Team has collaborated with the Counseling Department to determine whether 
students are meeting their graduation requirements for the 2019-20 school year. 
 

The counselors will review all student records to assess course and credit requirements.  Seniors will 
be reviewed to ensure they are meeting the requirements for graduation.  The Main Office will notify 
the counselors of students who lose credit due to absences.  Students needing to meet course/credit 
requirements will be advised of credit recovery methods, such as Option II and online providers (eg - 
Educere) 
 
III. TITLE 1 EXTENDED LEARNING PROGRAMS 
 
The curriculum department is investigating using the same tools that teachers are using in their daily 
synchronous classes to provide extra help sessions outside of the school day and in the summer. 
This can provide continuity of education in math and ELA as well as fill in the gaps for students 
needing additional support. 
 
IV. CLASS OF 2020 GRADUATION  

Because the 2019/2020 school year officially ends on June 30, 2020, graduation, in whatever form it 
takes, will still occur as originally scheduled at 10:00 am on Friday, June 12, 2020. The district has 
planned multiple scenarios for the 2020 graduation ceremony including a fully virtual "graduation" 
tribute, a traditional June graduation on the field, or something in between. The form 
that Graduation 2020 takes is not a decision the district will make on its own. With the exception of 
the fully virtual graduation tribute, all activities will be developed and carried out in conjunction with 
Governor Murphy's orders and input from the local and State Police and the Hunterdon County 
Department of Health and OEM.  
 
Virtual Video Tribute Scenario   
Video to be released on June 12 at 3pm on Service Electric TV and on webpage 
Tribute will include, but not limited to: 
Senior portrait slides will contain awards earned (Graduating with Honors, Senior Awards Night & 
Sports Awards, Scholarships etc.) 
Student and Administrative speeches 
Instrumental and vocal performances 
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Drive Through Graduation/Car Parade Scenario 
To be conducted in accordance with Governor Murphy’s Executive Order No. 142 
 

Drive Through Graduation: 
• Parents/students meet at designated location – no one is to leave their vehicle. 
• State police will close down Senator Stout Road for the line-up of cars 
• Limited staff attendance - All employees wear masks and gloves (Maintain social distancing) 
• 5 tables spread out in front of school with alphabetized diplomas (1 person at each table) 
• Cars drive up to Principal’s Office area to receive diplomas (Parents drive & students in front 

passenger’s seat) handed by superintendent/BOE President through the car window. 
• Principal adheres graduate flag to car 
• Car passes school cafeteria to sit in student parking lot to wait until all graduates have driven 

through 
• Teacher and state police supervise parked cars 

 
Car Parade: 
After the last car drives through and enters the school parking lot, school buses, fire engines and 
state police help lead cars through a route that passes by all the sending district schools. 
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SCHOOL HEALTH-RELATED CLOSURE PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 

 
Addendum – Essential Personnel 
 

List of Essential Personnel (EP) 
 

 

Employee Category Role of Employee Duties/Work Stream Number of EP by 
category 

Administration 
 

Oversee operations of 
school district 
 

Interact with BOE, 
community, & staff; student 
instruction; business office 
functions; interact with 
county ECS; participate in 
all Special Education 
decisions 
 

District Admin: 4 
(Superintendent, 
SBA, Director of 
Curriculum, Director 
of Special 
Education) 
School Admin: 3 
(Principal, 2 V.P.s) 
Area Supervisors: 5 

Teachers Implement 
instructional 
program for 
students 

 

Instruct students remotely; 
interact with students; 
families, and administration 
daily (Minimum 10 hours 
per week as per the 
guidance from the 
commissioner to utilize 
N.J.A.C.6A:16-10.1 as the 
guideline) 
 

Regular and 
Special Education: 
66 

Paraprofessionals Support teachers with 
implementation of 
instructional program 
for students 
 

Communicate with 
classroom teachers daily; 
provide remote support to 
students with IEPs 
throughout their daily 
instruction as appropriate 
 

Special Education: 
15 

Administrative 
Assistants/Clerks 
 

Oversee office 
functions and 
communications 
 

Conduct virtual meeting 
with school nurse to 
address attendance issues; 
communicate with families, 
administration, and staff as 
needed, continue business 
services and payroll 
 

School and District: 
12 

Nurses 
 

Oversee health office 
related topics 

Conduct virtual meeting 
with school attendance 
officer to address 
attendance issues; 
communicate with families, 
administration, and staff as 
needed; make regular 

1 
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contacts with families of 
students with known health 
conditions; review and 
update the CSA on COVID-
19 information 
 

Child Study Team  Oversee program for 
all students with IEPs 
(in district and out) 
 

Communicate regularly with 
all teachers involved in 
meeting IEP needs; 
maintain IEP timelines; hold 
virtual meetings as needed; 
update CSA on IDEA 
updates during school 
closure 
 

Team Members: 5 
(School 
Psychologist, 
LDT/C, Social 
Worker (2), Speech 
Therapist) 

School Counselors Assist student with 
counseling needs 
 

Communicate regularly with 
all teachers; hold virtual 
department meetings as 
needed; hold virtual 
counseling sessions with 
students 
 

Counselors: 6 

Custodian/Maintenance Oversee 
maintenance and 
cleaning of building 
 

Collection of mail; 
maintenance of grounds 
and building check as 
appropriate; oversee 
proper cleaning and 
disinfecting of school 
building 
 

O&M: 10 

Technology Oversee all aspects of 
instructional 
technology and 
technological 
infrastructure 

Ensure all systems are 
functioning throughout 
distance learning days; 
troubleshoot issues; 
conduct training for system 
updates or procedural 
changes 
 

Team: 8 members 

Transportation Oversee all aspects pf 
pupil transportation for 
the DelVal region and 
beyond 

Complete bus inspections 
and maintenance, state 
reporting, and delivery of 
meals to eligible students 
throughout the region 

Administration: 4 
Mechanics: 2 
Drivers: 15 

 

 
 



New Jersey Department of Education 
Checklist for School Health-Related Closure Plans (Updated 5.4.20) 

On March 16, 2020, Governor Phil Murphy signed Executive Order No. 104 (EO 104), implementing aggressive 
social distancing measures to mitigate further spread of COVID-19 in New Jersey. Among other directives, 
Governor Murphy’s Executive Order indefinitely closed all public, private, and parochial preschools and 
elementary and secondary schools to students beginning on March 18, 2020. Executive Order No. 107, signed on 
March 21, 2020, superseded EO 104 and continued the necessary closure of all schools. As detailed in guidance 
issued by the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) on March 5, 2020 and supplementary guidance 
issued on March 13, 2020, in order to count days during this closure period toward the statutory requirement to 
provide public school facilities for 180 days, school districts, charter schools, renaissance school projects and 
Approved Private Schools for Students with Disabilities (APSSD) were required to develop school health-related 
closure preparedness plans. These plans were designed to address continuity of critical school services such as 
remote instruction, special education and related services, and nutrition benefits. As a guidepost for districts in 
developing remote instruction plans, the NJDOE cited its regulations regarding home instruction due to a 
temporary or chronic health condition (N.J.A.C. 6A:16-10.1). 

Requirement to Update the District, Charter, Renaissance and APSSD Public Health-Related School 
Closure Plan as of May 4, 2020 

On May 4, 2020, Governor Murphy announced that all New Jersey school buildings would remain closed for 
in-person instruction for the remainder of school year 2019-2020. Private schools with longer academic 
years will remain closed until at least June 30, 2020. To ensure that New Jersey students continue to receive 
high quality, standards-based instruction through the end of the school year, and to provide appropriate 
transparency, each school district, charter school, renaissance school project and APSSD must update and 
post to its website its school health-related closure preparedness plan. Pursuant to P.L. 2020, c.27, the 
revised plans must be approved by the district board of education or board of trustees. 



Checklist for School Health-Related Closure Plans (Updated May 4, 2020) 

*Denotes the required updates/revision/additions to existing plans. Any other component of the existing plan
can be updated as appropriate.

Contact Information 

County: 

Name of District, Charter School, APSSD or Renaissance School Project:

Chief School Administrator/Charter or Renaissance Leader Name/APSSD Lead: 

Phone Number of Contact: 

Equitable Access to Instruction Plan Component 1 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

Does the plan include equitable access to instruction for all students? 

Does the plan include an overall demographic profile for your district, including 
student counts for state funded preschool, homeless, migrant LSE, Students with 
Disabilities, and English Language Learners (ELLs)? 

Does the plan ensure that all students, with their varied and age appropriate needs, are 
addressed through the plan? 

Does the plan demonstrate a working knowledge (data summary or narrative) of student 
access to technology for grades identified in your plan as being served by one or more 
online platforms? 

*Does the district’s plan account for measuring and addressing any ongoing digital
divide that exists, whether it be network access or lack of sufficient access to
devices?

Notes on Component 1 

2 



Addressing Special Education Needs Plan Component 2 

Question 

Does the plan address the provision of remote/virtual instruction to implement 
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) for students with disabilities to the greatest 
extent possible, including accessible materials and platforms? 

District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan address methods to document IEP implementation including the tracking
of services, student progress as well as provision of accommodations and modifications?

*Does the plan describe how case managers will follow up with families to ensure
services are implemented in accordance with IEPs to the greatest extent possible?

*Does the plan address procedures for virtual IEP meetings, evaluation and other
meetings to identify, evaluate and/or reevaluate students with disabilities?

Notes on Component 2 

Addressing ELL and Bilingual Needs Plan Component 3 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan include ESL and bilingual education to meet the needs of English 
Language Learners (ELLs)?

*Does the plan contain how the district communicates with ELL families, including 
translated materials and directions?

*Does the district’s plan address alternate methods of instruction, differentiation,
access to technology and strategies to troubleshoot ELL access challenges?

Notes on Component 3 

3 



Safe Delivery of Meals Plan Component 4 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan contain how the district will provide continued safe delivery of meals 
to students? 

  

Notes on Component 4 

Length of Virtual or Remote Instructions Day Plan Component 5 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 
*Is the virtual or remote learning plan designed to maximize student growth and 
learning to the greatest extent possible?  

• Differentiate instructional time, class assignments, independent work, and 
measures of student learning by grade bands. In each grade band, design 
virtual and remote learning plans to maximize student growth and learning 
to the greatest extent possible. 

  

Notes on Component 5 

  

4 



Attendance Plan Component 6 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan address attendance aligned to the district policy on including how the
district determines whether a student is present or absent, and how a student’s
attendance will factor into promotion, retention, graduation, discipline, and any other
decisions that will affect the student?

*Does the plan describe how the district is following up with the family when a
student is not participating in online instruction and/or submitting assignments?

Notes on Component 6 

Facilities Plan Component 7 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan contain an outline of how the building will be maintained throughout 
this extended period of closure?

Notes on Component 7 

5 



Summer Programming Plan Component 8 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

Notes on Component 8 

Board Approval Component 9 

*Is the plan board approved? Yes No Enter Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 

Notes on Component 9

*Does the plan contain a preliminary outline for the provision of summer services,
including:

• Extended School Year (ESY) for students with disabilities including how ESY
will be delivered

• 21st Century programs
• Assessment of credit loss or shortages for high school seniors and an initial

plan to address credit recovery
• Assessments of learning loss and an initial plan for potentially addressing

learning loss
• STEM or other programs using reallocated grant funds
• Title 1 extended learning programs
• Any preliminary plans for Class of 2020 graduation ceremonies
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Posted on Website Component 10 

*Is the plan posted on the district/APSSD/Charter/Renaissance School Project Website?       Yes       No 

Enter Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 

Notes on Component 10 

Posted on Website Component 11 

Question 
District 
Yes or 

No 

County 
Yes or 

No 

*Does the plan contain a list of essential employees by job title? (can be an addendum)   

Notes on Component 11 

APSSD Applicable Only: Sharing Plans Component 12 

*Was the plan shared with all sending districts?      Yes      No 

Notes on Component 12 
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Room # Maximum Occupancy
A100 5

AD Office 4
A99 (Health Office) 7

Main Office 13
B100 10
B101 10
B102 10
B106 10

B107 (Computer Science) 15
B108 3
B109 9
B110 10
B111 9
B112 9
B114 9
C100 10
C101 10
C102 10
C103 10
C104 13
C105 17
C106 10
C107 7
C108 10
C110 10
C111 7
C112 10
C113 10
C114 10
C116 10
C118 10
D100 6
D101 9

D101A 3
D102 9

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING

ATTACHMENT E



D103 8
D104 9
D106 9
D108 9
D109 9
D110 9
D111 9
D112 9
D113 9
D114 9
D115 9
D116 9
D117 9

D118 (TV/Media) 11
D119 10
D120 10
D121 3
E101 10
E107 11
E108 11
E109 11
E110 11
E111 11
E112 11

Library 47
Guidance 8

District Office 16
Auditorium 128
Cafeteria 108

NSP 1
B97 (Band Room) 27

B98-99 (Choir Room) 12
Gold Gym 70
Hutch Gym 84

Weight Room NA
Wrestling Room NA
Faculty Room 2
Wood Shop 11



HUNTERDON, SUSSEX & WARREN COUNTY REGIONAL COVID‐19 SCHOOL COMMUNITY CONTAINMENT GUIDELINES 
JULY 26, 2020 

SITUATION:  CONTAINMENT RESPONSE  NOTE 
Confirmed Case 
(Student or Faculty) 

 May recommend school‐wide virtual instruction for a day to allow
health department to complete investigation and contact tracing

 All students and faculty in class or on bus with a confirmed case are
quarantined for 14 days

 Confirmed case will isolate for at least 10 days since their symptoms
first appeared and they have no fever for 24 hours (one full day
without the use of medicine to reduce fever) and symptoms
improved.

Probable Case 
(Student or Faculty) 

 May recommend school‐wide virtual instruction for a day to allow
health department to complete contact tracing investigation

 All students and faculty in class or on bus with a probable case are
quarantined for 14 days or until Probable Case tests negative

 Probable Case will isolate for at least 10 days since their symptoms
first appeared and they have no fever for 24 hours (one full day
without the use of medicine to reduce fever) and symptoms
improved.

 Probable Case is recommended for testing

Probable cases should already 
have been under quarantine as 
close contacts and should not 
have been in school.  

Reported Symptoms of 
COVID‐19 with no 
known exposure to a 
confirmed case 
(Student or Faculty)

 Student and faculty member with symptoms of COVID‐19 stays
home for at least 10 days since their symptoms first appeared and
they have no fever for 24 hours (one full day without the use of
medicine to reduce fever) and symptoms improved. May return
earlier after negative COVID‐19 test or alternative diagnosis is
confirmed

 Symptomatic person is recommended for testing

Based on NJDOH COVID‐19 
Guidance for Reopening Childcare 
7/20/20  

Close Contact  
(Student or Faculty) 

 Student or faculty that are close contacts of confirmed cases outside
the school will quarantine for 14 days from last date of exposure

Assumption: 
 There is a low confidence that students and teachers can remain 6 feet apart during a class period
 There is a low confidence that students can be six feet apart on the school bus. All bus trips are longer than 10 minutes
 When a 6 foot distance cannot be maintained, the use of face coverings and physical barriers in a classroom are protective measures to

decrease the risk of disease transmission, but do NOT eliminate the recommendation for individuals in the class or bus to quarantine if
there is a positive or probable case.

Definitions: 
 Confirmed Case: A person with a lab test confirming COVID‐19
 Probable Case: A person with clinical symptoms of COVID‐19 with known exposure to a confirmed case
 Close Contact: A person who was within 6 feet of a confirmed or probable COVID‐19 case for at least 10 minutes
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DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Facility Cleaning Procedure Manual 
COVID-19 Response 

BACKGROUND 

In December 2019, a new respiratory disease called Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-

19) was detected in China. COVID-19 is caused by a virus (SARS-CoV-2) that is part of

a large family of viruses called coronaviruses.

The virus that causes COVID-19 is mainly spread by respiratory droplets. When someone 

infected with COVID-19 coughs or sneezes, respiratory droplets that contain the virus are 

expelled and can be breathed in by someone nearby. Although the virus cannot enter the 

body through the skin, the respiratory droplets carrying the virus can get into your airways 

or mucous membranes of your eyes, nose, or mouth to infect you. The virus can also be 

spread if you touch a surface contaminated with virus and then touch your eyes, nose or 

mouth, although this is not the primary way the virus spreads. 

WHAT WE KNOW 

Cleaning and disinfecting are part of a broad approach to preventing infectious diseases 
in schools. Infectious diseases are generally spread through harmful microorganisms or 
environmental pathogens, such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, etc., via direct person-to-
person contact with an infected individual or by touching objects contaminated by infected 
individuals, such as doorknobs, elevator buttons, handrails and other frequently touched 
surfaces. These germs are then transmitted from the hands to the nose, mouth or eyes.  

Effective cleaning and disinfecting of environmental surfaces, including “high touch” or 
frequently touched surfaces, significantly decreases the number of environmental 
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pathogens on those surfaces, which in turn, reduces the risk of transmission and infection. 
These “frequency areas” and items known or likely to be contaminated should be 
disinfected at least daily.  
 
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 

 

• Cleaning removes germs, dirt and impurities from surfaces or objects. Cleaning works 

by using soap (or detergent) and water to physically remove germs from surfaces. This 

process does not necessarily kill germs, but by removing them, it lowers their numbers 

and the risk of spreading infection.  

 

• Disinfecting kills germs on surfaces or objects. Disinfecting works by using chemicals 

to kill germs on surfaces or objects. This process does not clean dirty surfaces. By killing 

germs on a surface after cleaning, it lowers the risk of spreading infection. 

 

 • Sanitizing lowers the number of germs on surfaces or objects to a safe level, as 

judged by public health standards or requirements. This process works by either cleaning 

or disinfecting surfaces or objects to lower the risk of spreading infection. 

  

• Cleaning and disinfection of frequently touched surfaces will be the main focus of 

building services personnel during a pandemic. The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) recommends cleaning frequently touched surfaces and commonly 

shared items at least daily and when visibly soiled. 

 

PREVENTION 

 

To help prevent spread of COVID-19, schools should continue to educate students, 

faculty and staff about proper hand and respiratory hygiene.  

 

 Hand hygiene:  

●  Regular hand washing with soap and water for at least 20 seconds should be 

done:  

o Before eating;  

o After sneezing, coughing, or nose blowing;  

o After using the restroom;  

o Before handling food;  

o After touching or cleaning surfaces that may be contaminated; and  
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o After using shared equipment like computer keyboards and mice.  

If soap and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer. School 

Physician has approved and permits the use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers in our 

facilities without individual’s physician orders as alcohol-based hand sanitizers are 

considered over-the-counter drugs. Student use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers should 

always be supervised by adults. Parents/guardians can inform the school that they do not 

want their child to use alcohol-based hand sanitizers by sending a written notice to the 

school.  

 

 Respiratory hygiene:  

● Covering coughs and sneezes with tissues or the corner of elbow; and  

● Disposing of soiled tissues immediately after use.  

● Social Distancing 

● Wearing a mask 

Cleaning cloth face coverings and face shields 

● Cloth face coverings should be laundered as needed and changed if visibly 

soiled. 

● The CDC provides guidance for the use and care of cloth face covering and face 

shields. Review the Use of Cloth Face Coverings to Help Slow the Spread of 

COVID-19. 

● Face shields should be cleaned following manufacturer's instructions. 

○ While wearing gloves, carefully wipe the inside, followed by the outside of 

the face shield or goggles using a clean cloth saturated with neutral 

detergent solution or cleaner wipe. 

○ Carefully wipe the outside of the face shield or goggles using a wipe or 

clean cloth saturated with EPA-registered hospital disinfectant solution. 

○ Wipe the outside of face shield or goggles with clean water or alcohol to 

remove residue. 

○ Fully dry (air dry or use clean absorbent towels). 

○ Remove gloves and perform hand hygiene. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
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Routine Cleaning: 

Routine cleaning and disinfecting is key to maintaining a safe environment for faculty, 

students, and staff. Soiled and frequently touched surfaces can be reservoirs for 

pathogens, resulting in a continued transmission to people. Therefore, for pathogenic 

microorganisms that can transmit disease through indirect contact (transmission through 

contaminated surfaces), extra attention must be paid to surfaces that are touched most 

often by different individuals. As part of standard infection control practices in school 

settings, routine cleaning should be continued.  

Routine cleaning of school settings include:  

● Cleaning high contact surfaces that are touched by many different people, such 

as light switches, handrails and doorknobs/handles  

● Dust- and wet-mopping or auto-scrubbing floors  

● Vacuuming of entryways and high traffic areas  

● Removing trash  

● Cleaning restrooms  

● Wiping heat and air conditioner vents 

● Spot cleaning walls  

● Spot cleaning carpets  

● Dusting horizontal surfaces and light fixtures  

● Cleaning spills  

Specific high-risk locations within a school warrant cleaning and disinfection:  

 

These locations include:  

 

Health Office  

● Clean and disinfect beds after each student  

● Cover treatment tables and use pillow protectors  

● Discard or launder coverings after each use  

Lunchrooms  

● Clean and disinfect lunch tables between each use 
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Cleaning and Disinfection:  

 

Cleaning removes germs, dirt and impurities from surfaces or objects, while disinfecting 

kills germs on surfaces or objects.  

● Wear disposable gloves to clean and disinfect. 

● Clean surfaces using soap and water, then use disinfectant. 

● Cleaning with soap and water reduces number of germs, dirt and 

impurities on the surface. Disinfecting kills germs on surfaces. 

● Practice routine cleaning of frequently touched surfaces. 

● More frequent cleaning and disinfection may be required based on level of 

use. 

● Coronaviruses on surfaces and objects naturally die within hours to days. 

Warmer temperatures and exposure to sunlight will reduce the time the 

virus survives on surfaces and objects. 

● Normal routine cleaning with soap and water removes germs and dirt from 

surfaces. It lowers the risk of spreading COVID-19 infection. 

● Disinfectants kill germs on surfaces. By killing germs on a surface after 

cleaning, you can further lower the risk of spreading infection. EPA-

approved disinfectants external icon are an important part of reducing the 

risk of exposure to COVID-19. If disinfectants on this list are in short 

supply, alternative disinfectants can be used (for example, 1/3 cup of 

bleach added to 1 gallon of water, or 70% alcohol solutions).  Bleach 

solutions will be effective for disinfection up to 24 hours. 

● Always wear gloves appropriate for the chemicals being used when you 

are cleaning and disinfecting. Additional personal protective equipment 

(PPE) may be needed based on setting and product. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
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Step 1: Cleaning: Always clean surfaces 

prior to use of disinfectants in order to 

reduce soil and remove germs. Dirt and 

other materials on surfaces can reduce 

the effectiveness of disinfectants. For 

combination products that can both clean 

and disinfect, always follow the 

instructions on the specific product label 

to ensure effective use.  

 

Step 2: Disinfection: Cleaning of soiled 

areas must be completed prior to 

disinfection to ensure the effectiveness of 

the disinfectant product. If EPA- and 

DEC*-registered products specifically 

labeled for SARS-CoV-2 are not 

available, disinfect surfaces using a 

disinfectant labeled to be effective 

against rhinovirus and/or human 

coronavirus. If such products are 

unavailable, it is also acceptable to use a 

fresh 2% chlorine bleach solution 

(approximately 1 tablespoon of bleach in 

1 quart of water). Prepare the bleach 

solution daily or as needed. EPA- and 

DEC*- registered disinfectants 

specifically labeled as effective against 

SARS-CoV-2 may become commercially 

available at a future time and once 

available, those products should be used 

for targeted disinfection of frequently 

touched surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of frequently touched 

areas in schools: 

 

➢ Classroom desks and chairs; 

➢ Lunchroom tables and chairs; 

➢ Door handles and push plates;  

➢ Handrails; 

➢ Kitchen and bathroom faucets;  

➢ Light switches;  

➢ Handles on equipment (e.g., 

athletic equipment);  

➢ Buttons on vending machines 

and elevators;  

➢ Shared telephones;  

➢ Shared desktops;  

➢ Shared computer keyboards 

and mice; and 

➢ Bus seats and handrails. 

 

Note:Computer keyboards are 

difficult to clean due to the spaces 

between keys and the sensitivity of 

its hardware to liquids. When shared, 

they may contribute to indirect 

transmission. Locations with 

community use computers should 

provide posted signs regarding 

proper hand hygiene before and after 

using the computers to minimize 

disease transmission. Also, consider 

using keyboard covers to protect the 

hardware against spills and facilitate 

cleaning. 
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● Label directions must be followed when using disinfectants to ensure the target 

viruses are effectively killed. This includes adequate contact times (i.e., the amount 

of time a disinfectant should remain on surfaces to be effective), which may vary 

between five and ten minutes after application. Disinfectants that come in a wipe 

form will also list effective contact times on their label.  

● For disinfectants that come in concentrated forms, staff should carefully follow 

instructions for making the diluted concentration needed to effectively kill the target 

virus. This information can be found on the product label.  

Disinfecting is the responsibility of school custodial staff. They are trained to use 

disinfectants in a safe and effective manner. Staff are reminded to ensure procedures for 

safe and effective use of all products are followed. Staff do not need to wear respiratory 

protection (e.g., masks) while cleaning. Safety instructions are listed on product labels 

and include the personal protective equipment (e.g., gloves) that should be used. Place 

all used gloves in a bag that can be tied closed before disposing of them with other waste. 

Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds immediately after removing 

gloves or use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available. Soap 

and water should be used if hands are visibly soiled. 

 

PROTOCOLS FOR DAILY CLEANING 

Classrooms 

Classrooms are occupied by a different set of students every 40 minutes. Due to this 

frequent turnover of occupants, it is important to disinfect as often as possible to prevent 

the spread of contaminants.  

Each classroom will be equipped with an electrostatic sprayer containing a disinfectant 

with a EPA Level IV (safest rating) safety rating that will be used to disinfect desks and 

chairs in between classes. This will be conducted by teaching staff or custodial staff. 

Bioesque Green Cleaners and Alcohol based wipes will be available to wipe down shared 
electronic devices. 
 
After dismissal time, the following actions will be taken in the classrooms to further reduce 
the risk of exposure: 

● Cleaned and sanitized 
● Trash removed 
● Floors will be dust mopped 

Cafeteria/Eating Locations 
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Cafeterias and other designated eating areas will be occupied by the most number of 

students at the same time. Even though students will be socially distanced, masks cannot 

be worn during eating times.  

Serving lInes will be wiped down between serving times. 

Cafeteria tables and chairs will be wiped down between serving times 

Bathrooms 

Generally speaking, restroom surfaces should be cleaned with a general purpose cleaner, 

followed by targeted disinfection of certain surfaces. Cleaning should be done before 

disinfection. This removes surface dirt and gives disinfectants better opportunity to reach 

and kill germs.  

Scientists have studied germs in public restrooms. They have found that germs that could 

infect people are mostly found in “high touch” areas. These are areas where people are 

mostly likely to touch surfaces as they use the restroom. Germs are left on these surfaces 

by people who are sick. People who are not sick could get the germs on their hands and 

become sick, too. We recommend careful cleaning and spot disinfection throughout the 

day and between uses on areas such as:  

• toilet flush handles  • faucet handles   • countertops 

• door handles, latches, panels and edges   • soap dispenser levers 

In addition, clean and disinfect toilet bowls, toilet seats, and areas around the toilet 

following the cleaner and disinfectant product instructions. All areas of the bathrooms will 

be cleaned and sanitized each evening.  

Other areas, such as mirrors and walls can be cleaned with a general cleaner or hot water 

and do not need disinfecting unless there has been blood or body fluid present.  

Keep in mind that using dirty cleaning equipment can spread germs or even add more 

germs to surfaces. It is important to rotate sections of the cleaning cloth, rinse cloths and 

mops often in clean water, or regularly change to a clean cloth or mop when cleaning. 

Frequently Touched Surfaces 

Frequently touched surfaces will be wiped down with EPA approved disinfectant on a 

regular basis throughout the day while the building is occupied. 
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PROTOCOLS FOR A POSITIVE COVID-19 CASE 

Schools should be prepared for COVID-19 outbreaks in their local communities and for 

individual exposure events to occur in their facilities, regardless of the level of community 

transmission, for example a case associated with recent travel to an area with sustained 

COVID-19 transmission. The following decision tree can be used to help schools 

determine which set of mitigation strategies may be most appropriate for their current 

situation. 

 
 

 

When a confirmed case has entered a school, regardless of community 

transmission 

 

Any school in any community might need to implement short-term closure procedures 

regardless of community spread if an infected person has been in a school building. If this 
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happens, CDC recommends the following procedures regardless of the level of 

community spread: 

 

Coordinate with local health officials. Once learning of a COVID-19 case in someone who 

has been in the school, immediately notify local health officials. These officials will help 

administrators determine a course of action for their child care programs or schools. 

Dismiss students and most staff for 2-5 days. This initial short-term dismissal allows 

time for the local health officials to gain a better understanding of the COVID-19 

situation impacting the school. This allows the local health officials to help the school 

determine appropriate next steps, including whether an extended dismissal duration 

is needed to stop or slow further spread of COVID-19. 

● Local health officials’ recommendations for the scope (e.g., a single school, 

multiple schools, the full district) and duration of school dismissals will be made 

on a case-by-case basis using the most up-to-date information about COVID-

19 and the specific cases in the community. 

● During school dismissals, also cancel extracurricular group activities, school-

based afterschool programs, and large events (e.g., assemblies, spirit nights, 

field trips, and sporting events). 

● Discourage staff, students, and their families from gathering or socializing 

anywhere. This includes group child care arrangements, as well as gathering at 

places like a friend’s house, a favorite restaurant, or the local shopping mall. 

Communicate with staff, parents, and students. Coordinate with local health 

officials to communicate dismissal decisions and the possible COVID-19 

exposure 

This communication to the school community should align with the communication 

plan in the school’s emergency operations plan. 

● Plan to include messages to counter potential stigma and discrimination. 

● In such a circumstance, it is critical to maintain confidentiality of the student or 

staff member as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Family 

Education Rights and Privacy Act. 

Clean and disinfect thoroughly 

● Close off areas used by the individuals with COVID-19 and wait as long as 

practical before beginning cleaning and disinfection to minimize potential for 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/reducing-stigma.html
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exposure to respiratory droplets. Open outside doors and windows to increase 

air circulation in the area. If possible, wait up to 24 hours before beginning 

cleaning and disinfection. 

● Cleaning staff should clean and disinfect all areas (e.g., offices, bathrooms, and 

common areas) used by the ill persons, focusing especially on frequently 

touched surfaces. 

● If surfaces are dirty, they should be cleaned using a detergent or soap and water 

prior to disinfection. 

● For disinfection most common EPA-registered household disinfectants should 

be effective. 

○ A list of products that are EPA-approved for use against the virus that 

causes COVID-19 is available here 

○ Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning and disinfection 

products (e.g., concentration, application method and contact time, etc.). 

○ Additionally, diluted household bleach solutions can be used if 

appropriate for the surface. Follow manufacturer’s instructions for 

application and proper ventilation. Check to ensure the product is not past 

its expiration date. Never mix household bleach with ammonia or any 

other cleanser. Unexpired household bleach will be effective against 

coronaviruses when properly diluted.  Prepare a bleach solution by 

mixing: 

■ 5 tablespoons (1/3rd cup) bleach per gallon of water or 

■ 4 teaspoons bleach per quart of water 

 Additional information on cleaning and disinfection of community facilities such 

as schools can be found on CDC’s website. 
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